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Farm at Monmouth

purchased for the purpose of ex
perimenting in fruit, the soil is an variawas

SMITH,

ble that it baa been thought desirable ta
J
use portions of it for experiments with
Attorney at Law,
sheep, swine, oats, corn, potatoes, and
MAINS.
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the results of these several experiments
% Specialty
Collection»
(
will be watched very carefully.
Horn* I'
It is well that the Pomona Grange*
HARK.
A
■ fKKKICΚ
of the state have each been invited to
spend a day at Hightnoor and it is to be
Attorneys at Law.
hoped as many as can will respond for
MAINS.
the man who goes there with eyes and
I XTiiKL,
SUory C. Park
Herrlck.
i.
will carry home lessons of
ears open
i
value in future operations. In this connection it may be well to give a brief
F « K-»( Vivs,
description of some of the experiments.
Take the one that is being made in
Dentist,
potatoes for an illustration. There are
ME.
NORWAY,
* u Kl<>. K,
four acres of these tubers under cultivaHtr
iltf tion, for the purpose of testing the high
llo5.
iidlcel·
hill ami the level culture. It has long
been a mooted question whether potatoes can be raised to a better advantage
in a high hill thau at the level with the
It is thought this experiment
ground.
St., Norway, Me.
14 M
will settle thin problem and will make a
in the future managedifference
threat
ment of Maine potato raising.
Another experiment which bids fair
to be of great value to the farmers of
Maine is the testing of oats. They bave
31 varieties of that grain representing
the best breeds of every natiou in the
world. Each one of these different
Lead
of" Pipe Repairing,
varieties has one-tenth of an acre of
All Κ
ground as its own. These are all given
arid Iron.
exactly the same fertilizer and the same
cultivation and it remains to be seen
Telephone 1:14-11.
which one will prove the best. It is expected that out of these 31 varieties one
J. WALDO
will be found to be especially adapted to
Maine soil, Maine climate, and Maine
fertilizer. This experiment has attacted
much attention among the members of
f
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tjr.

Wm. C. Leavitt Co.,

Stoves,

Hardware,

and

Ranges.
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the grange.
Temp!» Street, rear Masonic Block,
The orchard experiment has also attracted
great attention and has proved a
NORWAY.
Telephone Connection.
matter of interest to all the guests.
One acre of orchard is set apart and enclosed for swine. These trees are all
sprayed and are given all possible attention and the hogs must do the rest. It
is expected that they will root over the
AT THE GREENHOUSE.
ground and all are curious to know
PORTER ST., SOUTH PARIS.
whether this disturbance of the soil will

Hit fines, Plants, Feres,

FLORIST.

E. P. CROCKETT,

the small roots.
Just beyond this patch, there is another acre wired in and devoted to
and
sheep. Here we have the same spraying,
the same care, cultivation and pruning,
HOUSE HEATING. but the sheep in this case, must do the
Of course, the surface of the soil
rest.
Aient for MAOEE RANGES.
will not be disturbed. The sod will not
Telephone 127-12.
be broken, but they will eat the grass
and also eat
very closely to the ground
all the windfalls. It is expected that
MAINE.
NORWAY.
this will determine the long discussed
problem as to whether hogs or sheep
are the best for an orchard.
The balance of the main orchard is
divided into blocks of 25 rows with six
I'lr«t ( lam Fare Jl.i5 one way.
trees to each row aud these will receive
V-' <"i round trip.
different treatment. This particular exvalue of
Sttamer ί ·A V STATE and Steamer
periment is to determine the
RANSOM Β FULLER leave Franklin lune sulphur on the various kinds of
P.
week days at 7
Wharf, Port and,
pests. All of the different lime sulphur
M.,SoodlJ Ρ M.,
and lime mixtures on the market will
receive a careful test and report on their
Roturnlxtc
merits will undoubtedly be made by
Leave Union Wharf, Boston, week
Prof. Woods some time during the comdays and .Sunday· at 7 P. M.
ing fall or winter.
Tbrouirh tickets on sale at principal
Still another interesting experiment
railroad station·.
is the corn test breeding. This will inlines.
othei
clude not ouly sweet Corn but also the
freight rates as low as
♦ι,..» «««ι Η··ηr
varieties
Here is anJ. Κ LISCOMB, General Agent.
other question that ha» long been mootPortland, Me.
ed amoug agricultural workers of Maine.
Some claim that the dent variety is the
beet while other authorities are equally
as
strenuous in advocating the fiint corn
being the most profitable for the Maine
farmer. It is expected and hoped that
Jeweler and Graduate Optician.
tbiM experimeut will settle this question
for the agriculture of Maine.
Even thin does not tell all the experiments that are being made at Highmoor
Farm. Timothy grass is being grown by
lawn fertilizer made at the
a special
experiment station. The result of this
has proven to be a great surprise as the
mo»t splendid results thus far have been
obtained.—Turf, Farm and Home.
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world set about to help the little on«
will have to do the thing in theii
own way and suit themselves, no mattei
chough the help is not very apparent tc
any one but themselves. I imagine thai
the "lesson" in farming as it should b«

they

that the New York Central Railroad ii
setting op in this state, will be about at
valuable to the average run of farmers
as roany such have been before.
A par
tial report on that undertaking
j®**"
me to believe that my notion of it o*
forehand was correct, i once read a
8'orv of a rich man whose grown daug
ter was much interested in the poor; ec
her father gave ber quite a sum ο
money to spend in charity, and wa
much disgusted to find that the firs
thiug she did was to put half of it into a
smart costume for herself before starting out on the work. The poor people
uo doubt appreciated the
Misapplication is always the difficulty
in setting up obj«-ct lessons in farming.
I have just read that the New York
Central farms are to be managed fora
year or two without much expectation o!
profit, but to get them into good tillage
and fertility. This Is, of course, just
the method that the farmer starting in
to pay for a farm, or any farmer who has
no capital ahead, is certain not to follow.
The education it will afford will be
about as valuable as the efforts of a
hawk to teach a rabbit to fly. If farming ie to be done hereafter from the
capitalistic storting point, such examples
are well enough, for a farm will respond
after a little and yield a profit, but that
happens not to be the way that most
farming is apt to be carried on.
The problem that confronts the farmer, at least nine times out of ten, when
he buys a farm, is to handle it so tha
it will pay a profit the first year and
every year afterward. No matter if it
would make a bet'er showing in ten
years if it were handled in some other
way, the farmer with not much capital
behind him cannot wait for that. A
thousand dollars saved to hutι at: the
outset is worth everything. He_must
make a good profit or go under. What I
want to see here and there all over this
land, wherever poor farming is common,
is an expert taking up land and farming
it on the live-or-die plan that practically
all farmers are obliged to adopt if they
I am aware that there are
go in at all.
plenty of farmers who will not ehow the
even
proper confidence iu their land,
after they have made money outofit,
the
bank,
and will put their money in
bnt I am not speaking of them n',w·
the
UniCornell
over
I took a trip
versity farm the other day
admired the method of handling the
land for it very soon transformed fields
lately bought or leased from poor crop-

a°?.8reat'y

Jeep-so led

laughing,
ground, good for big crops of
to

pers

rich,

while the outlying lands that had not
been taken over from the native husbandman were still showing he same
old indifferent crops. Again let it be
said that the method that
fertility first is proper enough if t is
Dossibie, but it is so seldom possible to
the farmer—or be at leMt thinks so
which is about the same th ng-that it
does not assist him in the least to do
farming after that plan. The very fact
that the farms in the vicinity of sta

farms remain much as they
were proves how little the experiments
and approved methods amount to.
They tell the story of a youth who
once came to Prof Agas^ and asked
for instruction. The learned man was
htiRv
so he gave the lad a fish from
biroι to
among his specimens and told
look at it while he waited. When the
interval was over he was able to tell the
professor something of the fish that rea studious mind and was a once
If the trained agricultural
in favor.
expert should be put on a farm with no
haMnrl him and made ffood in the
same way, he would compel his neighbors to believe that ho had stuff in him
that they lacked and they might follow
his methods, but tbey will not take to
the "big-side" farming for tbey cannot,
so what is tho use trying? The instructor convinces and satieties himself, and
that is about all.
I do not include in this criticism the
instruction that is now given so freely
in agricultural classes on either general
That is different
or special subjects.
and it will not go for nothing, for it begius with a voluntary effort of the pupil
to know more of bis subject, while the
farmer is by no means always agreed
that any instruction is needed on his
part. Mucb instruction work is done
that is merely calculated to please the
expert and slides over tho one who needs
its showing, so tbat the whole system,
The Cost of Feeding Heifers.
from that side, is often pretty discourHi>w much does it cost a dairyman to
brink; a heifer to a producing age? As a aging.
By the way, western New York at
result of experiments 1907 to 1909, the
least would be glad of some of that
Connecticut station, in Bulletin No. 63,
bountiful western irrigation work spread
concludes that a two jetr old heifer
At over it. Only three-quarters of an inch
costs in the neighborhood of Î70
of rain in June, and July comes in hot
the Connecticut station the calves were
and dry and blazing. Wheat and hay
fed according to the most approved
but the later grains and
are assured,
methods. Tho cost of feeding for the
are already suffering.—John W.
first
the
pastures
was
two years
$55. During
Erie Co., Ν. Y., in Country
month the heifer» received whole milk, Chamberlin,
Gentleman.
aud thereafter, for '.he next six months,
they got skimmed milk. At the begin
Co-operation In Denmark.
and continuning of the second moutb,
In an address before the Crookston
was good, they got in
until
pasture
ing
Prof. Boeggild
the neighb rbood of a pound of grain a School of Agriculture,
It thus strikingly stated the results of coand
ensilage.
a
little
with
bay
day,
the Connecticut statiou operation in the dairy industry of Denwa-i found at
that it paid during the firet summer of a mark:
"Co-operation in Denmark has resultheifer's life to feed a pound or so of
the ed in a wonderful increase in the prograin a day, even on pasture, unless
An in- ductiveness of each cow, and the product
pastures were extremely good.
at a very low cost.
creased size of the heifer more than paid has been marketed
methods the profor the cost. During the first winter of Through co-operative
two to ducer gets more for his product than be
a heifer's life she was fed from
consumer gets it
three pounds of corn a day, besides formerly did, and the
of the saving in handroughage and silage, it was found that for less, because
the creameries
it paid well to push heifers to a certain ling. All milk goes to
them. Practicalextent
during the first two years1 and Is handled through
milk is pasteurised.
growth, in order to be able to breed ly «II the
"Twenty-five years ago tbe value of
them to drop their first calves when tbey
the dairy products exported from Denwere from twenty-four to twenty-seven
mark was 18,000,000, while now it is
months of age.
with England the chief
The following gives a summary of the 955,000,000,
also export aunually $28,estimated cost of bringing a heifer to buyer. They
000,000 worth of baoon raised from the
two years of age:
$2S.OO separated milk.
First year's feed..
27.00
"Tbe export of eggs, started in 1895,
Second year'» feed
10.00
Two years' labor
now amounts to 17,000,000 etery year,
2.00
Bedding. 91.00 per year
4.00 with the industry increasing steadily.
Barn rent. Insurance, Interest and taxes
This is all the result of co-operation in
$71.00
Total
production and in marketing the prod5.00
Credit by manure
ducts raised in the best manner to get
ftiti.OO high prices and keep down the cost of
Net t-ost
individual efforts it
Considering the fact that not all the marketing. By
not be possible to get the results
heifers raised will be good producers; would
in Denmark
that some will have to be discarded, the obtained by co-operation
twelve years. All tbe
conclusion is that, according to the during tbe past
creameries belong to a large
figures given by the Connecticut station, co-operative
and the whole coit costs at least #80 to bring a good central association,
operative system it protected and enheifer to producing age.
wise
forced by
government legislation.
The co-operative system also extends in
Apple Tree Insects.
directions.
They have co-operaother
A 68 pige illustrated publication on tive stores, insurance hospitals for farmthe "Apple-tree Insect· of Maine" has ers' families, for importing cattle, foftds,
etc. All these co-operative associations
just been issued by the MaineIn Agrithis are banded together by a central system,
cultural Experiment Station.
about 40 of the more and are thus more closely connect»).
paper are described
in
"The whole dairy system of Denmark
common of the insect pests which
Maine afTect the apple-tree and its fruit, has been brought down to suoh a fine
of tho different
point that now H »akes only 12 cents'
giving h brief account
its habits and worth of foodstuffs to produce a pound
stages of each insect,
conThe
paper
of butter, where it was formerly nearer
method of control.
cludes with a discussion on beneficial 50 cents. This was all accomplished as
for
making
spray
a growth of co-operative methods to Ininsects, directions
notes oc crease the
quantity and better the qualsolutions, and some general
orchard practice.
ity of the milk and tbe products from It.
tc
sent
"Now from 225 to 259 pounds of butA copy of this circular will be
Maine on request. Re ter is realized from each oow per yesr.
any resident of
Maim
the
to
Twenty-flvo year· ago it wm between
quests should be addressed
Experiment Station, Orooo, 80 and 100 pounds per oow.
"Co-operation is also used in increas•
Maine.
ing thef ffioienoy of herds by getting tbe
Dakob beat strains of bulla for entire commuThirteen years ago a bushel of
nities and exchanging them when desir
of
sugar
corn bought seven pounds
able from one community to another."
ii
Then
now it buys sixteen pounds.
now il
kerosene,
of
bought five gallons
Charles E. Bicknell of Thomaston hat
eleven gallons. The purchasing
I buys
recently
purchased an additional lot ol
an<
farm
of
sorts
produce
value of all
near bis farm, and now haa 46 acrei
sam< land
in
the
increased
has
live stock
under cultivation. On this be has IS
farmers of tb<
ratio. Small wonder the
acres of potatoes, two acre· of wheat,
so obeerih
be
whistling
to
said
west are
and a large vege
stand 7000 cabbage plants
and even the jocund meadowlarks
all kind· of trad
, table garden is which
small chance of being heard.—Livi
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youug mnu spoke to lier. "What Is on
your mind?"
"Many things." Fie saw Gretcben.

Goose Girl
By HAROLD MacGRATH
Copyright.

by the Bobbs·
Merrill Company
i;09,

tne agents of Herbeck found her, ι
siuger iu the chorus of the opera. Th<

newspapers and illustrated weekllei
raged about her for awhile, elaborated
the story of ber struggles, the mysterl
ous remittances which had from time
to time saved ber from direst poverty
ber ambitiou. ber education which bj
dint of bard work she had acquired
The duke accused Frauz of Jugendhelt
Search as they would, the duke and
the chancellor never traced the source
The duke held
of the remittances.
stubbornly that the sender of these
benefactions was moved by the im
pulse of a guilty conscience aud thai
this guilty conscience wue In Jugend*
with all her
with all these lackeys
aud atteutioUB aud environs? Sometimes she longed for the freedom aud
lack rare of ber Dresden garret, her
musifiun frieuds. the studios, the
Aud was the

grandeur,

girl happy

«•rash and glitter of the opera.
She was lovely enough to Inspire
fervor aud homage aud love In all
uiasculiue uiinds. She was witty and
talented. Carmiohael said she was one
of the most beautiful womeu in all

Europe.

She was still in the window seat
wheu the chancellor was auuounced.
"Your highness." he said, "1 am
come to announce to you that there
waits for you a high place In the affairs of the world."
"The eecoud crown in Jugeudbeit?"
"Your father"—
"Yes. Ile leaves the matter wholly

In tuy hands."
"It is for the good of the state. Λ
princess like yourself must never wed
an inferior."
"Would η man who was brave and
kind and resourceful, but without a
title—would he be au Inferior?"
"Assuredly politically. Aud I regret
to say that your marriage could never
be else than u mutter of politics."
"I aui. thou, simply a certificate of

exchangeV"
"The king of Jugeudbeit is young. I
do not see how he cau help lovlug you

the moment he knows you. Who can?"
Aud the ehaucellor smiled.
"But he may uot be heart whole."
"Ile will be politically."
"Politics, politics— how I hate the
word! Sometimes 1 regret my gar-

ret."
The chancellor wrinkled his lips.
"Will you cousent to this marriage?"
"Would it do any good to reject It?"
"Ou the coutrary. it would do Ehrenstein great harm."
"Give tue a week." wearily.
"A week!" There was Joy ou the
chancellor's face now. unmasked, un·
"Oh. when the moment
coucealed.
comes that I see the crown of Jugend
belt on your beautiful head all ray
work shall not have beeu in vaiu.

There is one thing more, your highness."
"And that?"
"There must not be so many rides in
the morning with his excellency Ilerr

Carmichael."

There was a sinister note of warning
In the chancellor's voice.
·······

The Black Eagle (Ztirn Scbwnrtzen
Adleri in the Adlergasse was 200 years
old and had been In the Bauer family
nil that tluie.
Had the manager, Frau Bauer, or
Fran Wlrtin. as she was familiarly
called, beeu masculine she would have
been lightly dubbed Bauer VII. She
She was thlrty-elgbt.
was a widow.
plump, pretty and wise.
Tonight the malu room of the tavern
β wain In a blue haze of smoke, which
rose to the blackened rafters, bung

I

I Stock World.

are

growing.

thej

table.
chael made his way to
Across the room he had not recognized
the vintner, but now be remembered.
He bud crowded him against a wall
three days before. The vintturned back the lid of his stein

and drank slowly.
Now, this
Carmichael sat down.
vintner's face was something familiar.
It
Carmichael stirred his. memory.
was not in Drelberg that be bad seen
blin before. But where?
Gretchen arrived with the tankard,
which she sat down at Carmlchael's
elbow.
"Will you not join me. herr?" he invited.
"Thank you," said the vintner.
Gretchen took up the empty tankard
and made off. Carmichael was first to

speak.

the handsomest peasant I
ever saw or knew."
"You know her?" There was a spark
"She Is

In the vintner's eyes.
"Only for a few days.

She Interests
Carmichael produced a pipe and
lighted It.
"Ah. yes: the pretty peaeant girl always Interests you gentlemen." There
"Did you
was a note of bitternese.
come here to seek her?"
"You seem to possess a peculiar inme."

terest."

The vintner flushed.

"I

have that

right." with an air which rather mystified Carmichael.
"That explains everything. I do not
recollect seeing you before In the
Black Eagle."
"1 am from the north; a vintner, nnd
there Is plenty of work here in the valleys late in September."
"The grape." mused Carmichneel.
"You will never learn how to press It
It Is wine
as they do in France.
there; It is vinegar this side of the

Rhine."
"France," said the vintner moodily.

"Do you think there will be any France
In the future?"
Carmichael laughed. "Prance la an
Incurable cosmic malady; It will alIt may be

ways be.

beaten, devas-

tated. throttled, but it will not die."
"You are fond of France?"

"Very."

It

think

"Do you
here?"

wise to say

so

"I am the American consul; nobody
minds my opiuious."
"The American consul." repeated the
vintner.
Gretchen set the tankards down, nnd
Curmlchael put out a silver crown.
"And do not bother about the

change."

"All Americans are rich." she said

soberly.

The vintner laughed pleasantly.

drank
his first tankard, thinking: "So
this vintner Is In love with
thlrstllv

goose girl? Confound my
1 would give SO crowns to
know where 1 have seen him. A fine
beer," he said aloud, holding up the
Kucond tankard.
vlutner raised his. There was
an unconscious grace in the movement
our

memory!

ï™e

A covert glance at his hand satisfied
Carmlchael In regard to one thing. He
might be a vintner, but the hand was

*
soft and well kept as »
Could a man with hands like thee
mean well toward Gretchen? Gretchen
To
was both innocent and unworldly.
the right man she might be easy Ρ ?·
never to a man like Colonel von Wal·
us

•'What happened to h«?
spinea
"Oh" said Carmlchael. *be „llled

wln.onagodoneday.andtheyb.»-

U"It

must have been a rare
"I suppose you are famil ar

the valleys.

Mosell?"

w

••Yes. That Is a fine country.
The old man in tatters sat erect in
hie chair.
"Ton have served"
"A little
If I could be an officer I
ibmld Uhe the army." The Tlntner
reached for his pipe, which lay on th

W"Tty

this." urged Carmlchael. offer-

lng his pouch.

»»

«This will be good tobacco. I know.
The vintner filled his pipe.
Carmlchael followed this gl" Wlt
and vtamany questions about wines
aud hidden in these
the
were a dozen clever traps. But
_

Tgi

Question,

walked ovor them unhesltant,
with a certainty of step which cha

ottter

various

sausages,
with many nod
cheeses nud dried vegetables. Disbes
clattered, there was a buzzing of
voices, a scraping of feet and chain,
a

banging of tankards.
Qretchen came In,

a
little better
the daytime, the
change consisting of coarse stockings
and shoes of leather, of which she was

dressed

than

in

correspondingly prond.

"Will you want me, Frau Wlrtln, for
a little while tonight?" she asked.
"Till 9. Half a crown aa usual."
Gretchen sought the kitchen and
found an apron and cap. These half

crowns were

fine things to

casionally. for it

was

pick

up

oc-

only upon occa-

sions that she worked at the Black
Eagle. In an obscure corner sat the

nia face brightened
young vintner,
In the very
as he eaw the goose girl.
who
corner itself wn« the mountaineer

8wis» watch and gave
possessed
widen coins to goiiee girls. He was
busily engaged In gnawing the leg of
a

h

chicken.

Cnriulcbael wad often

a

visitor at

Later he stepped
Into the big hall tii his evening clothea.
"Good evening, Frau Wirtin."
the Black

EagleÇ

"Good evening' your excellency."
She was quite fluttered when flde fln«

1Το»ΧΤν1η.nor

ro.e

and hade

of the thrifty
But the Tlntner eipreaKd
fhn.iks
On his way to the door
whispered into Gretch-

ÏÏLt

frnmlltv

was

purely

Estopped-and
ν

duress

in the room was thinning.

^8t aBd

r;— arfjs
seated nimseu.

"

Swidurê^an'd'^ïrîîcbael·.

this

curiosity

CenBrened^ndon^ly^-·™

r:"od.M«erof.helr
mystery,
meeting,

It

Is

bel"

Tad S'r"'Tbael

It Wis

when Gretchen and the vintner picked
their way over cobbles pitted here and
there with mudholes. They were arm
In arm.
"Only a little farther," said Gretchen.
for the vintner had never before pass
ed over this way.
"Long as It Is and crooked, heaven
He enknows it Is short enough!"
circled her with his arms and kissed

broken street.
"After the vintage," she said, giving
For this handhis arm a pressure.
some fellow was to be her husband
when the vines were pruned and freshened against the coming winter.
"Aye. after the vintage," he echoed.
But there was tragedy In his heart as
deep and profound as his love.
"My grandmother—I call her that, for
I haven't any grandmother—Is old and
seldom leaves the house. I promised
that after work tonight I'd bring my
man home and let her see how hand
She Is always saying that
some he is.
we need a man about, and yet 1 can
dh a man's work as well as the next

I love you, too, Leo!" She pulled
his hand to her lips and quickly kissed
It, frightened but unashamed.
"Gretchen. Gretchen!"
She stopped. "What is It?" keenly.
"There was pain In your voice."
"Ffce thought of how I love you hurts
There Is nothing else, nothing,
me
neither riches nor crowns, nothing but
one.

my
the

him near me."
Gretchen gathered up two stools and
placed them on either side of her
grandmother and motioued to the vintner to sit down.
"Where are you from? lou are not
a Drelbergnr." the old woman asked.

"Bring

"From the north,

grandmother."

"Your name."
"Leopold Dietrich,

trade."

aie

your uaud.

vintner

l>y

surprised

Gretchen approved.

gan to gather ou
the vintner's
brow and a sweat
In his palm.
see
"1
many
strange things
said
the
here,"
palmist in a
brooding tone.
"What do you
asked
gee ?"

Gretchen.
"1 see very litriches."
"i bee
jje 0( vineyards.
I see riches. 1 see vast armies moving
against each other; powder and fire;
devastation. I do not see you. young
man. among those who tramp with
You ride.
guns on their shoulders.
There Is gold on your arms. You will
But I do not underbecome great.

stand."
"War!" be murmured.
Gretcben's heart sank.
"Shall 1 live?" asked the vintner.
"There is nothing here save death in
old age. vintner." Her guarled hand
seized his In a vise. "Do you mean
well by my girl?"
"Grandmother!" Gretchen remon-

strated.
The vintner withdrew his band slow-

ly·

"Is this the band of a liar and a
cheat? Is it the hand of a dishonest
man?"
"There Is no dishonesty there, but
there are lines I do not understand.
It Is like seeing people In a mist. They
But I
pass Instantly and disappear.
repeat, do you mean well by my girl?"
"Before God and his angels I love
her: before all mankind I would gladly declare It. Gretchen shall never
come to barm at these hands. I swear
it"
The old woman's
"I believe yoa."
form relaxed its tenseness.
There was a sound outside. A carriage had stopped. Some one opened
the door and began to climb the stairs.
'There is something strange going on
up there." said Gretchen in a whlaper.
"Three times a veiled 1 idy has called
at night on a sick lodger; three times
a man muffled up so one could not see

his face."
"Let us not question our 20 crowns
rent, Gretchen," interrupted the grand"So long as no one la dismother.
turbed, so long as the police are not
brought to our door, It Is not our af-

were

fallena-dr^

fr

chamber and which Is known

leisurely opened the blade. Ile lifted
one corner of the bedstead, groaned
and dropped It heavily.
There was a straining and snapping
of cords as he applied his knife to the
wrappings.

"Oh! Ob'. 1 am Just as nervous as
1 can be." cried Flora, regardless of
her husbands groan as he dragged
aside the covering «»d d sclosed t
rounded, polished top «utllned by a
semicircle of hldlously carved faces

as

Gargoyle bedstead, together with the
Of $1,000."
"Where «hall we put It, narry?" Interrupted Mrs. Winchester breathless-

«jove.

"I DO NOT WISH ANY UCABHEL, 117 CAPTAIN.

Htare. "He will see Into my heart and
know that It i9 not bad, only young.
Oh, Gretclien!"
"Gretchen?" The carter stepped Into
α shadow and waited.
·······

Carmlchael did not enjoy the opera
lie had missed the first
that night,
acts, and the last was grewsoine, and
the royal box was vacant. Outside ho
•at down on one of the benches near
the fountains In the Platz.
lie left the bench and strolled
around the fountain, his cane behind
his back, his chin in his collar.
"Just a moment, my studious friend,"
ho was saluted.
I didn't 3ee you."
"Wallenstein!
Carmlchael halted.
"I'm absentminded." Carmlchael admitted.
"Not always, my friend. Now, I do
lot believe that It was absentmindedless which made you step In between
aie and that pretty goose girl the other

elder Insulted what will you do?" a

challenge in his tones.
"ltei»ort the matter to the police."
TVailensteln laughed.
"Anil if the girl finds no redress
there," tranquilly, "to the chancellor."
The colonel laughed harshly and
strode abruptly away.
Carmlchael saw a carriage coming
along. He recognized the white horse
He stood still
as It passed the lamps.
for a space, undecided. Then he sped
rapidly toward the side gates of the
Τ1«λ

t'nhf/tlo

ohmnn/l

there, but this time no woman en me
Carmlchael would have recogout.
nized that lunk form anywhere. It
Well, what of It?
was the chancellor.
Couldn't the chancellor go out In a
But
common hack If ^ie wanted to?
As
who was the lady In the veil?
as the chancellor disappeared
Carmlchael hailed the coachman and

soon

engaged

him for α drive for 3 crowns.

Carmlchael slid over to the forward
seat and touched the jehu on the back.

"Where did you take the chancellor
tonight?" he asked.
Was that bis ex"Du liber Gott!
cellency? He said he was the chief

eteward."

I way only
is. my friend.
Jesting. Where did you take blra?"
"I took him to Krumerweg. lie was
there half an hour—No. Ί0."
"Where did you take the veiled
"So he

lady?"

The coachman drew In suddenly.
"Horr. arc yon from the pollci·?"
"Thousand thunders, no! It was by
accident that I stood near the gate
when she got out. Who was she?"
"That Is be! ter. They both told me
She
that they were giving charity.
You won't forget
went into No. 40.
an extra crown, berr?"
Turn back
"No; I'll make It five.
and leave me ut the Grand hotel."
Ou the return to the hotel the etatlon
omnibus had arrived with a

solitary

guest.

"Your excellency," said thecfinclenie,
rubbing his bands, "a compatriot of
yours arrived this evening."
"What nume?" Indifferently.
"He is Hans Grumbach of New

York."

adopted compatriot. It would
He'll probably be over to the
consulate tomorrow to have his passports looked into. Good night."
So Hans Grumbach passed out of his
mind; but. for all that, fortune and
opportunity were about to kuock on
Carmicbnel's door, for there was a
In history ready for Hans
"An

seem.

great place
Grumbach.

[TO

BE

CONTINUED.]

Not a Waxwork.
Tho opening of the courts In an assize town in England Is always a great
day for the residents. The procession
to the church, where the Judge says
his prayers and listens to α homily,
atthe march to the court, with the
of

and the majesty of Jus·
tlce. It Is relate! In Mr. Thomas Edward Crispe's book, "Reminiscences
of a K. C.." that a farmer once took

sense

of

awe

his sou Into the crown court
On the bench was the Baron Clcasby,
statugorgeous In scarlet and ermine,

esque and motionless. The yokel gazed
with open mouth at the resplendent
figure on the raised dais. Suddenly
the baron moved his band from right
to left and left to right
"Why, feyther," said the boy, "It"·
alolve!"
Minor Operation·.
Surgeon's Son —What la a "minor
operation," pa? Surgeon —One for
which the fee is less than three figure·.
—New York Time·,

ejaculated

beaut!"

a

resp
^
"What a
"Put it? You don't expect to get it ln his tone.
a
pleasant
guest
Into tlxle flat?"
wishing
Fancy
"We must have it here. I wouldn't dreams* and then Introducing him to
examine it there with Isabel looking I that couch! Whew! Now. which face,
on, and, besides, It Is such a journey Flora, love?"
down to Richmond. Anyway you canMrs Winchester triumphantly pronot spare the time to go down now, j
tbe paper from Her lace, .od
I rend
and we must examine it together.
solemnly: "Tbe Ulrteootb garwant to get It here us soon as possible. govle from either end.'"
Who knows but Isabel or some of the I
"The one iu the middle, of course.
others might find the diary of Nancy nnnounce<l Winchester.
»
Mrs
Gray und learn the secret? My InTress the right eye,'
quoted Mra
heritance would be worthless!" Mrs. Winchester
breathlessly.
Λοη*
Winchester's voice trembled.
have them set lu a glorious pendant.
"Ob, all right," said Winchester tracta uote ο

nlfht"ar®t

[

[

ably.

"But how the deuce you expect
They hung expectantly over the
to get It In here I don't quite see. It's
Isn't
of
a very large piece
furniture,
press!" she whispered slblIt?"
lantly.
"Now, Harry dear." she cried, with
Winchester pressed.
one plump hand over his lips, "that
"Nothing doing." he announced flat
bed must be gotten Into this flat some I
bow! First. 1 will finish my letter to
harder." urged his wife. "The
Mr. Chesley nnd let Norah post It at
has
secret
spring
once.
I can hardly wait to see the
do rust sometimes, don t they i
They
stead, Harry, and I don't dare dream
"I never heard of one doing so. They
of what will be ours when the secrel
yield easily, and the door™"·
always
of the bedstead is disclosed. Do you
noiselessly aside and leaves an pe
think, dear, I was wrong not to tell
ture," said Winchester grimly.
Uncle William about the diary of Nan"We must get It open! cried hU
the
In
I
found
garret?"
cy Gray
wife tearfully. "Try some of the ot
afraid
I'm
"Well, truthfully speaking,
er eyes. Ilarry."
It wasn't treating the old gentleman
"But why try the others, my dear?
quite on the square."
It says the middle one.
ι»·
Two weeks afterward, while Mr.
"There is- there must be a
Winchester was engaged In α most im^h>
Winchester.
potortod
Mrs.
portant business transaction, he was
should Nancy have put it in her diary
summoned to (lie telephone.
If there was uot?"
What?
Winchester.
is
this
"Yes,
"I «rve it up when you ask me to ex1
can't
there?
possiOh. the bedstead
«be vagarlee of the tam*
It—
bly leave at present—1 can't help
·» ho*
mind"—
begun
te!i them to scud It up tomorrow—I
the eyes of all the gar
know It's Important—d— the bed- clously Jabbed
In turu without result.
stead! No, 1 didn't speak. Yes, I will goyles
Flora burst luto tears.
come home early.
Goodby!"
,nrtnA
"Don't cry, my darUug. comfortcd
When he reached the Etruscan apartIll rtnd °"t
husband
her
tenderly.
ments that evening Winchester was
the truth If 1 have to chop the confortified with a box of candy and a
founded thing luto kindlings.
huge bunch of violets. He stepped to
"I wish I understood the meaning
the elevator and pressed the button. A
of it anyway." said Winchester presfaint tinkle responded from some
ent lv when his wife had reached a dtdepth below.
■rfee of tranquillity where she could
from
the
emerged
Janitor
Presently
nibble a bonbon appreciatively.
him
and
surveyed
an obscure doorway
1 mlfci
Acalu the tears flowed.
with an unpleasaut eye.
a, wrll bave bad another tboo.i„«
"It ain't a-runnln'," he said gruffly.
dollars!" walled lor«·
"Poor
management," commented sand
u
Winchester's elbow kuocked a small
Winchester as he prepared to conquer
uw».
iru*u un* uiuit* ιυ
the eight flights that barred him from i>a<'K;i£ia
"What is this?" he asked, picking It
home and dinner.

^Now

]
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"Whet

with the freight elevator outer order
and people breakln' windows movtn'
In big stuff and them chumps a-tryln'
to put the feet board In my passenger
car and a-tearlu' a lady's dress and

her the landlord's sister-in-law"— lie
at the vanishing

glared wrathfully

form of Winchester.
Opening the door of his apartment,
rampant disorder met his eye. A huge,
dark form almost covered the floor of
the tiny parlor, which In Its chaotic
strangely unfadisturbance looked

miliar to the master of the house.
In the library Flora reclined on a
couch before the bright gas log. while
sympathetic Norah applied wet cloths
to her mistress' aching head. Wreckage from the parlor impeded progress
at every step.
"My dear girl!" he uttered.
She turned a woebegone face to his.
"Such a time as they had trying to get
It In the window! They were saucy
because the window was too small,
and one of them pulled It In with a Jerk,

and It struck the chaudeller-the pieces
of glass fell on my Wedgwood vase,
and that Is broken! I—1 am quite dis
«•ouraged !"
With a restless glance toward the
parlor, where the gigantic bedstead lay
like some dark shadow tju his little
home, and with an unpleasant recollection of the snorting Janitor below
eta 1rs and of the generous tip it would
require to reduce him to his customiiry state of patronizing familiarity.
Winchester endeavored to soothe his
wife's shattered nerves, and together
they obeyed Norah'e summons to a belated dinner.
At table Mrs. Winchester drew a
folded ρηρ«τ from her gown.
"This is the page I copied from the
diary of Nancy Gray. Harry." she
said, spreading it open before her. "I

thought I would nrfresb my memory

as

to the exact location of the secret

spring.

'Richmond. Va.. April 21. 1804,'
read Mrs. Winchester in solemn ac"
Ί am greatly alarmed for the
cents.
safety of Grandmother Blnpah'e diamonds. and have vainly tried to find
a hiding place for them. The Yankees
are digging up every Inch of ground
"

"

the adjacent plantations searching
for burled treasure. and 1 am quite at
a loss to find a safe place for our
on

•il».

"An express parcel that curie this
afternoon. I haven't had time to look
"
at it
He ripped off the covers and looked
stupidly at a small leather volume In

Ills hand.
"The Diary of Nancy Gray!" he

"
'April 22.—Such an excellent idea!
is a
I have Just recollected that there
secret hiding place in Graudmother
will
Blnpah'e mahogany bedstead. I
conceal the Jewels there and will de
their hiding place so that iu

me one

to

of

recover

if the bedstead should be

them,
carried away.
even

•"First, one must observe the row
of
hideously grinning faces-"gar
goyles," grandfather called them—that
outline the top of the headboard;
there are twenty-five of these gar-

the
goyles In all. and one must press
right eye of the thirteenth gargoyle

will
from either end. when the face
a cavity.
•wing outward, disclosing
the
Into this cavity I have dropped
leather bag containing the unset gems
of
—they are worth many thousands

ex-

claimed. A letter fell from the book,
and he opened It eagerly.
"Kead It!" commanded Flora impatiently. And he read as follows:
"My dear Mrs. Winchester—Your unci·,
the Inte Mr. WlllLim Gray, has placed
this little volume In my hands with Instructions to turn It over to you after
Of course you are aware that
his (".oath

little
your uncle wrote this fantastical
tale for his own amusement many year·
You
never
was
published.
It
but
ago.
ire probably In a position to recognize
him
enabled
wU
that your uncle's clever
to take great liberties with your family
As the present owner of the
history
Gargoyle bedstead, this tittle book will
be
of especial Interest to you.
to
|>rove
Congratulating you on the possession of
«tich a valuable antique, and with kind
very sincerely yours,
"JEREMIAH CHESLEY."
The long silence was broken at last
a suppressed chuckle from Mr.

regards, 1

am.

!>y

Winchester.
ΠΙβ wife burled her face In the eofa
pillows. "Brute!" she sobbed bitterly.
And Winchester le still wondering
whom she meant.

The Flag of Denmark.
In the your 1210 King Waldemar of
Denmark, when leading his troops to
battle against the Livonlans, saw, or
thought he saw, a bright light in the
forri of a cross In the sky. lie held
this appearance to be a promise of
divine aid and pressed forward to vicFrom this time he had the
tory.
cross placed on the flag of bis country
and called It the Dannebrog—that is,
the strength of Denmark. Aside from
legend there is no doubt that this flag
wlt'i the cross was adopted by Denmark In the thirteenth century and that

at about the same date an order,
known as the order of Dannebrog, was
instituted, to which only soldiers and
saHors who were distinguished for
courage were allowed to belong. The
flag of Denmark, a plain red banner
bearing on it a white cross, is the oldFor 800
est flag now In existence.
were
years both Norway and Sweden
united with Denmark under this flag.

—Housekeeper.

belrlooma.

men and the braying
scribe
trumpets—the men In wigs and case anything happens to
the
with
mini
gowns—till the rastlc
our family may be able

tendant Javelin

what

Winchester, yet with

ly.

1

for a
So lie
gave the old woman his left hand.
The grandmother
smoothed It out
upon her own and
bent her shrewd
eyes. A frown be-

The vintner looked
poinent.

a

own

I knew It would never fit Into that
I told them to put It In here.
We can remove It to the cellar afterward—or store It.
wi·»
"It fits In here." remarked Winchester.
••Let us rip off the coverlng-I t>eIleve I know Just where to place my
Anger on the spring! This Is the headboard. of course, and here are the ga
room, so

govles!" cried Flora excitedly.
Winchester took out his knife. and

sum

alght."
"Ah!" Cnrmlehael was all alertness.
"It was uol. I believe?"
you. Gretchen."
"It was coldly premeditated," said
They proceeded until they came to
the end of their Journey at No. 40 In Carmlchael, folding his arms over his
It was a house of cane, which he still held behind his
the Krumerweg.
hnnging gables, almost as old as the back. "Rut that happens to be an lutown Itself.
ftocent girl, colonel. You're no nerod.
Frau Sohwarz. Gretchen's grand- Vou really annoyed her."
It was
•Treteuse. They always begin that
mother. owned the house.
all that barricaded her from poverty s way. I do uot wish any quarrel, my
wolves, and. what with sundry taxes captain. But that girl's face has fasI propose to see her as
and repairs and tenants who paid In- cinated me.
often as I like."
frequently. It was little enough.
"I have no objectlou to offer. But I
Gretchen opened the door, which was
unlocked. There was no light In the told Gretcheu that if any one. no matball
She pressed her lover In her ter who, ever offers her disrespect to
arms kissed" him lightly and pushed
report the matter to me at the conGretchen sulate."
blrn Into the living room.
ran forward, lighted two candles, then
"Well, In case 61ie is what you con"Ilere I am, grandmother!"
"And who Is with your'
"My man!" cried Gretchen gayly.

Valuable Heirloom.

"Flora, here Is a letter from Chesley,
your Dncle William's lawyer, and he
baa Inclosed a copy of the will.
"Did be leave It to me?"
"Of course be did. Don't be foolish,
my dear. Listen:
"1, Wllllnm Gray, being of sound mind,
etc., do give and bequeath to my grandniece. Isabel Gray, her heirs and assigns
forever, my Sheraton sideboard and the
Flora
sum of $-\uO0; to my grandnlcce.
Gray Winchester, her heirs and assigns,
the mahogany bedstead which stands in

was

her. "I love you! I love you!" he said.
Her bosom swelled, her heart throbbed. and she breathed In ecstasy the
sweet chill air that rushed through the

a

I

By CLARISSA MACKIE.

Indeed a crooked
way. It formed a dozen elbows and
ragged half circles as it slunk off from
the Adlergasse.
It was half after 9

Krumerweg

"Give

Bedstead

Copyright, 1910, by American Press
Association.

he

fair"
The vintner picked up his bat, and
Gretchen led him to the street
not
He hurried away, giving no glance
at the closed carriage, the sleepy drivNeither did he
er. the weary horse.
Be would ha'e Meo heed the man dressed as a carter who,
HT.»» the table.
,he carter, the butcher and the baker when he .saw the vintner, turned and
pocket these slips stolidly. He would followed. Finally when the vintner
bave seen the mountaineer wave his veered into the Adlergasse ue stopped,
hand sharply and th. trio rtos
his hands clinched, his te*sth hard
Carmlchael left the BlacK upon each other. He even leaned
perse.
Eagle, nursing the sunken ember in against the wall of a bouse, hte face
for the momept bidden in hia arm.
hie pipe.
the silence and

up

terested Norab, who availed herself
of the keyhole as the only salve to
her wounded self respect.
"My dear girl, how do yon think I m
going to handle this thing alone? It
weighs a ton! Why wasn't It pat in
the guest room?"
•The Instant I saw it In the

Gargoyle

The

passionately. "There will be
yonder." looking at the

nrm

God

····*··

!*ebe

Carmlchael would lay another trap.

SOBERLY.

"Gott In hlmmell
gasped chokingly.

a queen, and yet she Is ®ere* a
In a tavern." remarked Carmlchael.

explained.

his

a

across

stared.

lensteln, whose power and blgh °fflce

«Hebe Γ suspiciously.
"Hebe was a cup bearer to th ^ ft
Car,
„l cods In olden times,
He bad set » trap,

am!
Damnable
that
I
"Wretch
wretch!
KrumerweK.
Krumerweg!
Crooked way. Indeed!" He flunpr down

the way. The mountaineer was startled out of bis habitual
reserve. The clock mender had the aspect of a weary, broken man. fie
shuffled noiselessly out.
The mountaineer followed him cautiously. Once
In his shop the clock mender poured
the steaming soup Into a bowl, broke
bread in it and began his evening
meal.
The other, his face pressed
against the dim pane, stared and

mender

*ere alike sinister to any girl ο! the
peasantry. But a man in the guise
of her own class, of her own world
und people, hero was a snare Gretchen
might not be able to foresee.
A tankard rapping a table nearby
called Gretchen to her duties.
"Gretchen Is beautiful enough to be

He understood now.

"all AMERICANS ARK RICH," 8HB SAID

his score and started for the stairs
which led to the bedrooms above. But
he stopped at the bar. A very old man
was having a pall filled with hot cabbage soup. It was the ancient clock

kissed the old woman seated In the one

THE YOUNO VINTNEH.

CARM1CHAEL

Intermediately the mountaineer paid

comfortable chair.

CIIAPTEK III.

but the vintner had not fallen Into it.
"Δ wry atory." The vintner nodded.

...

Agricultural

ded.

ner

The restoration of the Prlucese Hllde
garde of Ebreurtelu bud been the sen
sntiou of Europe. as bad been in the
earlier days lier remarkable abduction
For sixteen yearn the search hud gon<
in a garret in Dreader
on fruitlessly,

new

"She comes In once in awhile. She's
a good girl. I'm glad to help her."
Grerclien saw Carmichael and nod-

two or

[oostinubd.J

belt

"The goose girl," he murmured suddenly. "Is Gretcheu one of your waitresses?"

"I shall be at yonder table." be snid.
indicating the vacant chair. Carmi-

--

by

!t mesa» Kituct
properly made
ie»e all form» of eye strain. Our glasses
■••Is right sn l title I
rlgr.t. Our skill and
l*ricnc« U your guarantee.
CONSL'LT ME.
COME MERE.
·*

Faulty Lessons In Farming.
I suppose it will always happen
when the big and wise ones of

Handel

as

a

Child.

George Frederick Handel, the son of
a Ha xon barber and valet, was ouly
five years old when his "lingers wooed
divine melodies" from the spinet,
which it rood naiured aunt bad smuggled for him into au attic, so that no

sound of it might reach the ears of bis
father. At eight his playing so astonished the elector of Saxony that hLs
father was compelled to withdraw his
opposition and allow thu genius of tbo
boy to have fair play. And before he
had "reached his twelfth birthday
young Hnndel was known throughout
Germany as η brilliant composer and
vlrtuoeo at the court of the emperor.
A Pleasant Outlook.
"I wonder why the bride is crying,"
remarked one of the guests at the
wedding. "Can it be because she Is

leaving home?"
"No, It uiu't that," anawered the
and screw- iiride's small brother. "She's In love
to with the fellow she married, and I
driver, husband and wife repaired
she's crying 'cause she feels sorthe parlor and locked themselves with- think
to the disgust of the to· ry for him."

dollars-and

I

hope

to recover them
"

when the war is over.'
Armed with hammer

in, greatly
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Tius —$1.50 a year If paid strictly In advance.
vHherwIse #3.00 a ytar. Single copie· 4 cents.
All legal advertisements
Αι>νκκτΜκχκκτ*:
are <lven three connective insertion» for 91JO
contracta
per Inch tn length of column. Special
made with local, transient and yearly advertis—

ers.

Job printing New type, fast presses, elecotc
power, experienced workmen and low prices
combine to make this department of our business complete and popular.
RIIKiLi: COMICS.
cent·
Single Copies of the Democrat are four
each. They will be mailed on receipt of price by
the publishers or for the convenience of patron·
on
jingle copies of each Issue have been placed
4al« at the following places In the County :
Shurtleff'e Drug Store.
touth Part·,
Noyé·' Drug Store.
Norway,
Stone's Drug Store.
Mfre l Cole, Postmaster.
t<uckileld.
Mrs. Harlow. Past Office.
J' iris dill,
Samutil T. White.
Wart Par'·.

Coming Events.
Grange, Oxford.
Sept.
Sept.
Sept. 13,14,15.—Oxford County fair.
Sept. 20, il, 22.—Androscoggin Valley fair, Canβ.—Oxford Pomona
12 —State election.

ton.

Sept. 21,22.—Oxford Baptist Association,
bron.
Oct. 4, S, β.—West Oxford fair, Fryeburg.
Oct. 5, G—Oxford North fair, Anuover.

He-

NEW ADVERTISEMENTS.
New Suits.
Fall Dress Goods.
Paris Trust Company.
Clothes for \utum Wear.
The Eve· of Every School Child.
Fruit Growers.
For Sale.
Probate Notices.
Abstract of Writ.
Bankrupt's Petition for Discharge.
By a Glance at the Envelope.
Seeing All Way· Always.
Lost.
Parker's Hair Balsam.

FOR GOVERNOR,

BERT M. FERNALD,
of Poland.
For State Auditor.

CHARLES P. HATCH,
of

For

Augusta.

Representative to Congress,

JOHN P. SWASEY.
of Canton.

For State Senator,

ALBERT .I. STEARNS,
CHARLES F

For Clerk of Court·.

WHITMAN,

County Treasurer,
ATWOOD,

For
GEORGE M.

ofNorway
ofNorway.
of Paris.

For County Attorney,
of Rumford.
RALPH T. PARKER,
For Register of Deeds.
J. HASTINGS BEAN,

...

of Parle.

Register of Deeds. Western District,
of Fryeburg.
ECKLEY BALLARD,
For

For County Commissioner for six years.
of Lovell.
GEORGE W. WALKER,
For County Commissioner for two years,
ofSumner.
WELLINGTON H. EASTMAN,
For Sheriff.
of Stoneham.
J. MELVIN BARTLETT,

Bockftold.
West Peri··
I
Bethel.
Rev. F. M. Lamb went away Monday
Mr·. Klmlra S. Tuckw died at the
The oommnnity vu ahooked Sunday
Mr·. 8. T. White, for a short leave, going to Kennebonkmorning to learn of the aadden death, h orae of her daughter,
jort, Salem and Brookton where he baa
ΉΕ DOINQS OF THE WEEK IN ALL sarly in the morning, of Mr. Almon T. ο „ Saturday, the «Hh, afUr » long
the Bap·
tlafal I1106M of more than a je«M leld pastorates and supplying
summer home on Broad
hla
at
Row
β,
SECTIONS OP THE COUNTY.
1 ;ist churoh at Marlboro over Sunday,
our or five month. ago Λ· own· here
Street. Mr. Rowe «ai a native of Bethel
I log. 28.
>r a change In medical aklll, which
but entered bnalneaa in Boaton when a
Jndge Danton of Bath spent Sunday
roved beneficial, althongh, her
Parte Hill.
About twelve year· ago he
fonog man.
Mrs. Tuoaer iritb friends in town.
m beyond human skill.
came to
from buaineea and
Pint Baptist Church, Rev. β. W. f. HU1, pae- retired
Leigh Basaett was the guest of Mrs.
»M the oldest of seven daughters who
or.
Preaching every Sunday at 10:45 a. M. Bethel and bought aanmmer home "The
ved to grow up of Stephen and Hann* 1 kda Sbaw over Sunday.
unday School at IX. Sabbath evening service Elmhurat" ana came to Bethel each
Rev. A. W. Pottle of the M. E. churoh
t 7 30.
Prayer Meeting Thundar evenln* at summer to
enjoy old acenea and old Pataon, and wu born In chiohe®
f ',
30.
Covenant Meeting the laat Friday before
the Baptist churoh
Sunday
All frienda.
The family conaiating of hla
[., Feb. 19,1839: She became the wife luppiied
he lat Sunday of the month at 3:30 P. m.
of Mr. Lamb.
f Charles Tucker of Louden, Ν. H., ttie morning in the absence
tot otherwise connected are cordially Invited. wife, one daughter, Mra. Clouston, went
Clement Duno has moved to Mechanic
Γnlversallst church, Rev. C. A. Knickerbocker,
9th of Jan. 1858, end they took their I
Boston Monday morning with the
iflnUter. Preaching service at 10:45 A. M. Sun- to
I Palls where be will be employed by the
to
body. Mr. Rowe retired in naual health, redding journey In » team Colebrook,
lay ; Sunday School at 12 M.

THE OXFORD BEARS.

ed

Çouble

At the adjourned annual meeting of
he Parie Hill Golf Club Wednesday
>vening the following officers for the

>nsuing year

were

elected:

President—Rev. C. \. Knickerbocker.
Treasurer—Per ley F. Ripley.
Secretary—Helen R. Cole.
["he board of managers consista of the
>resident, secretary and treasurer and
[udge Potter, Mrs. Lyon, Mrs. Harlow
tnd Mrs. Brooks.
Dr. Augustus 8. Thayer of Portland
ras called here last week in consultation
ipon the case of Fred Millett, who is
leriously ill with rheumatic fever at
lis summer home in the Whittemore

teighborhood.

William 6. Harlow and Misa Gertrude
Jarlow of Dixfield are guests of relaives here.
The handicap tournament at the golf
inks has been postponed until Friday of
he preseut week. Those who have not
already done so are requested to hand to
Hiss Case or Miss Potter their average
icore for three rounds as a basis for fixng the handicap.
Mrs. H. W. Lyon gave a very delightul At Home at Lvonsden Friday from
which was enjoyed by a
our to six,
arge number of friends.
Quite a party from this village went
:o Streaked Mountain on a picnic last
week and report an enjoyable occasion.
Mrs. Walter Allardaud three children,
who have been at W. A. Barrows' for a
lumber of weeks, returned Friday to
:heir home in C'ambridgeport, Mass.
Mrs. Albion Keith of Portland is with
Miss P. N. Andrews.
Edwin F. Fobes and family of Lexington, Mass., who have been spending a
few weeks on the Maine coast, are at
the Hubbard House for a few days.
Miss Jeannie Hubbard, who has been
risiting tier sister, Mrs. Ε. H. Jackson,
returned to Boston Thursday.
Miss Mary Case, who has been for
some weeks with her sister in Constantinople, arrived home last week and is
with the family at their summer home
here.
Mr. and Mrs. James R. Kimball of
Chicago are quests of Admiral and Mrs.
W. W. Kimball at Old Brick.
William C. Moulton of Chicago arrived
Lunt's Saturday, where Mrs.
at Mrs.
Moulton is spending the summer.
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Bailey of Washington, D. C., arrived at the Hubbard
House Saturday.
Mr. and Mrs. George Pearson of Philadelphia were guests at Judge Potter's
last week.
Open doors at Hamlin Memorial Hall
did not attract many of our townspeople on
Sunday the twenty-eighth.
book
Founder's Day. The visitors'
shows however the names of guests on
that day from Portland, Massachusetts,
New Hampshire, Chicago, New York,
Philadelphia, Washington, D. C., and
California.
Prof. C. C. Hutchins of Bowdoin College, and Mrs. Hutchins, made a bicycle
trip through Oxford Co. last week, and
were at Paris Hill on Sunday A. M.
There will be a social dance at Academy Hall, Paris Π·1Ι, Tuesday evening,
August 30. Admission 25 cents apiece.
Music by the Swastika Orchestra of
South Paris.

For Representatives to the Legislature.
ofNorway
El'GENE E. ANDREWS,
of Rumford.
8TANLEY BBBEE,
of Parle.
ALTos c. WHEELER,
of Bethel.
NATHANIEL F BROWN.
of WaterforJ.
Al'Gl STl S G. MORSE,
All eutries for the county fair close
of Peru.
HENRY R. ROBINSON,
this year at β o'clock Monday, Sept. 12—
of Fryeburg
CHANDLER BUZZELL.
the day before the fair opens. This is
earlier than in former years. Exhibitors
Republican Campaign Meetings.
should bear it in mind.
HON.

JOHN P. SWASKY of Canton
and

■

Bryant's
A perfect day was
annual grove meeting

Hond.

furnished for the
HON. WILLIAM T. HAINES of Watervllle.
of the Universalist
will speak at
Association held here last Sunday. The
New Hall, South Paris,
attendance this year was not large. ExMonday evening, Aug. 29.
cellent services were held both forenoon
and afternoon, Rev. Η. E. Benton of
HON. GEORGE D. BISBEE of Rumfor.l
Stamford, Conn., who is passing his vaMd
cation in Maine, was present and gave an
FREDERICK R. DYER. Es^„ of Buckdeld,
will speak at
iutcrestiug talk. Mr. Benton will preach
Sturterant Hall, Hebron,
at the Universalist church here Aug. 23.
Saturday afternoon, Sept. 3.
Lawson W. Cole died at his home on
Hon John D. Long will preside.
Billings Hill quite suddenly Thursday
Parle
South
WRIGHT
of
HON. JAMES S.
morning, Aug. 25, of heart trouble. Mr.
and
Cole was about 60 years of age and was
iLTON C. WHEELER, Ksy., of Souta Paris,
the son of the late Southern Cole of this
will speak at
Hotel Hall, Locke's Mills,
Besides several brothers he leaves
town
3.
Saturday Evening, Sept.
four children, two eons and two daughters.
The funeral was held at the North
Woodstock chapel Friday afternoon, atin
of
Favor
Difference
1909.
Large
tended by Rev. A. H Carville.
The Fairfield Journal says:
Among the arrivals this week were:
The frantic efforts the Republican papers are
Zllpha Porter, Island Pond.
Is
In
the
town
state
that
to
every
making
prove
Mrs. Alvah Hanson, Farmlngton, S. H.
getting bark more from the -lato than It pavs In
Mr. and Mrs. Ο. N. Hillings, Centre Harbor,
state tax would be laughable If It was not for S. 11.
l>ν
will
l>e
fuo'cd
badly
the fact that *»ne people
I.cna Howe, Brooklyn.
It. That this happen* to some towns no one
Mr. anil Mrs. H. F. Atwood, Soincrvllle, Mies.
doubts, but In many of them and In practically
Itev. Α. II. Carville and wife, Llttlefleld.
all the larger the balance Is the other way, an·!
Mr. Stover of Poland was in town
while In things of that nature It can be mail·.· to
the fields of
appear that the town 1* getting back agrent deal, Thursday looking over
small
and
the
tax
Is
verv
payer sweet corn.
the real effect
He decided not to open the
has to go Into his pocket deeper.
shop for a few days as none of the crop
We have not observed any efforts ie rMiiilv tn rut
frantic or otherwise, to show that "every
town in the state" le getting more back
Greenwood.
.roni the state than it paye in state tax
These warm days furnish just the kind
Some towns, which have a large nura
ber of scholars, get back for common of weather for maturiug the crops, alschools alone more than they pay in though some of the nightn are rather
For instance,
state tax. Other towns pay more state cold for that purpose.
Saturday morning the temperature stood
tax than they get back in school mcney
But when we come to compare the just at 40, and Sunday morning at 38;
of Democratic later frost was reported in some less
year 1882, the last year
administration in Maine, with 1900, the favored localities, but no damage dooe.
Have nut yet heard from Alaska nor
last year of Republican administration
northern Siberia. Probably many will
we And that most of the towns are pav
ing a much smaller net state tax in 1909 remember that Jack Frost commcuced
Each town paya a certain his fall work along that line io a business
than in 1882
amount of state tax, and receives from like manner on the morniug of August
the state a certain amount of money for 31 last year, but did not show up here
common schools.
Deducting the amount until into October.
The new school house has been treated
received for common schools from the
amount of state tax, we will call the to another coat of white paint, and is
this
now
about ready for the "schoolmarra"
tax.
the
net
state
On
difference
basis we find that only seven of the aud her little kids. The work was done
thirty-five towns in Oxford County paid by Rawson Martin, who is known as a
Ed Pike bought the
a larger net state tax in 1909 than iu first class painter.
These seven towns, and the net old one and has moved a part of it home.
1882.
Jasoo Bennett has bought the Charles
amount they paid in 1909 more than in
Brooks farm, is repairing the buildings
1882, are as follows:
9 30 36 and has done some other kinds of work
Andover,
11A4* on the place
Byron
Possibly, girls, here may
38139
Grafton
be a chance for one of you. Mr. Ben109.12
Newry,
Rumford,................................. 231^.99 nett is a young man, single and good
11 OS looking, some pretend he
Stoneham,
already has a
65Λ3
Upton
girl on the string, but gossip isn't alin
these
and
even
if
he has, perThe reason for the increase
ways reliable,
towns is not far to seek, to any one fa haps you might "cut her out." There
Rumford has is a prize worth looking after to say the
miliar with the situation.
increased in valuation since 1S82 by over least.
Blackberries are now plentiful and our
500 per cent through the development of
Rumford Falls. The other six towns are little grandkids are Dicking lots of them.
small towns, increasing slowly in popa
They make very good sauce or pies, and
lation and number of scholars, but with are the only kind of small fruit grown
large areas of timber land, which has about here to any extent this season.
The widow Cobb of Deering is again
advanced rapidly, so that the increase in
valuation in these towus since 1882 has visiting Mrs. A. S. Brooks, and Monday
been from SO to 240 per cent.
they made a very pleasant afternoon
Svery one of the other twenty-eight visit at tbe Bennett place.
Two callers Wednesday,
first Mr.
notwithstandin
Oxford County,
towns
ing a general increase in valuation, paid Batchelder in search of ginseng, and,
a smaller net tax in 1900 than in 1882, second, Mr. Carter in search of cattle.
the decrease varying in amount with cir- Both kinds of property rather scarce
cumstances. As one instance. Canton ibout here at present.
This is said to be the season when
paid a net state tax in 1882, of f1,063.36
In 1909 Canton actually received from Farmers live the cheapest of any time in
the state for common schools $199 jô the year, plenty of new potatoes, green
more than the amount of its state tax, corn, cucumbers, peas, string beans and
making the difference in favor of 1909 as anion*, and all by going into the field or
garden after them. An off year for apagainst 1882, 11,262.91.
Six towns in the county, Canton, ples, but sufficient for to-day, and perGreenwood, Mexico, Peru, Porter and haps to-morrow will take care of itself.
Smoke generally ascends into the air,
Rnxbury. received more common school
money from the state in 1909 than they but some of these hazy mornings it falls
to the ground so as to become almost
paid for state tax.
In this reckoning only the amount of tuff icating. Is it then heavier than the
money for common schools is reckoned lir or lighter? Who will rite and explain?
If there
as ac offset to the state tax.
Friday, August 26, 1910, which means
were also included the money received ;bat your humble correspondent has ocfor high schools, roads, and other pur cupied a small place somewhere on this
poses, the difference in favor of 1909 nundande sphere just 80 years. Possiwould be larger.
>ly the subject may be referred to again
These figure· are pleasing, bat not lext week.
Two more visitors to-day, our daugh"laughable." There ia no mystery
about the matter, no attempt on the part er, Mrs. Ira W. Swan, of Locke's Mills,
of
of any one to create something out of ind Ransom Dunham Cummings
nothing. New sources of taxation and iryant's Pond, a family relative, or to
increase of taxation, mainly on railroad >e more exact, a first cousin to Mrs. L.
and other corporations, have given the >.
The weather this week is better for
state revenue which it did not formerly
have, and have permitted of reducing [rowing crops than getting hay. Hnnthe amount of direct state tax on the ;arian grass cat the first of the week is
people. This is in the line of equaliza- till oat and got a fine shower on it this
tion of taxation, and has been done norning. But dog days will soon end
nd so will the fall election, and then
under Republican administration. It ia
true that in some of this work assistance re shall know who's who and what'·
rhat. The thing to do now seems to be
has been rendered by Democratic member· of the legislature, though they are ο talk about politics, and the thing to
ilk about is politic·.
now so eager to dlaown it.
—

...........

o
Pettengill Company.
town in the northern
A largely attended and enthusiastic
state where a newly
where
rally was held at Nezinscot
and
Republican
them,
they
in
waited
waa
born
Mr.
Rowe
Qeaa at timea.
Four children were given Ball Tuesday evening. Hon. John D
and
fty
years.
aon
of
Caleb
Bethel, April β, 1836,
the wife of Barnard Long presided and spoke briefly on
Abagail Plummer Rowe, and ia survived > them, Fannie J., Ν.
of
H·. Cyrus, who national issues and introduced P. R.
1'Neil
Colebrook,
Rowe
of
Bethel,
one
brother, Ceylon
by
who made a olean cut and
< led in infancy, Mrs. Anna W. Wh te of Dyer, Esq.,
and two aistera.
and
bis place, and Clara C wife of William sonvincing speech on state matters,
S. C. Ordway and family of Sonth
of Houlton,
Austin of South Pari·. Theseiwlth Judge Frederick A. Powers
Paria apent Sunday with frlenda in
but informingiy on
er husband and two Austin grand I who spoke briefly
Bethel.
Music was furnished by
to mourn their low, party issues.
Tueaday the W. C. T. U. and their aughtera are leftMrs.
Iso two sisters,
Abby J Towle nl the Turner Band and was much apprefriends were the guesta of the Mlsaea
and Mrs. C. Aallla stated.
Shirley, at the home of their aiater, Mra. hichester, Ν. H., Mass. Mrs. Tuck
Ralph Pettengill and family have inovherburne of Revere,
Ε. T. Russell, at Riveralde Cottage.
Meohanlc Falls where he has startr was highly respected among a host of ed to
The view from Suuaet Ledge and various
Christian fortitude bore ed a plant for the manufacture of fruit
ber
and
riends
when
and
real
a
was
inspiration,
pointa
The products.
er up during her long alckneea.
the summons to aupper came all were
Dr. Δ. E. Cole was in Lewiston Monemaine were taken to Colebrook Monlunch
delicloua
the
to
picnic
enjoy
ready
where the funeral services and in- day on business.
where
one not only
the
ey
lawn,
upon
A movement for more cement walk on
feasted upon the good tbiugs to aatiafy Brment took place.
n.nti.t
High Street was started by interested
The lawn party held by the Baptist
hunger of body but the eye feaated upon
was cir·
.adies' Circle was » success. A good I parties and a subscription paper
the view of the "eternal hilla" with the
Irish and met with a
Miss
umber were preseot to enjoy the jro- cnlated by H. A.
river flowing through the valley.
of the
residents
generous response by
ramroe, consisting of music and
Isabel Shirley gave each one a souvenir
A fund of about fifty dollars
Ions, After which a social hour waa street.
card of the home of Neal Dow with a
the evening were was held by the ladies of the Village
picture of the grand old man. At bet of pent. The receipts of
and this amount
ver twelve dollars.
I Improvement Society
sun all joined in singing America and
donated by them for this
Rev. I. S. Macduff, who has been at was generously
"Blest be the Tie", and another field
Ν. H., for purpose. A larger sum secured by subday, with its inspiration and pleasant ,er home in Claremont,
scription and an extra appropriation by
everal weeks, arrived here
memories, passed into history.
a sum available
nd will be tbe guest of Mies Jane the town makes quite
Robert Bisbee spent part of the week
in good
>ierce at The Willows during the re- and will cover the worst places
in Boston, making the trip by auto.
shape.
naming daya of Augnat.
Mra. Webster Woodbury and friend,
William S. Tucker, one of the oldest
Miss Mattie Maxim of Cambridge, I
Misa Dudley, of Massachusetts, have
at
I men in town, died Thursday morning of
lass., is tbe eueet of Miss Pierce.
been guests at J. U. Puriugton's the past
and
son Lester the home of his son in the west part
F.
Geo.
Mrs.
Cummlngs
week.
ol the town at the age of eighty-nine years,
Mrs. A. T. Rowe and daughter, Mrs. >f Dorchester, Mass., are the gueste
D. H· Flfl®ld· eleven months and twenty-five days.
brother,
ire.
for
Cummlngs'
Bethel
to
returned
Friday
Clouston,
Mr Levi Shedd is having plumbing Funeral was held Saturday afternoon,
a short time.
Mr.
officiating.
Rev. A. W. Pottle
Miss Elberta Burnbam has returned Inne and making other Improvements
of Tucker is survived by a widow, one son,
from her vacation spent with friends ID his residence recently purchased
a stepdaughter and a brother.
in Portland and Boston and ia again [ Ρ Rpeci
Mrs. Gertrude Blair of Portland is
Mrs. C. G. Morton and daughter Helen
busy with her duties at the bank.
with her parents, Mr. and Mrs. A. S.
from Old Orchard.

although a trouble with hla heart had
given warning by aerioua attacha of iil-

j^rt
powha^dfarm
lived^for

pioneer

je

recitaj

The monnment erected by the citizens!
I
ol
Canton to the memory οI the Midlers
Laclos
Traak,
I ■awrence, Mr. and Mrs.
with |
οι the Rebellion was dedicated
atFoster
Lola
and
I lorence Littlefield
exercise· on Tbaradaj, the I
t anded the Univeraaliat grove meeting »! >propriate
!
21 >tb.
a t Bryant Pond Sunday, August 21.
for I
Nearly a year ago the movement
Mr. and Mrs. Willard Cobb of West
I
tl lis monument started, and a monument
I 'arts visited at L. C. Traak'· laat week,
I
was organised, with John
Mr·. Dolly Carroll of Franklin, Ma··., «ι isociation
I
Mrs.
George
as
VI
r.
president;
Thompson
ι ras the gueat of Mr·. J. C. Littlefield
I Wad Un vice-president; Mrs. Sidney!
I ut week.
A
Childs secretary; and Nathan Rey-I
owned
The boildlnga at South Bethel
A (air was held in I
η ilds treasurer.
t y the E. L. Tebbeta Spool Co., and ocassisted and at I
«
hich
generally
people
were
destroyed
c upled by Peter Moody,
with I
κ blch about $160 was raised, and
afternoon.
t y fire Thursday
I
ο >ntributlons from cltisens and revenue
Harold
Mrs.
Mr.
and
El
va
Mra.
Looke,
other sources, enough was raised ΙΊ
< Jerrieh and daughter of West Paris, and fi om
IJ
the monument this year.
>
I fra. John Marshall and Misa Elizabeth U secure
The monument stands In a fitting I
< if Providence, R. I., are at Camp Echo.
in the village square, surrounded I
Mra. B. Wilson and Mra. Hanaon of ρ lace
I
b y a plot of green. It Is of North Jay
] 'ortland are at "Birch-Haven."
ad Quincy granite, 16 feet high, with
t ie life size statue of a soldier, with
Eut Bethel.
moon balls at bis feet and is inscribed,
Misses Dorothy and Elinore Simpson
Dedicated to the defenders of the
« if Boston are guest· of Mr. and Mrs. J.
nion" and the dates "1861-1808." lu
iV. Bean.
1
cost was nearly #1000.
Qtlre
visitParis
of
South
Howe
Mr. Henry
President John W. Thompson presldid at P. B. Howe's last week.
the dedication exercises on TbnrsJodge O. F. Rioh and family of Ber- d atwhich
opened at 11 a. if , with muay,
] Id, N. H„ were recent guests here.
the Dixfield Band. Prayer was I
Mr. and Mrs. Insley Toung of East I s le by
ffered by Rev. N. G. French of Auburn. I
iVnymoutb, Mass., visited friends here ο^ .□ address
was given in the forenoon by I
1 fist week,
Ion. John P. Swasey of Canton, and
Miss Rilla Bartlett of Litchfield, Me.,
do in the afternoon by Rev. J. H. Little
1 s the guest of her sister, Mrs. Etta Bean.
them soldiers in the
Alder River Grange has quite recently f Bethel, both of
I ivil war, and both addresses wereap-M
] jurcbased a new handsome Poole piano
I
ropriate, patriotic and impressive.
It was put in by Mr. W. J.
I or its ball.
The exercises were under the auspices Ι
iVheeler of Soath Paris.
f John A. Hodge Post, Q. A. R. Beides the addresses of the day and music
North Waterford.
there was singing by a
Mrs. Fred Black bas returned from t y the band,
c horns, and the exercises closed witb
3aaco.
the audience.
The spool mill baa ahnt down for the t he singing of America by
1 "here was a large attendance.
vacation for the

Jueeday»

Friday evening

a

Republican rally

was

William T. Haines
held in Odeon Hall.
and Congressman Swasey were introMr. Haines
duced by E. C. Bowler.
gave a very clear statement of the
methods of taxation in our state and the
output of the sum thus gained in wave
that bave made us proud of the State of
Maine.
Congressman Swasey spoke
especially upon the acts of Congress and
Both men were
the protective tariff.

listened to with great interest and their
statements were convincing to all thinking people who have the welfare of our
The Bethel
state and country at heart.
band played several selections.
Town schools will begin September 5.
MIDDLE INTERVALE.

A letter from our sister, Mrs. R. J.
Coffin nee Parkard sends us a clipping
reading: "Coffin makes Shooting Record—Frank P. Coffin of Denver, a
corporal of Troop C, Colorado National
Guard, established a new national record
for rapid shooting this week at the Camp
Perry, 0., pistol tournament. He registered 130 out of a possible 150 points in
the 50-yard tiring, and carried off two
other prizes in separate events. Mr.
Coffin is employed in the auditor's office
of the Denver and Rio Grande Railroad.
He has been one of the best marksmen
in the Colorado National Guard for
several years, and has been climbing
steadily toward the first place. The
established places
new record ho has
him at the front of the Ohio meet as a
formidable contestant in the national
shoot." He is Mrs. Coffin's son.
Somerville,
Miss Emily Dudley of
Mass., is at the Wm. Chase home for a
vacation.
There was a pleasant gathering at the
Carter mansion Wednesday
evening,
Aug. 24tb. A good time reported.
Willie C'oolidge of Locke's Mills has
been with his uncle, Orlando Buck, on
Sw:tn Hill.
Nettie Balentine has been etaying
with her sister, Mrs. Carl Brown, at the

village.

Grace and Marjory Farwell are getting
ready to attend school at Keene, Ν. H.,
to board with their sister, Mrs. Ralph
Sherwood, whose husband is a preacher
thero.
Mr. and Mrs. Wm. Farwell went to
Bemis recently with their daughter Eva,
who teaches school there.
Daniel M. Kimball has gone out of
town to visit relatives.
John Kimball of Dover, Ν. H., came
here recently to attend the funeral of his
sitter Minnie.
Mrs. Earl Dutton's mother, Mrs. Ellen
Jackson of Paris, has been here on a
visit.
Miss Maud Russell and her cousin,
Blanche Russell, of Hanover, have been
to Upton for a vacation.
Δ letter from a friend in Newton
Center, Maes says: "Food and rent is
high, and we will have to pack our goods
and go West or somewjiere else to live."
Why don't the people who find it bard
to get a living in a city come back to the
farms where they can plant enough to
keep from starving, and enjoy the health
that country life imparts?
West Bethel.
"The melancholv days have come,
The saddest of the year,
Too warm for flery Bourbon and
Too cool for ale

or

beer."

"Sunday should be a day of rest;
At least one day In eeveu.
When business cares no more molest.
Though far from church, still In one's breast
May dwell a very heav .n."
Beautiful weather for the ripeming of
late planted crops.
Nearly every apple tree id this vicinity
shown tbe work of the fall web worms.
Miss Ethel L. Allen has gone to
Brookline, Maes., to work through the
winter.
Nahum M. Scribner of Albany is doing
farm work for G. D. Morrill.
Lowell is visiting her
Mrs. Mary
daughter and sieter in South Paris.
The last of the standing grass on the
meadows is being harvested this week.
Harlan Bean and wife of Lewiston
visited her father, G. D. Morrill, and

family, Sunday.

Mrs. A. P. Bean and her daughte'j
Mrs. Holton, returned to their homes in

Concord, Mass., Thursday.

Albert Parwell aud wife of

Norwood,

Mass., are visiting his parents, Mr. and
Mrs. Edgar P. Farwell.
Harry N. Mills of Gorham, Ν. H., has
joined his family in the home of his
parents, Mr. and Mrs. W. D. Mills.

George A. Grever has gone on a visit
to Minnesota and other states, leaving
his farm and stock in the care of Chas.
S. Wight.
Milton Holt Bean of Concord, Mass.,
and his sister, Mrs. Jennie Holton, visited their aunt, Mrs. Vienna Holt, last
week.
Mount Caribou has many visitors this
summer, and a good camp has been built
where those who wish can spend a night
in comfort.
Noah H. Palmer and wife of Lovell
were in town Wednesday,
and Mrs.
Palmer will stay a while with her sister,
Mrs. Holt, who has not fully recovered
from her long illness.
Oxford.

George Houghton has been quite sick.

P.B.Andrews is very sick. His sister, Mary Andrew·, of Portland, is with
him.
Quite a number went on the excursion

to

Togus

on

Wednesday.

A delegation from T. A. Roberts Post
and Corps went to Bethel Wednesday to
meet the Bethel W. R. C.
Mrs. Homer of Providence, R I., is
stopping at Belmont Lodge.
Miss M. I. Corning, who has spent the
summer in Europe, will sail Aug. 24 for
New York.

West Lovell.
Mrs. Marietta Fox has returned from

South Paris where she has been at work
in her son Guy Fox's family several

weeks.

Lewis E. Fox, wife, and two ehildren,
of Bangor, are visiting at his parental
home.
Mrs. Joan McAllister is at North
Lovell.
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Brackelt of
Sweden have visited her uncles, A. and
O. C. Lord.
G. W. Andrews visited Cornish fair
last week and it at hie cottage entertaining Geo. Nndd and wife of Boston.

iave

returned

Mrs. Emma W. Mann is spending two | Holland.
W. C. Spaulding and Mrs. Louise
ir three weeks with friends in Portland
Spaulding of Caribou are visiting relaind at Old Orchard.
Lee Dudley of Stearns Hill la vlaltlng tives.
H. N. Chase of Auburn has been with
Winnie L. Pratt, In FortC. C. Withington for a few days.
Many Veterans and Sons of Veterans
Mr and Mrs. Fraok Welcome and eon
of the East
Arthur of Waltham are gueats at Dea. from here were guests
Hebron Grange Saturday at their Grand
SV. W. Dunham's.
Mr Augustue Dunham la with hla Army Day exercises.
F. Warren has the following record
laughter, Mra. Lesmore Currier at forA.sweet
corn in bis garden this season.
A.J. Ricker have return- Planted June 23d, up in five days, hoed
in
thirty-one
id from a visit of several days with the in nine days, spindled
in forty-four days, picked
'amily of Mrs. Ricker's brother, Horace days, silked
boiling corn in sixty-one days.
Geo. D Robertson and
Supt. Smith makes the following anof teachers
jauKhter Miriam and ΜΓ». Νο11|0 Β'jant nouncement of assignments under his
the towns
>f South Parle and Mr. and Mrs. Charles for tbe fall terms of
Sumner schools will
L. Brown of Rumford Falls have been supervision. Tbe
of the
open Sept, 5, with the exception
recent guests at H G. Brown s.
will open
Mra. Otia A. Curtla is receiving a visit East Sumner school which
teachers:
from ber nieces, the Misses Tibbetts, of Sept. 12, with tbe following

^M^an^Mrs'.

iD£'"d °MÏÏ"

^Mr.^TruVof

Gloucester is visiting at

[ F. Emmons'.
Mr. and Mr.. S. T. White ... at
fiilebrook S. H., last week to attend
the funeral of Mrs. White's mother,
Mrs. Charles Tucker.
„β-.ιβ
Mrs. Elva E. Locke en'ertalned nearly
fifty guests at Camp Echo, Locke s Mille,
The party consisted of Mrs.
on Friday.
Locke's Sunday School class of y°ung
people and each member was asked to
invite a friend. It was also very pleasant that Rev. Mi>s Macduff, their
pastor, and Miss Maxim of Cambridge,
and Miss Jane Pierce, who are very
much interested in the Sunday School,
The party were con·
were also present,
veved from West Parle to Locke'a Mille
by a hayrack drawn by four horses, also
Mr Bates' auto, and several others went
The large party left.for
on the train.
their homes late in the afternoon with
a
many thanks to their hostess for day

£°f'ner

PlMre.nCoraPD.

Lurvey, who is at the
Maine Sanatorium, Hebron, wishes to
thank the friends who have so thoughtfully remembered her by sending post
cards. The Rebekah order who have
sent post card showers, also the subscribers to the local telephone exchange,
who laat Tuesday morning sent a post
card shower numbering over ono hun-

dred cards.

L. B. Swan aud P. C. Maybew, who
have been so severely HI, are again able
to be seen on the street.
Otis Curtis and Miss Stella Churchill,
who have been ill, are improving.
Mrs. Lottie Childa suffered a slight
stroke of paralysis Thursday. Her son,
Chauncey Childs, of Union, was sent for
at once. Mrs. Childs lives with lier
daughter, Mrs. Elwln Berry, on Pioneer
Street.
u
Mr. and Mrs. Renie Hlggins are boarding with Mr. Biggins' aunt, Mrs I hila
Davie.
Mrs W. E. Shedd of Portland was at
Levi Shedd'e Friday. Mrs. Shedd has
been at North Paris for the past two or
three days, called there by the Illness of
her aunt, Mrs. Newton, at Will Childs
A good number were present at the
dance given Friday evening for the benefit of West Paris Gr.ingo in the new

Grange nail.

All entries for the county fuir close
this year at 6 o'clock Monday, Sept. 12—
the day before tlio fair opens. This is
earlier than in former yeare. Exhibitor*
should bear it in mind.

West Sumner.

There wae a republican rally bore
Monday evening, Aug. 22. Tho speakers

were Hon. James S. Wright of South
Paris and Hon. Geo. D. Biwbee of Rumford.
Ε. B. Robertson, wife and sod, Albert,
of Cambridge, M&s<s., are with Mr. Robertson's mother, Mrs. H.S. Robertson.
Mrs. O. G. Chandler is in very poor
Dr. Yates is the attending
health.
physiciau. Mrs. Chandler is said to be
eoinewhat improved.
Mrs. Mabel Foster and three children
Mrs.
of Bryant's Poud are visiting
Foster's mother, Mrs. Freeman Farrar.
Mrs. Alice Auetin and three children
of Peru have been spending a week with
Mrs. Austin's sister, Mrs. Ella Bonney.
As Freeman Farrar and wife were
driving on the meadow road last week,
they saw a âne deer bound across the
meadow and disappear in the woods.
Edwin Barrett of Mexico, who has
been the guest of his brother, P. G. Barrett, has returned to hie home.
The S. B. Reading Ciub held a meeting in the club room Thursday afternoon.
Author, Thomas Jefferson.
Next meeting Sept. 1st.

The Club

ifternoon

was

at

entertained Wednesday

Ryemoor by

Clarke and others.

Deaconess

Gemes and music

nade the time pass very quickly and
Refresh moots of cake and
All departed
ce cream were served.
loping tiie Deaconess will return next

pleasantly.

rear.

Hebron.

Mr. and Mrs. Isaac Glover are boarda few
ng with Herbert Cantello for
veeks. Mr. Glover is a native of Heiron but for many years has lived in
tfasMchusetts.
Miss Ida Leslie and Oram Lawry have
We
>een in tbe place for a few days.
inderatand Miss Leslie will remain for a
ihort time.
Quite a number from bere attended
'omona Grange field day at South Paria

5.

help.

regular

A. B. Cooper of Milton, Mass,, wbo

A large pulp mill is to be built by the
'ejepscot Paper Co. at Topsbam as an
ddition to its prevent plant.
A stabbing affair among Italians in

Wpw Dress Goods
_i
Dress Trimmings
In the New Dark Rich Fall

Pond.

ritber murder or

North Paria.
Mra. Mary Denham has been visiting
her daughter, Mrs. M. S. Bubier, for twol
weeks. Saturday they went to Hartford
Frank Tork.
to visit Mr. and Mrs.
While there they visited the Robinson I
Library building and found there a large
collection of ancient and curious things
which were very interesting to look at. |

manslaughter.

are

wish to
orders.

Union—Florence LaFond.
Line—Grace Allen.

Glover—Not settled.

Buckfield schools will open Sept. 12.
Merle Sturtevant, principal of the high
school, Frances Arnold first assistant;

second assistant and teacher of intermediate schools not yet decided.

CORRECT STYLES.
Our Autumn styles of Men's soft and stitl"
\V
hate are now ready for your inspection.
have satisfied our customers hitherto—we c;
do it again.

!

THE BEST HAT OF ALL

It is a self conforrr g
IS THE PREMIER.
Handled exclusively by ·.?■
black stiff hat.
Nothing more swell. Equal of any $3.00 h;.
Price $3.90.
The "MANHATTAN DERBY," the I
Price
that can be made for the money.

Primary—Mrs. Rcbccca Record.
E. Buckfleld—Harlow Gerrlsb.
South Hill—Temper Jordan.
Whitman—Florence Foster.
Allen—Gladys Carver.
Brock—Eola Swallow.
North Buckfleld—Myra Irish.
Prince— Leora Foster.

Byron.

In the economical Democratic year of
1882 the town of Buck field paid a state
tax of $1,792.88, and received from the
state in aid of common schools, $655.42,
making a net amount of state tax of
$1,137 46. In the "extravagant" year of
1900, under Republican administration,
Buckfleld paid a state tax of $1,30ί.04,
and received common school money to
the amount of $1,072.50, making tbe net
state tax $232.54.

Browofield.
began the 18th and oloaed the 28th.
Company at Mra. Julia Bean's, also at
Elery Poland haa a carpenter at work
ir. Blake's.
on his blacksmith shop at Gnm Corner.
Democratic rally at town hall Tuesday He baa a good shop well nnder way to
ivenlng. Speaker, Hon. Obadiah Gard- oompletion.
ter.
A. O. Reed is having the Wallace
Myrtle Harmon, who went to a hoe- house shingled.
rehas
•ital in Portland for treatment,
The big teams hauling
apool squares
urned mnch improved. Mrs. Harmon from No. 6 and Weat End nave ont the
Mrs.
roads badly.
ι very feeble, also
Fogg.
Mr. Leslie Poor has bought a house
The reoent showers have waahed the

ot on tbe Kezar Falls road.
bills considerably.
Mr. Stover is repairing his house. It
Dr. Taylor went to Rumford Friday
ι said he intends occupying It later on. on business.
Mra. Tklmer Thompson and son are
Two men from Mexioo are mining on
till at Mr. John Sands'.
Sut Branoh.
I

with murder.

The trouble ia Mid to
an insulting remark
to MoLeod's daugh-

originated in
mane by Sheppard

bave
ter.

STAGGERS SKEPTICS.
fragrant compound

That a clean, nice;

like Bucklen's Arnica

stantly

round or

Salve will in-

born, cut, scald,
piles, staggers skeptics. Bnt

relieve a bad

great cores prove It's1» ν onderfnl healer
)f tbe worst sores, ulcers, bolls, felons,
jczema, skin eruptions, as also ohapped
tunds, sprains and conn. Try It 25c.
it F. ▲. ShortUff Λ Co.

We

Clothier and Furnisher,

I

Walk

Men's

We carry a large line of Men's Walk-overs, which
sell at the above prices, correct in style, iit.
and unexcelled in service. There are none better
and very few

CONVENIENCE

Possibly you who read this have never kept
bank account If not, let us suggest that you
try the experiment. You will find it helpful in
many ways. Aside from the fact that your money will be safe from theft and fire, such a habit
tends to thrift, economy, disipline and a general
understanding of business principles, all of
It also affords a
which are essential to success.
convenient method for the payment of bills ; aud
a

paid.

good service, courtesy, liberand stability and every accommodation
consistent with safety.
We offer you

[L. S.J

Hours :

( Open through

OF NORWAY.

BLUE

the

noon

hour.

NATIONAL

NORWAY

THE

BANK

MAINE.

STORES

Fall 1910 Hats Received

Discharge.

Noyes Special
$2.25
Derbys

Lamson & Hubbard

$3.00

Bankruptcy.

JAMES B. HBWBY, Clark.
A true oo ρ y of petition and order thereon.
▲Ami: JAMJC8 I. H1WXT, Clerk.

to j p. n.
(Saturday· close at 1.13 P. M.

Business (9 λ. n.

m

OBDER OF NOTICE Τ HEREON.
) [strict or Maim·, ss.
On this 27th day of Aug., A. D. 1910, on readag the foregoing petition. It Is
Ordered by the Court, That a hearing be had
pon the same on the 16th day of Sept., A. D.
mo, before said Court at Portland, In said Dierlct, at 10 o'clock In the forenoon; and that noIce thereof be published la the Oxford Demorat, a newspaper printed In said District, and
îat all known creditors, and other panons la
iterast, may appear at the said time aid place,
nd show canoe. If any they have, why the
rayer of said petitioner should not be granted.
And It Is further ordered by the Court, That
μ Clerk shall send by mall to all known endors copies of said petition and this order, ad·
reased to them at their places of residence aa
tated.
Witness the HO*. Clark if cx Hal·, Judge of
>e said Court, and the seal thereof, at Portland,
k said District, on the 27th day or Aug., A. D.

they

always preserved and returned
receipts for the amounts

are

serve as

ality

Also

j

no.

the checks

to you,

in

Γ UCIOUS B. WORCESTER of Mexico, In the
U County of Oxford, and State of Maine,
η said District, respectfully represent·) that on
he 28th day of August, 1900, he waa duly
, idjdRged bankrupt under the Acts of Congress rel st! ny to Bankruptcy; that be haa duly surren< lered all his property and rights of property,
.ml has fully compiled with all the requirements
, if sold Acts and or the orders of Court touching
l ils bankruptcy.
Wherefore be prays, That be may be decreed
ty the Court to have a full discharge from all
, lebta provable against his estate under said
1 lankruptcr Acts, except such debts as are ex( epted by law from such discharge.
Dated this 20th day of August, A. D. 1910.
LUCIOUS B. WOHCK8TER, Bankrupt.

ACCOUNT.

CHECKING

McCalTs Msfiilas will
help you drois stj-1lsbly at a moderato
II expenso by koeplng
you rosted on the
lstost fashions in
clothes and hats. 60
New Fashion Deslens

Bankrupt.

THE

OF

Style by Reading McCafl'i
and
Magazine
Using McCall Pattens

}) In

CO,

Tolephono 11Q-8.

■

1

good.

Opera House Block, NORWAY, MAINE.

as

Petition for

as

SWEfTSHOE

E. N.

King's New Life Pills for tbey cured

Bankrupt'·

Shoes,

Over

we

him of Liver and Kidney Trouble after
12 years of suffering. They are the best
pills on earth for Constipation, Malaria,
Headache* Dyspepsia, Debility. 25c. at
F. A. Shartleff & Co.

In the matter of
LnciotJS R. Worcester,

-

$3·5°» $4·οο, $4.50, $5.00.

STRUCK A RICH MINE.
S. W. Bends of Coal City, Ala., says be
struck a perfect mine of health in I)r.

I valuable Information
borne and per·
I 00
I sonal matters.
Only
60c a year. Including
a froe pattern. Subscribe today or send
for froe sample copy.
MtCall Pattern will enable you to mako In yonr
own borne, with yourown bsnds. clothing fur
yourself and children which will be perfect
In style and lit. Price—none hlpber than 16
cents. Send for freo Pattern Cataloguo.
W· Will Gf Ysa fia· Pnstat» for fretting subscriptions among your friends. Scud for (reo
Premium Catalogue and Cash Prize Offer.
THE IcCALL COMPANY. 2391» 249 Wat 37* Sl. NEW TOU

South Paris.

31 Market Sq.,

Railroad Company held when two cars
the Old Orchard run crashed head-on
on Sunday, the 21st.
Although about
a dozen passengers were injured, no one
was killed, and the worst injury, the
breaking and bruising of a leg, will not
necessitate ampatation.

»

the cap you

J. F. Plummer,

on

f 'it\

just

in stock in large variety of colors.
what you want to wear to the "Fair".
Look in our windows, you may see something you need.

Just

The proverbial luck of the Portland

issue.

Τ with

now

malaria," writes Wm. A. Fretwell, of
Lucama, N. C., "and I've bad good
Cure Stomach,
health ever since."
Liver and Kidney Troubles, and prevent
*
Typhoid. 50c. Guaranteed by F.
Shurtlf-ff & Co.

In each

a

MEN'S FALL SUITS

are

"Three bottles completely
troubles.
cured me of a very severe attack of

Ο

fit you to

rival of caps.

LIFE OX PANAMA CANAL

I ν fllHR

can

looking for. The latest shapes, the newest
cloth, the smartest colors came in our late

are

$ 105 99

bert Harlow and wife, by the rendering arrested and released on ball, and Mayor Γο the How. Clarkkce Hale, Judge of the Dis
trlct Court of the United States for the District
of a large number of graphophone se- Merrill's property was attached.
of Maine :
How «Extravagance" Hits Buclcfleld.

CAPS.

$ 546 «3
Net amount of state tax
In the Republican year of 1900:
$ 691 38
Heliron paid a state tax of
Hebron received common ech :ol money
585 37
from state

Ladies! S*Te Money and Keep

hat-..

We have many other styles in soft hats that
up-to-date in style, quality and price.

Hebron'* Account.

has had one frightful drawback—malaria trouble—that has brought suffering
The germs
and death to thousands.
cause chills, fever and ague, biliousness,
and general
weakness
jaundice, lassitude,
debility. But Electric Bittera never fail
them and cure malaria
to destroy

wool

soft

Men's

latest

are

In the Democratic year 1882:
· 852 47
Hebron paid a state tax of
Hebron received common school money
305 64
from state

Net amount of state tax

styles
$1.50.

The

Price

|

and cartridges, some fuses, and nearly a
Mrs. Hannah Mason bas returned from quart of nitroglycerine. The other men
visiting her daughter, Mrs. P. W. Saun- got away, but it is thought they must
have been hit.
ders, of North Waterford.

J. A. McKenzie sold a cow to G. D.
Morrill of West Bethel.
Ira Putman of Lewiston visited at A.
E. Tyler's Sunday.
Mexico.
Stephen and James Westleigh are cutGeo. A. Cates and wife from Phillips ting wood for Ε. H. Morrill.
relatives
their
numerous
are
Miss Irene Morrill is visiting relatives
visiting
After three weeks spent here in Norway.
here.
John Westleigh is at work for Allen
they visit relatives in Lewiston, planMcLeod.
ning to take in the state fair.
Lewis A. Thomas, Jr., with wife and
Roy Grover and daughter Gertrude
two children, after a two months1 visit are visiting ât S. O. Grover's for a few
with his father and other relatives here, days.
started on the return trip to his home,
W. W. Hastings with a party was in
town with his auto August 24.
Hico, Calif., the 17th inst.
Miss Gnna P. Gleasun is spending her
Mr. and Mrs. Ε. Β Mason of West
Ave weeks' school vacation with her Bethel were in town Sunday.
father and other relatives in Mexico and
East Waterford.
Phillips.
Willis McGuire and Wra. Bazzell have
Miss Wllma Millett has gone to Strickreturned from the Alberta region after land to help care for her father, Sewell
Mr. Mc- F. MiHett, who is very low with cancer
an absence of fivo months.
Guire has rented the Stanley barbershop of the stomach.
and is occupying it.
Mise Marion Green of Connecticut and
Wm. W. Bolster from Auburn spent Myra Haggett of South Paris are guests
the Sabbath with Mrs. L. H. Reed's at H. 0. Rolfe's.
Herbert Tork of Bethel has bought
family.
Miss Luella Phelps spent a few days tbe old Mclntire school house of L. E.
of last week with her niece, Mrs. Etta Mclntire and is converting it into a
P. Richards.
She proposes to remain dwelling. He will work for Mr. Mctwo weeks longer in Maine before re- lntire.
Mro. Steady of Berlin, Ν. H., is visitturning to her home in Cambridge,
Mass.
ing her sister, Mrs. Will McGowan.
a
hen
bouse belongMrs. Einnard of Portland has joined
Sunday, the 21st,
ing to Duncan Law was burned. Cause, her eon, Philip Craven, at H. B.
ash barrel.
Doughty's.
Mrs. Doe, son and daughter, of Turner,
Commencing in front of the Lewis
Reed houso and continuing to the Har- have visited the past week at G. L.
low Hill road,
Road Commissioner Stevens' and at the Gibbe cottage at
Virgin has widened the road bed ten Pappoose Pond.
feet on the east side and four feet on the
B. G. Mclntire's family and Mrs.
west side; on the east side by excava- Lizzie Sawin are at Pine Lodge, Paption and on the west side by dumping pjose Pond.
hundreds of yards of the dirt excavated
H. 0. Rolfe went to West Bethel
over the steep bank.
By the excavation Thursday to attend the funeral of his
made be aleo secured gravel enough to uncle.
level the road bed from the Park barn
Maine Political-Notes.
to the Harlow Hill road.
From the cemetery to Houstin'a barn
be put in a concrete wall eight feet high,
Jndge William H. Newell of LewUton,
three feet wide on the bottom and one
who enjoys the respect of every man
foot wide on the top, graded the side hill
who knows him, in addressing a Demand sodded and seeded it.
This work
ocratic clnb the other night, spoke right
cost from $1200 to $1400 and may entail
out in meeting about Democratic Sheriff
law suits for damage to property of
Hastings, saying that-he was an absoabutters.
honest and well meaning man, but
John N. Thompson and son, George, lutely
there was one trouble with him, that he
from Dixfield, spent quite a part of j
had had his
pulled by a set of poliWednesday at Mexico, visiting John N.'s ticians. For leg
this the Democrats of Anbirthplace where he had not been during !
droscoggin County are now busily enthe last forty years.
gaged in reading Judge Newell out of
the Democratic party, some declaring
East Sumner.
that to all intents and purposes he has
A party of government surveyors have
been a Republican.
been working for several days at and always
near East Sumner.
"Hot stuff" but feebly describes the
The Minot Packing Co. are putting condition of local politics in Androstheir plant in order for the season's pack coggin County. At a Republican rally
of sweet corn which now promises to be at Mechanic Falls Tuesday evening,
good.
Mayor Irving L. Merrill of Auburn, canThe annual "agricultural horse trots" didate for sheriff, referred to a letter rewill soon be in evidence at the fairs.
cently published by County Treasurer
Quite a crew of men are at work on Millett of that place as "one of the most
the state road up the Ford valley.
scurrilous and vindictive letters that
A few old soldiers attended the dedi- ever emanated from a sooundrel clothed
cation of the soldiers' monument at Can- in human garb." At the same rally
ton last Thursday. It was an impreseive George S. McCarty, Republican candiand very appropriate affair.
date for county attorney, charged that
The soldiers1 meeting at Buckfield on Mr. Millett had made alterations in bis
Wednesday, the 31st, promises to be an books. Mr. Millett, who was In tbe
event of unusual interest, and well at- audience, rose and said this was alio.
tended if weather conditions are good.
The next day Miilett brought suit
We were recently very pleasantly en- against each of the speakers for slander
tertained at the cosy residence of Her- in the sum of 95000. McCarty was
lections of fine production. Mr. Harlow
has a large and finely selected list of
Edison and Columbia records.

$3.00.

|

Mason.

Maine,

Men's Pall Hats.

open-1

Clapps arrived at the Spaulding I
cottage Friday, for their annual visit.
The

<

NORWAY,

I

noon.

re-

S. B. & Z. S. Prince

in rounding up burglars, was notitied of the Lisbon Falls burglary, and
Tuesday night be and Officer Stetson
watched at the Topsham railroad sta-1
'■on. About 10 o'clock three men ap·
peared on the track, and as they ran
when ordered to stop, the officers
ed fire. One of the men was brought
down with a wound, not dangerous, in I
the leg. On him were found a revolver

jobs

Mabery Mayhew and wife from Auburn spent Saturday and Sunday with
hia mother, Mrs. J. E. Mayhew.
Helen Heald entertained some of her
friends at a lawn party Tuesday after-

for

more

if

Sincerely yours,

Dr. Robert J. Aley, superintendent of
nstruction in Indiana, has been tendered
;be chair of the presidency, University I
>f Maine, by the trustees, and bas accepted the position. Dr. Aley Isa native I
af Indiana, born in 1803, and has been I
engaged in educational work since be !
began teaching at 14 years of age.

East Sumner.

Many,

money.

save

all, will cost

not

Drownings reported in Maine within
Mrs. Rosetta Ryerson of West Sumner
two or three days were Sydney Jones, a
and Mrs. Hanson of Mechanic Falls have
real estate broker of New York, and his
been visiting at A. T. Hollis'.
»on, Sydney, Jr., from the capsiz'ng of a I
Iraso
much
la
Mra. C. E. Peterson
c mow at Yoke Pond, near Katali.ii<i Iron
do
to
be
able
to
as
roved in health
Work*; Joseph Legaase uf New Auburn,
whose body was found in the Little
Mrs. Millard Wescott and little child
River after he had been
and Mrs. Robert Wescott of Portland Androscoggin
miesing several days; James A. McKay,
visited at Β. K. Dow's Aug. 25.
41 years of age, who fell overboard
We understand that the C. A. Churchwhile deep sea fishing near Portland
ill farm recently sold to Maurice Noyes
Harbor; and William Dudley, seaman onl
of South Paris has been bought by Karl
a schooner at Calais, who is supposed to I
Lindi.
have walked overboard in his sleep.
North Buckfield.
Burglars entered the Lisbon Falls
Madge and Dwight Turner have been post office Monday night, and got from
East Sumner— Mice Martin.
I
Snmner Hill—Gladys Morrill.
visiting their grandmother, Mrs. Emily ' the safe about $75 worth of stamps and I
Bonney—A lice Turner.
Bicknell.
nearly the same amount of cash. Early
Morrill—Dot Heald.
Mr. and Mrs. W. Heald and Mr. and Tuesday morning at Brunswick Officer
Redding—E. D. Mammon.
Mrs. M. A. Sturtevant spent the day at Stetson had a running duel of shots with
Doble—Jennie Rccord.
Pleasant Pond—Althea Stetson.
three suspicious appearing men who got I
Lake Auburn, Aug. 24.
West Sumner—Adrian Ho'mes.
Mr. and Mrs. S. D. Swallow were at out of sight. Post Office Inspector Rob- I
will
Tbe Hartford schools
open Sept. her brother's, Ο. E. Turner's, Sunday at ineon, who has done a number of good I
Teachers as follows:
Center—Etta Monaghan.
Tyler—Tina Bonncv.
Mountain—Flossie Williams.

Colorings.

going to purchase a new
suit this fall, get it early if you

[f you

1

'ortland on Aug. 8th has resulted fataly. Mersigllo Valendino, the victim,
lied on Thursday. Santo Ferranto is in
ail under heavy bonds for assault, and
be charge will doubtless be changed to

Suits

—

Maine News Notes.

Fias been spending hia three weeks' va;ation with hia wife at Fred Hazelton'a,
has gone to his home.
Mrs. Nellie Vegue la visiting at Mrs.
3arah Tork'a.
Eighteen of the W. R. C. ladiea went
to Norway laat week to visit Norway
Corps. They went on the tally-ho and
had a grand good time.
A party of six boys from Albany have
been camping in a tent at Pappoose

J. E. Shaw and bis brother, Jotbam,
who have worked together, have finished
haying. They had V. D. Taylor and
Fred Garno to help them.
Virgil Taylor is at work on Summit
fuesday.
section.
Hebron Grange held their annual field
L. A. Mason had three sheep killed by
lay at Grange Hall Wedneaday.
bears recently. Traps were set, two
Mrs. Florence Dunham Plnkham of
bears got in and both pulled their feet
fewton, Mass., with Miss Louise and out and
As tbe outcome of the death of Willis
got away.
faster Harry, locally known m "Sonny",
Mr. Mason finished baying last week McLeod In a ruction in a Bangor brickire at E. S. Dunham's.
and la helping Dr. Taylor ont his.
yard, Daniel 8heppard, John McTigue
A. C. campmeetlng at Mechanic Falls ind Patrlok McTigae are held charged

S

I

Soldiers' Monument Dedicated.

Locke'· MOI·.
Mr. »od Mrs. Charles Bartlett, Bertha

Derbys

^

he found in
every- Best $3.50 hat to
nio*
where
Branded with our
We market.
ire sole agents Paris and
and
guarantee.
Norway.

Have

splendid reputation
for style and quality.

a

We have also the

Bedford Derby
Derbys at $2.00.

and other makes of
a

large

assortment of

and colors.

Several shapes 50c

Steton Hats

$6.00

V

good

nd

iat.*

assortment of sizes in blacks Our

light

colors of this very

popular

Also

Soft Hats in blacks
to

$2.00.

Fall Caps
25 cts. to $1.50
new stock has arrived

sluf*5
the assortment of colors and

is

large.

of Our New Pall Suite and
Lrrived and Await Your Acquaintance.
lummer Suits we are Closing Out at $2 to

Μωγ

F.

H.

NOYES

SOOTH PABIS.

Coats Ha*·

$5

Discount

CO,

NOB WAV·

Dry and duty acain.
Harry J. Pifiel<t of Boston
here for the out few days.

(Srfovd flmwcral

îhe

SUrTH_PARJS.

ΟΛ.'β

Mies Ethel Parwell of Bethel wu the
guest of friends here Tuesday.

POST OiTIC*.
SOUTH KAKIS
Μ. to 7 Λ) T. U.
Hours 7 Λ) Α.
O

Mies Mamie Flvnn of Lewiston «pent
last week with Miss Alice Wetherell.

WAT.
HAS υ ΤΒΓΜΚ BAIL

Commencing

June

Mr. and Mrs. John Yates of Colebrook,
Ν. H., are guesta at Ernest Herrick'·.

19, 1910,

mouth PARIS
trains lkavk
m., dally; 9:30 a. m
iown;easi)—4.i*A.
t>. :!)<
A. M.
Sunday ; 4ΛΛ P. M-, <UHy;7:37
<■
l„
only.
sun·lav
r μ
S.-iTp.M.
;
west —S 30 A. M., dally
lt, :.u·
'J 10 p.m., dally; 10m a
i>t Sunday;
..or m ,Sundav only.

,

Milts Carrie Mathews of
Bridgton Is s
guest at W. J. Wheeler's for a few days.

Dr. and Mrs. Packard and children,
Frank and Helen, are at L. B. Carter's.

Angelo Cavalière, who has just sold
ont his business here, will go to Boston.

CHBlOro.

w

Pastor. Preaching
>.

>

A. T. Mc
10:43 a. M.;
E. ««
8.
C.
11 4-5 a Μ.; Y. P.
Church
Kvitotng service 7:00 p.
p. u
JO
7
at
evening
cling Wednesday
connected, are cordially Ir.

Rev.
ngregatlonal Church,
service,

--(.

t

Mr. aod Mrs. H. A. Hilton were with
he Parks at Shagg Pond over the weekend.

ricrw'.so

v

W. K. Holme* and family will return
Tuesday to their home in New Britain,
Conn.

Pastor
innKev T. V Kewley. a m.

min* prayerniecttng 10.do
Sabbath Seho··
ervVc 10 45 Â.
6 00 p.
cworth league Meeting
7 SO; cla>evening
Wednesday

..

ru

on

Donald H. Bean and family hare been
a week's vacation at Millettville.

«·

«

Patrons

has been

Friday venlng7:3o. A. Mavis, Pastor
Church, Rev. E.
10:43 A. M.; Sab
v. preaching service
n-.li p.
Κ

spending

Y. P. S. C.
I. M
evening
; ng ι»1 p. χ. ; Wednesday
All are
Seats free.
f.
7
rrlcc

of

Husbandry

It wm » Jolly crowd that met at the
reunion which wm
OXrOBD
FIELD Clifford
POMONA ENJOYS
A
V,
home of A. B. Talbot lut
MEETING at THE rAIB GROUNDS
Prom over .eventy intitotlon. whion
were tent out. there were
Several hundred "Grangers" snd members of their families gathered at the
f»ir grounds Tuesday for the annual
Held meeting, conducted
under the brother· and sisters of the Clifford famauspices of Oxford Pomona Orange, ily with their relatives.
The brothers and slstera are Mrs. u
with speakers for the occasion provided
*■>
by the State Grange. The day wan tie C. Millett of North
and Oman K.
warm but fair, and a
good day for an Mrs Cora E. ofTalbot
JoSouth
Clifford
both
Paris,
Me.,
out-door gathering, and while the atClifford of Chapman, K»D""'
tendance was not quite so large as "at seph
, ν
Clifford of Grand Island, Ne
some similar previous meetings, the oc- H
»dHerman W. Clifford of wor.
casion was socially and otherwise enjoyable and profitable.
««the only "°e
A pleasant feature of the day was the
presence and music of tho Hebron Mili- thH Six children who was
was present in mind
ary Band, in uniform, twenty-five «end but he
in a «ply that
pieces, under the lead of Mr. Nobbsof
Turner. Lest some should fare? that answer to the ioyltation which wa. «"
this is a country band, with all the ira
him, as follows:
perfections that the term may imply, be Grand Island, Nkbrabka, Aug. 20, '10.
it known that they played both military
Dear brothers and sisters, other re λit
and concert
and

heJ^

1rhundg

.VpUïd

music,

played

well,

and tbeir work received many deserved

I

■

!For

H?f(5r""Pr.>lucts-W.

will

manner.

Tbe ball should be filled.

ahould bear it in mind.

"wsfisc*JtiTocSon

un»b»®*°J",

τ

wjW

£nd

'Ϊ!Γ..··ι.··

^e"

'""haw

SSL

■

.youth

W°sime

left.their^

e^u®J tof

S?nt

fenders

'henat1''";

lof

Again^egretti

'«J11*.1"

t0Joseph

P*Aft'er

fott
HPW

wasJake>

aftern^n

Clifford

Worcester;

C1Jord °j

one.

Delightful

Every family should be provided rhages,
Throat or

Lung Trouble. 60c., fl,
with a bottle of Dr. Skth Arnold's > any
Guaranteed by F. A.
Balsam. Warranted by F. À. Shurtlef ! Trial bottle free.
Shortfall 4 Co.
& 0o.

hall

«ai

Lumley Band.

SHOULD BB EXAMINED
CAREFULLY BY AN EXPERT.
We try to impreu the Importance
We ire
of tbia on everybody.
stating facta, and ere oot moved

by

Excellent

filled.

Early Showing

School Child

com weather.
Col. E. F. Smith presided at the Republican rally Wednesday evening, at
which Hon. Frederick A. Powera of
Wednesday evening tbe Republican Honlton and
Attorney General Warren
campaign wae opened at Norway by · C. Pbllbrook of
Watervllle «poke. The
well attended meeting at the Opera
mosio

&

J

shortly kite r

MEETING

The Eyes of Every

NOBWAY.

AT THE OPERA HOUSE.

House wblob was addressed by Hon. W.
G. Pbilbrook of Waterville and Hon.
Frederick A. Powera of Houlton. Tbe
stage was decorated with flag*, and a
number of the leading Republicans of
tbe town and elderly voters occupied
seals tbere.
Lumley Castle Band of South Paris
furnished music for the evening, and tbe
boys played well and got complimented
all around.
Col. A. J. Steams of the town committee called the meeting to order, and
presented Cul. E. F. Smith as tbe chairCol. Smith spoke
man of the evening.
briefly, and presented Judge Philbrook,
the present attorney-general of Maine,
as the first Speaker.
Judge Pbilbrook discussed state issues
He uged particularly upon tbe
entirely.
""·
·» ι-·»
young men to remember that they wenbu, and. d™»»*»»
voting for principles, and a vote fora
and coudi.ions to be such astoprevent Democratic candidate is a vote for Democratic principles.
«.l.bough I assnre ,οο .H I.
tjive me much pleasure to be with you
Tbe Democrats, said Judge Philbrook,
enter into the spirit of the occasion
being in tbe minority, are naturally conducting their campaigns on the baMs of
a. .hi. do much to criticism.
Four years ago their cry was,
and "Shall the state of Maine be honest?" At
weld the family and r.l.Uooablp
bring all together in love, sympathy a
the same time they said on the side,
"Let's resubmit." They couldn't find
been .way from South Tari, anything in the management of state
for many years yet have always cherish- affairs that was not honest.
ed the recollections of my boyhood days
Two years ago their cry was, "Let'*
which were spent among the hills ami elect honest Obadiah Gardner governor
vale» of the etate of Maine and many —and on the side, "Let's resubmit."
wiab that I might be thereto
They didn't elect Obadiah, and when it
and renew he came to this year's campaign, tbey deh.acenes ol ™y
memories of the time when I was more cided that they must bave a politician
care free than in the later years.
for a candidate.
We none of us need to be ashamed of
This year their cry is, "Extravagance!
the land of our birth who were born and Extravagance! Extravagance!"—and on
raised in the grand old l ine Tree State the side, "Let's resubmit." I venture
for the sons of Maine have
the prediction that in the last days of
press upon the affairs of the whole this campaign all you will hear from the
Democrats will be resubmission.
of us have wandered away and
Judge Philbrook then discussed tbe
formed attachment» In different steles question of alleged extravagance in eome
and localities, but wherever we are we
departments of the state, especially the
can always look back with pleasure and
attorney general's office, his own departpride to the recollections of wbat out- ment, because this had been specially
native state ha* done and is doing.
mentioned by Mr. Pattangall. IncidentThose of us who have come to Ne- ally he paid his assistant, Charles P.
th
braska think wo have a state
Barnes of Norway, a high compliment,
hest for Nebraska has com e to the f< re
telling bis fellow townsmen that if he
«he
achievements
of
in
many
kept his health be would bring honor to
which go to make a state to be looked his town. He showed tbe large amoun'
school
us
and
to
with
up
respect
pride
of work tbe office was doing, as legal adcolleges and churches are of a high or- viser for all departments of the state
der Heagricultural resources are unsurgovernment, where formerly there were
passed, and its citizenship is of the W, twenty or more, and the large amount
and while a young state conaparatively, of money collected by the office and
yet it has already been drafted on for turned over to the state treasury every
an
by other states and
year from franchise taxes regarded
three times the great Democratio "dead" by the state treasury, and from
to
came
Nebraska
nation
of
the
party
other sources.
for her standard bearer, and whileι tha
It is the principle of the Republican
standard bearer has been disfigured party to manage affaire so that the tax
somewhat by recent events yet he
from
payers will be increasingly relieved
considers himself in the T'DR·
the burden of their tax paying. Judge
«
(irand Island is a thnvjng city of Philbrook then pointed out varioun
probably 10.000 inhabitant», altuated i" sources of revenue of the stato which
a rich
agricultural community, I. the now relieve tbe burden of direct taxdivision station on the Union 1
ation.
Railroad, has the first beet sugar factory
The Democrats cry, said Judge Philbuilt in the United States and aepires to brook in closing, that Maine is spending
in
the
be the Capital City of Nebraska
money by the million, and yet they
De
won't put their iloger on a place whore
η g that I cannot be with
they would cut down tbe expenditure.
you and wishing yon a very joyousι ocJudge Powers discussed national
casion and God's continued blessing, I issues mainly, referring first to the large
am
amount of constructive legislation that
Affectionately yours,
wae passed in tbe last session of conHenry E. Clifford.
Regress. We hear it charged that the
This letter, addressed to the
publican party is controlled by the trusts.
a whole, was read by his daughter. Miss Yet every move that has ever been made
\ona B. Clifford, who is spending her againet tbe trusts has been made by a
Under
administration.
vacation in the East. It was voted that Republican
she seud an acknowledgement of the President Cleveland, the only invoking
combiwas
againet
greeting and also send a suitable rep y of tbe anti-trust law
nations of laborers.
is
not a perfect
law
extariff
had
been
who
The
M. Clifford,
Payne
nected for over a week, arrived Wednes- law, though probably the best that could
day on the last train that could have have been passed. But it has some good
brought him in time for the informal features, any way. It is a revenue producer, turning an annual deficit into a
a basket lunch, which was serv- surplus. Under it also the balance of
ed at noon, a group picture
trade is in our favor.
trusts.
Protection does not make
and later there were speeches by a mim
ber of those present, H. W. tynor
Some of tbe larger trusts exist in free
acting as toastroaster. Mrs. Hatue Mil- trade England.
You've got to have a tariff any way.
gave a reading and there was also a
reoarteo between George Bridgham and On what shall the duties be imposed?
Clifford. Late in the
On those things we do not produce in
the picnic broke up, all voting that they this country, or on the things we do
had spent a pleasant day.
produce, in competition with the cheap
Among those present were Herman W. labor of other countries, to protect our
anil aon Walt.ro!
own labor? In free trade England, one
Mr and Mra. E. F. Barrow, ol We. person In every twenty-one is a pauper,
Paris-Mr A. J. Nevers and family of dependent on public support.
Norway; J. Ferd. King and family, Mrs.
Referring to the much discussed inGrace Cushman and daughter of Nor- crease in the cost of living, and tbe
wav'Mr Geo. Bridgham and family of charge that it is due to the tariff, Judge
Auburn; O K Clifford and family ;lMr Powers took up the bill of fare of his
and Mrs. Oscar E. Barrows; Mr L.. F. supper at Beal's Hotel, and went through
Verrill of Auburn; Mr. JamM M. Millet the items to see bow the Payne tariff afand family of North Buckfield, Mrs. fected them. Not one item on the list
Clarimond Jones and daughter, Mr*. was increased under tbat tariff, and
Mary C. Bumpus of Oxford, Mr. Κ. M. some of them were a little reduced. On
Verrill and family of Auburn; Mrs. Ann his own table, Judge Powers said, he
Clifford and son George; Mr. A. Kins bad made tbe same test for a two-days
he
man Hill of Norway ; Mr. Wallace CllI
period, and the only article on which
ford and children; Nona B.
found an increase was buckwheat, which
was slightly advanced.
Nebraska; and Mr. A. B. laiooi
In 1896 tbe burden of the Democratic
family.
song was low prices, due to Republican
No Oooosltion to Raising $*oo.
administration, and they proposed to
Something like tweDty voters as- call fifty cents a dollar as a remedy. In
sembled for the special town meeting of 1910 the burden of their song is high
Saturday afternoon. The meeting open- prices due to Republican administration.
ed shortly after 2, and was in session Which will you take?
eleven minutes. James S. Wright was I
State issues were discussed Drietiy.
chosen moderator.
Powers said that be believed in
Judge
The only item of business was to see if
and its enforcement. In bis
prohibition
the town would expend $500 in properly
on tbe bencb, be found that
experience
the
West
addition
to
completing the
sixty per oent of all the crime and misParis school house. Superintendent of
were due
ery with which he had to deal
Schools Clason said that it might be to
liquor. The Democratic cry of exmake
some
to
be chaland
explanation, travagance was taken up,
necessary
even though buildings
generally cost lenged Mr. Plaieted to Dame a single ap
In making
An
more than the first estimate.
propriation which he would reduce. and
the estimate, the committee had reckonuf Republican
comparison
eloquent
it
but
ed the cost of a common furnace,
Democratic records closed bis talk.
had seemed to them that it would be adin
a
to
visable
ventilating beating
put
system, and they had secured estimates Questions under the Referendum.
also considered it
had
on that.
They
According to the provisions of the
advisable to put on steel ceilings, which referendum amendment to the constitucost a little more than plastering. It tion of Maine, adopted two years ago,
bad also been necessary to do a little three measures passed by tbe legislature
more excavating than was planned, iu of Maine in 1Θ0Θ will be submitted to the
order to put the fnrnace in the best voters of the state at the election two
place. To do all this would require weeks hence.
very nearly the 1500 asked for.
These measures were duly passed by
N. D. Bolster moved that we expend the
legislature, but within ninety days
the
of
the
completing
$500 for
purpose
after adjournment petitions for their
authorizbe
treasurer
that
the
addition,
reference to the people bearing tbe nooesed to hire that amount, and that it be
sary 10,000 signatures were presented.
The
for
1011.
assessment
the
in
placed
Therefore these three measures alone of
motion was passed by a unanimous vote. all those passed by tbe legislature failed
to become laws, and their fate will be deThe Christmas sale by the ladies of termined by vote of the people.
the Congregational society will be held
Of these three measures there is only
the lirst of Decembor. Committees:
one that is of direct general interest.
A.T.
McWhorter, That is what is commonly known as the
Reception Committee—Rev.
Mrs A.T. McWhorter, Mrs. Mary Parsons,Mrs.
one per cent beer law, though neither
Wealthy Clifford, Mm. Cyras Berry, Mr·. Sarah
mentioned in tbe
Atkins, Mrs. C. M. Austin, Mrs. W. P. Morton, beer nor per cent i·
J.
8.
Mr·.
Wheeler,
Wright.
A.
C.
Mrs.
law. It is an act providing tbat any
Entertainment Committee—Mre. A.C. WheelMrs. liquor for the sale of which the payment
er, Mrs. O. A. Brigge, Mrs. W. P. Morton.
of a United States revenue tax is requirJ. S. Wright, A.C. Wheeler.
Fancy Table—Mrs. W. L. Gray, Mre T. 8. ed shall be deemed intoxicating liquor
FerMr··
Geonre
Barnes, Mr·. D. M. Stewart,
within the meaning of our prohibitory
uald, Mi·. F. N. Wright, Mrs. P. E. Hathaway,
Tbe effect of it would be to make
Mr·. W. B. Webster, Mrs. C. W. Bowker, Mre. law.
John Scott, Mr·. George Bennett, Mrs. G. F. illegal the sale of that class of beveragos
Eastman, Mrs. E. F. Clasoo.
classed as "Uno" beer.
Miscellaneous Table—Mrs R. N. Haskell, Mr·. popularly
The other two measures are the PortK.G. El-ler, Mrs. N. O. Bolster, Mr·. A. T.
Misa
Mr·.
A.
E.
Mrs.
Clark,
Clegg.
McWhorter,
land bridge bill and tbe bill dividing the
Nellie Whitman, Miss Emma Shurtleff, Mies
town of York. By no stretch of the
Emma
Mis·
L
Mrs.
L.
Power·,
Wetherell,
measures
Haskell, Miss Anna Morse, Mre. J. H. Bean, imaginai ion can either of these
Miss Florence Richard·, Mise Sue Hounds.
be regarded as of direct interest except
H.
N.
Mrs.
Art Table—Mrs. J. F. Plummer,
to the people in tbe immediate locality
Bolster, Mies Mattle Richards, Miss Sue Wheelaffected, and it is unlikely that any coner.
Post Card Table—Mr·. Wallace Clifford, Mr·. * I durable number of voters in the state
Ml*·
LMary
Mrs.
E.
Greene,
C- H. Howard,
will vote on either.
Abbott, Mr·. Oscar Parsons, Mrs Don Bean, generally
Mrs. Aithor Shurt'eff, Miss \nule Jenne.
A.
Candy Table—Mrs. P. E. Wheeler, Mr·. F.
Advertised letters and oards in South
Shurtlfff, Miss Ida Shurtleff. Mrs. R. t'atcreun,
Mrs. Guy Cole, Mise Ruth Bols'er, Mies Arllnc Paris post office Aug. 29, 1010:
Crocker, Miss Cora Wight, Ml·· Bertha Wight.
Mre. Ellen McConnel), (card.)
Mystery Table—Mies Belle Goodwin, Mrs. E.
W Chute, Mrs. W. O.
Mrs. Mary Richardson, (card.)
It. Clifford, Mrs. J
Mrs.
A.
W.
Mr·. Dora Stevens, (card )
Mr*.
George DavU,
Frothlngham.
Mrs. Charles Κ Smith.
Porter, Mrs. Elmer Uaggett, Mrs. Walter Maxim,
Mr*. May H. Tolls.
Mrs. A. E. Klllngwood, Mr·. Fied Wlggln, Mr·.
Miss Louella J. Pbelps.
Howard Daughraty.
Mabel Curtis.
Handkerchlel Table—Mis· Eva Walker, Mrs
Mrs.
Grace
Steven·,
Margaret
George E. Herman.
Edna 9haw, Mr·.
Wales Mltchel.
Wtlbur, Ml·· Helen Barne·, Miss Blanche BarMiss
Hattle
Jenne,
Annie
Milton Martin, (card.)
Miss
Muzzy,
row·,
O-C. Allen, (cant.)
Miss Vida Jenne, Ml*· Mae Field, Mrs. Don
Record.
Abble
Miss
Chapman,
S. F. Davis, Postmaster.
Apron Tabl«>—Mrs. A. W. Walker, Mrs. Walter
Swett, Mrs. Dora Green. Mrs. Ε. N. Cook, Mrs.
Mrs.
Sarah
E.
A.
Shurtlcff,
A. H. Jackson, Mrs.
THE BEST HOUR OF LIFE
Camming·, Mrs. Frank Wltbam, Mrs. J tmes
Clark, Mrs. Georgte Andrews, Mrs. W. H.
Robinson, Mrs. U. D. Field, Mrs. B. F. Kick·, la when you do aome great deed or disMrs. A. C. Jones, Mrs. Hulda Perkins, Mrs. cover some wonderful fact.
Thia hour
Jenne, Mrs.
Rawcon Ho'man, Mrs. Henry
came to J. R. Pitt, of Rocky M t., Ν. G.,
Thomas Simpson, Mrs. Lydla Round·.
M.
Mrs.
C.
Food Table—Mrs. Louise Brlgg»,
when be was suffering intensely, as he
Howard, Mrs. A. B.Talbot, Mrs. W. J. Wheel
"from tbe worst cold I ever bad, 1
says,
Mrs.
Albert
Abbott,
er, Mrs. Tberon Hathaway,
to my great satisfaction,
Mr·. George Chapman, Mrs. George Richards, then proved
Mrs. Emerson, Mrs. V. P. Farrar, Mrs. Llzilc what a wonderful Cold and Cough cure
Morse.
New
Dr. King's
Discovery is. For, after
lee Cream Table—Mrs. Ο. E. Barrows, Mrs
I was entirely cured.
John Wight, M las Alice Knight, Mrs. Marj taking one bottle,
rhurlow.
You can't say anything too good of s
like that." It's the surest and
▲ sudden attaok at night of some fora medicine
for diseased lungs, Hemorof Bowel Complaint may come to an; best remedy
LaGrippe, Asthma, Hay Fever—

°1îrD'rfÊ"criftor.l

·■

very

ADDRESS LARGE REPUBLICAN

M.'

—

cam·

Norway.

Buckfield,J

Mrs. Mary Shurtleff and Mien Dora compliments.
Teams began to gather at the fair
Parsons spent the past week at Old Orc.
grounds by the middle of the forenoon.
vf.
lion* Miller, chard.
,:st Church, Kev Chester
TwitchelPs restaurant, where the band
Sundav at
i'rea· ;tlng service every
Mrs. Guy Cole is visiting at Mechanic and
P. c. Γ.
•
speakers were entertained at dinner,
.Sunday School at 12 *. Y.
Falls while Mr. Cole is at the maneuvers was
opened, and Poraooa Master Gates
>t τ p. *.
with Co. D.
and other* began making preparation*
βΤΑΤΚ1> MKKTIMOS.
Kegula:
94.
No.
for
coffee
and other necessities, while
Lodge,
M —Pari
\
Bradley Birnett in building a house,
full inooii
I ."o :.t evening on or before
in bungalow style, on the south side of the assembling Patrons gathered in
tnee.
I
regular
Mtca
odge
K" —Mount
groups and discussed the apple crop, inweek.—Auror. Gary Street.
.·· ia- efortnof each
In.'
sect enemies, gasoline engines, and the
evening
•.cm, :iret and thtr! Mouday
a
The
Aid
will
bold
Ladies'
Baptist
tiundreds of other things connected with
>iith.
No. sale of
-Mount Pie :san Kebekah Lodge,
aprons, food, vegetables, etc., the business of farming.
or each
t.c ond and fourth Friday»
October 20th.
At 11 o'clock the sound of the baud
>dd fellows' Hall.
race a
W. K. Kimball Post, No. 14S,
Mrs. L. B. Carter went Monday morn- called the people together near the new
each
third ■viturilay evenings of
ing to Dr. King's Hospital at Portland stand at the pulling ring, and R. H.
,!a(i. Λ. K. Hall
(rates, master of Oxford Pomona, introKimball Circle, Ladles of the G. A. for treatment.
<*!
evening
duced as the first speaker of the day
rst *n t third Saturday
The Methodist service next Sunday Rev. J. H Little,
nth. In t.rund Armi Hall.
chaplain of the State
—-Ιο-hua L. Chamberlain Camp meets and thereafter will be held at two o'clock
full of the
Grange. Mr. Little spoke of the Grange
■t rue-lav night after the
in the afternoon.
in its influence upon the life of the peo-Pars Orange, from May 1 to Oct 1,
Mrs. George F. Eastman has returned ple. He characterized the Grange as
Saturday; during the
t and third
the largest and most influential organ!n from her
car, meets every Saturday,
r «>f the
stay at the camp of her father,
ization of the country, and one which is
-, »: Hall,
Dr. Hubbard, at Li-vell.
of
Mondays
C —Second aad fourth
doing much as an agency for the developih.
Mme Bertha L. 1'enley and Master ment of its members, intellectually, soP.—Stony Brook Lodge, No. 18Î, Edward
Wednesday evening-·
Penley of West Paris were cially, morally, and along business lines.
ι. ! and fourth
^nth.
guests of relatives here Saturday.
A basket picnic dinner was eaten at
Hamlin Lodge, No. 31, meetf ever
Mr. and Mrs. I. I. Young of East noon.
ven'ng at Pytiilan Hall.
After dinner the people assembled on
were guests at J. J.
at Weymouth, Mass.,
stand, and ronsic by tbe band
Emily Cook is visiting relatives
Murphy's from Saturday until Monday. the grandthe
afternoon programme. B.
opened
Miss Taylor, a trained nurse from Walker McKeen, lecturer of the State
visits S >.»rothy Wight has receutly
Lewiston. is caring for the infant child Grange, was introduced as the first
.-ham. Ν. H.
of Mr and Mrs. Carl II. Robinson, who
speaker.
Mr. McKeen had a definite topic on
\ bert Morse and child of Lewie- is very ill.
Morse.
Lizzie
Mrs.
:sitiDff
Miss Marion Sturtevant, who has been which he bad been asked to voice the
sentiments of the grange, and as introMurch and Mise Flora M arch visiting relatives here for soma weeks,
to this he spoke of the prinI'ortlaud Saturday for the day. returned t·» her home in Waterville Mon ductory
ciples of fraternity and equality which
day
morning.
the
are at the foundation of the organizairuley Castle Band played at
All inferrsted in the Y P.C. U. are tion. The grange has always been an
η rally at Norway Wednesday
asked to at'.»'U I a business meeting at the advocate of education, and when the
evening
Universalist vestry next Sunday after state has taken in hand the education
ν ft
'.
spent last week with his Sunday School.
of youth, there is no logical stopping
Reat
Nicholson,
J.
Mrs. N.
place until the education is completed.
enhas
been
Mrs.
Whitman
Leonard
vere, Ma*s.
in
her uieces, Mrs. H. E. Leavitt There has been a steady advance
tertaining
way and family have reand daughters of Abington, Mass., for state support of the higher education.
Both state and the towns are fairly
n
Waterville, where they the
past two weeks.
liberal in the matter of providing money
a part of the vacation.
Socialism will be discussed in Market for education, and it is the purpose of
/.x Marshall complotai! her enSquare oo the eveniug of Sept. 1st. The the state, as evinced in previous legislat with tbe Mason Manufactur
speaker is "Kev. Clintou Simonton, the tion, that there shall be «quality in eduSaturday night, and is visiting man from Arkansas."
cational opportunities, for every school
ic with relatives at Locke's Mills.
Mrs. A. C. Wheeler entertained a and every scholar.
With this as introduction, Mr. McKeen
w Π be a social dance at Acad·
party of seven at tea Friday evening.
»II, Pari* tlill. Tuesday evening, Games were indulged in after tea and an turned to the special topic of his recents
25
Admission
marks, which was the law passed by the
;ïUth.
Λ
enjoyable evening passed.
lust legislature, establishing a common
Music by the Swastika OrchesMisses
Marguerite and Katharine school fund by an additioual state tax of
tra f ^outh Paris.
Andrews of Portland and Miss Beatrice one and one-half mills. This bill, said
ries for the county fair close Andrews of North Paris are visiting
;
Mr. McKeen, was skillfully drawn, by
.sr at 0 o'clock Mouday, Sept. 12—
their aunt, Mrs. Chas. Edwards.
Its !
an able lawyer, and deceived many.
This is
».· before th£ fair opens.
t
primary purpose is not to provide a
Exhibitors
Saturday afternoon Fred L Berry was school
t an in former years.
e.u
fund, but to increase the taxation
drawn as grand juror for the October
! bear it in mind.
sli
He obon a certain class of property.
term of court, and Ernest F. Clason and
with
were
the method of distribution.
Howker and family
Charles A. Young, 2d, as traverse jurors. jected to
is
to
J.
this
tax
added
of
V
I! wker's parents, Mr. and Mrs.
Only one-half mill
Miss Grace A. Thayer is taking her the fund which is distributed by the
Κ
ey, at the Auburn fish ha'cbery
and Mrs. Bowker and Muriel vacation from the store of the N. Dayton state on the basis of the number of
Bolster Co., and Mrs. Ε. N. Haskell is scholars, the other mill being distributti tin there until after the fair.
; meanwhile taking her place as cashier. ed to tbe towns on tho basis of valuation. !
>esky varmints, tbe mosquitoes,
Various figures were given by Mr. McA number of the members of Wiu. K.
i been lying low for some time,
*'
Win. K. Keen, which can not be quoted accuratehav
veloped their late crop within Kimball Post, G. A. K., and
of them is that
the camptire ly, but the substance
the } «■«· ten days, and have really been j Kimball Circle attended
there is collected by this tax, from the
and
Bethel
at
Bri»wu
i'ost
were
who
Corps
given by
annoyance to those
;
unorganized places in the state, a sum
Wednesday.
infested places.
an
somewhat over $50,000. This is disSeptember is approaching, and the tributed to the organized towns and
( -'.-·> Keniston, his daughter, Miss
Kenistoo of Oxford, Mrs. C W. 'tide of travel begins to turn again tow- plantations, and the method of distriPiori
Biwk r tud daughter Muriel, and Miss ard the cities, though there are still bution, two-thirds on the basis of valuaand will tion, gives to tbe wealthier places a
Miry Vbbott, with Newton Cummings many remaining in the country,
be for soin·· weeks yet.
k ilTeur, made an automobile trip
*»
larger amount per scholar than iu tbe
smaller places. For instance, Oxford
fhr
ù the White Mouutain region last
Mrs. M. P. Gerry and children of Liewhere a portion of these wild
WtM'k
; bon Falls are with relatives here for a County,
are situated, has its school funds
lands
on
to
their
few
are
Denver,
way
days. The>
•rry B. Stone and family of
increased from this part of the tax 10
who have been with Mr. Stone's Oregon, where they expect to make cents
per scholar, while in the wealthy
in
the
future.
home
Porttheir
sMrs. Burnham, at South
of Cumberland, where none of
county
came
>
for a number of weeks,
Donald P. Chapman thinks he comes the wild lands are situated, the amount
Mrs.
his
mother,
visit
.rsday to
pretty near the record for an early-lay- of increase per scholar is about three
V r tin Stoue.
They were accompanied ! ing pullet. He has a Plymouth Rock times that in Oxford County. He adMrs. Lila S. Woodbury.
pullet which began laying when four vocated that the distribution should be
Next!
entirely on the basis of tbe number of
Mr. and Mrs. Joseph A. Noyes and months and twenty days old.
and this amrndment to the
Mr. and Mrs. Leon E. Noyes attended
The Baptist Mission Circle will meet scholars,
"Le reunion of the Eighth Maine Regi- in the small vestry next Thursday at 3 law is approved by the State Grange.
on
W. V. Canham of Pine Tree Grange,
building
ruout at the renimeotal
All women
p. m. for mite box opening.
i'eak's Island Wednesday. Joseph A. having mite boxes are urgently request- Lisbon, furnished an interlude at this
a
memand
the programme, telling a numNoyes was chosen chaplain
ed to be present. If not able to attend part of
ber of entertaining stories, and concludber of the executive committee of the
send
boxes.
please
association.
ing with a serious appeal for the culBy the recent death of George Berry, tivation of contentment, saying that
The committee for preparing the 1910- the Boston Post cane goes to the next
most of thoae present were situated to
T. U mei
• 11
programmes for th·» W. C.
oldest man in town. Abner Benson of enjoy life better than the millionaire.
with Mrs. Wallace Clifford last week
If there is an older
North Paris is 91.
State Master C. S. Stetson closed the
rtie programmes are now in the hand* man in town the selectmen would like
programme, and did not speak at great
>f the printer and it is expected they to be informed of it.
length. After a few general remarks he
will be ready for distribution in about
stated that he had one special propoweeks
Rev.
A.
C.
fonr
next
the
the
before
least
or
at
Septwo weeks,
before the people, and
Knickerbocker of Arlington, Mass., who rtion tu place
tember meeting.
of a direct prithe summer at Paris this wax the enactment
during
preaches
There are vicious results
The batters are up foY the new Congre- Hill, will occupy the
at the mary law.
pulpit
caucus methods in
ktional parsonage on Piue Street. Th« ^ Universalist church.
Service at 2:30 from our present lax
have selected the
tin bouse will be 28 χ 28 feet, and ! p. m
The Sunday School will be held Maine. A few men
candidates for office. He gave an inthere will be eight rooms and bath. ut 1 o'clock.
stance of a caucus in his own town, pre"A'ith the houses now on the street, and
F. A lleidner and Maurice L. Noyés sumably called according to the technew modern bouses going up, Pine
fur
Sour
«tarred
Moudav
moruiug
Lake, nical requirements of the law, when the
street will soon be one of the prettiest
Texan, where Mr. Heiduer in called by only caucus call that could be found
"eet8 of tbe town.
business matters. Mr. Noyes will make after the caucus had boen held was on a
The little daughter of Mr. and Mr*. only a short stay.
Mrs. Heiduer will stone drag which was tipped up against
: ojatnin Bullock, three yearn uf age, remain here fur the present.
It is nut a wall. Four men constituted the cau» w badly burned on Saturday, the 20th.
certain whether Mr. lleidner will return cus, elected themselves delegates, and
Mr-ι Bullock wa« parboiling beans, aud here this season.
nullified the will of the people. He had
the stove,
»
·η she lifted the kettle off
ttie workings of a direct
No false forecast about that cold wave investigated
t ·■ bail broke, and the bot water tie*·
primary law in Oregon, Michigan, and
were inquiring all last
.vr the child.
Quite severe burus were I fur which peuple
and
found that seventy per
week. From a but, mugpy morning other stales,
ruade on her (ace and head.
cent of the voters attend the direct prithat
to
a
cold
morning
Saturday
Friday
Mise Eva Walker and Mrs. Xathau made people shiver with appreheusion if mary caucus. It is a step in the right
direction. There have been sent out
*
few friends aud η»; with chill, was
a
:»se entertained
quite a change. It is
relatives at a tea party last Tuesday, in possible that tender plants might have from the State Grange petitions under
Tea
the constitutional initiative for a direct
aor of Miss Walker's birthday.
suffered Saturday morning on low lands
served on the lawn, and after that if a thick fog had not cotue in. As it primary law, with accompanying bill,
the suburdinate granges
Percy Walker took the guests for au was, there was certainly a close squeeze and it is hoped
will take bold of the matter, and secure
automobile ride. Here's hoping Mh«
Kev. Carl E. Peterseu gave his lecture, the 12,000 signatures necessary to pre
Walker will celebrate lota more birth
"L'ow to chouse a wife," at the Univers- sent the bill to the legislature.
lays by giving tea parties.
alist church Sunday eveuiog—a very
Mr. Stetson also
urged that the
Α. E. SlmrtletT has purchased the busi· direct and practical talk to those who
consider
should
proposed
granges
which
^••ss of the South Paris Fruit Co.,
are contemplating matrimony. A double changes in our road laws, such as having
has been run for a number of years by
music.
An
choir
and
all
roads
of
state
take
the
gave
special
charge
quartet
Angelo Cavaliere, for the past two years
unusual though pleasing incident was road moneys, the proposition to build
E.
A.
The
iti Odd Fellows' Block.
'be appearance at the church of a couple three trunk lines of costly road through
>hurtlt*ff Co. will be organized, to con· who desired to be married, aud after the the state, etc. He believes in better
• i.ict the business
of this store and the lecture tbe ceremony was performed in roads, but believes the better road should
confectionery and ice cream store recent· the vestry by Mr. Petersen, with some not be a boulevard for the use of autot purchased by Mr. Shurtleff of Mrs. P.
mobiliste, but a road which runs from
twenty witnesses.
E. Wheeler.
the farmer's door. However, he adLesfrom
received
been
Word has just
these
The ashes of George E. Woodbury, ter L. Whitman of Pasadena, Calif., of vocated the granges studying
bewho died in San Francisco, Calif., were his safe arrival from his record-break- questions, and deciding what they
lieved to be for the best interests of all.
received here last week, and were buried
in
an autotbe
across
country
ing trip
i'i the Woodbury lot in Riverside Ceme- mobile. This is Mr. Whitmau's fourth
Paris Grange has chosen tho followtery Thursday afternoon, with a prayer trip across the country, between San
bv Rev. T. N. Kewley. Mrs. J. Β
Four years ing committees for its exhibit at the
Fraucisco and New York.
W lodburv, a «ister-in-law of the deceas- a^o he broke the record for the fastest county fair:
ed, and Mrs. Pauline Soper of this place time ever made by an automobile, and
Gen»ral Committee on Arrangements—Mine
M attic Richards, Mrs. Clara Kvernou, Mr·. F.
ac xisin, with others, were in attend
from that time to this no one has ever K. Itrown, H. D. Ilammon·!, George Boutelle,
ance at the service.
succeeded in breaking the record then AlmoD Cairns, A. M. Ryerson, L. A. Brooks,
was fifteen Bert Cummlng*.
As far as the Democrat can judge, Dr established by bim, which
Vegetables—Β. H. Gates, A. B. Talbot, Jewell
to
Τ Mitchell's estimate of au apple croj days and seven hours, from start
Kowu, L. S. Swan, W.O.King, A ImoD Churchstarted
has
he
former
On
finish.
abou'
is
trips
Ill.
thirty per cent of that of 1909
havFru|fc— F. C· Ryerson, Charges Edwards, W,
Some orchards are exoeptiom » from San Pr3ucisco and come east,
correct.
H. Swett. George Chapman, Α. Ρ Stearns, J M.
; ing the hard part of the :rip.^irstp whil·
L.
R
Camming:
to the general rule.
U- II. Heald.
Thtyer,
ids car was in perfect condition, but on
Fancy Work—Mrs. L. L. Boutelle, Mrs R.
etys he thinks he shall have two thou
and
York
he
from
New
start»!
Patersou, Mrs. Ada King, Mrs. Nellie Mason,
this
i
Wesi
trip
above
farm
bis
•and barrels on
Miss Beryl ChurchlM. Miss
the Mr-. Hull? Cook.
Paris, where ho bad eighteen bundrer went west, having the desert and
Lizzie Ryerson, Mrs. Gertrude Hammond, Mrs
tbe last ■I M. Thayer, Mrs. Jennie Brett, Mine Sue
last y <ar. The slump in the crop froa hardest part of the j>urney at
end. He succeeded in breaking his own Wheeler, Mrs. A. P. Stearns, Mrs. Grorgle
the promise of the very full bloom is
weathei
time, and has made a new record of ten
the
cold
for
which
damp
E. Twltchell, Mrs. Annie
thug
•
days and eighteen boors from start to Kimball, Mrs. Annie Wheeler, Mrs Cora Talof the late spring and early summei
Β A. Loveloy.
Mrs.
in
a
was
made
Keo
Rose
car,
Mrs.
Swan,
The
tiuish.
bot,
trip
seems to be held responsible by mos t
Canne t Fruit—Mrs. dthel Cairns. Mrs. Annie
and was made in the interest of tbe comore hard ista.
Swett, Mrs. Georgle Cummlng*, Mrs Lucy K«lthe Heo, for advertising wsrls. Mrs Abble Abbott, Mrs. Rose Brooks,
pany that make
The blowing of the fire alarm abou
When Mr. Whitman started Mrs. Lottie Gates, Mrs Gertrude Twltchell.
; purposes.
the middle of the afternoon Mouda; on bis first trip no auto had ever crossed
Cooked Food—Mr*. S. E. Jackson, Mrs. flora
Maxim, Mrs. Will Shaw, Mrs. Jennlo McPbee,
sent people hustling "over the river,'
the country, and very few have ever Mrs. T. M. Davis, Mrs. LUIelle Chapman, Mrs.
the alarm being giveu for District No
crossed tbe whole distance. Mr. Whit- F. C. Ryerson, Mrs. Annie Churchill, Μη.
4- The hose wagon from the engiu
Hiram Berry.
man is a native of Turner, son of Mrs.
Antiques—8. P. Stearns. C- L. Case, Albion
bouse and the book and ladder true!
R. J. Whitman and brother to Mra. Geo. Abbott. S. P. Maxim, W. J. Wheeler, W. S
The fire was οι
went down hill briskly.
Starblrd.
R. Morton of this village.
Cut Flowers and Potted Plants—A. B.Morse1
the roof of W. 8. Jonet' machine sboji
A. D. Park, Mrs. Sadie Rowe, Miss Barbara
an I was all out before the apparatus go
Swasey and Haines To-NIght.
Chapman
there. It was evidently started b
Quilts ami Rugs—Mrs. Lizzie Cliff-rd, Mrs
Mrs. Am
sparks from tbe chimney, some shaving riliST HEPL'BLICAX MKKTIMO OF CAM- Mabel Whitman, Ml m Mary Swan,
bro*e
Swift, Mr*. Lillian Swift, Mrs Amos Bird
having been used on tbe forge. Whei
PAIGN AT SOUTH PA Kid.
Mrs. Emma Staiblrd, Mrs. Β. M. Curtis.
discovered it was a lively blaze, au
To Collect Exhibit—Ο. K. Clifford. J. S
seemed to justify an alarm. A gardei
Brown, Amos Bird, Urban Cairns, C. H. Kim
Hall,
New
at
ball.
evening
This
Monday
hose was quickly brought from the stor
Melons and Honey—Tohn McPbee
t ern,
Soutb Paris, a Republican rally will tx Howard
of A L. Tubbs, attached to the faucet I
Swan, John Swift, Ambrose Swift, F
addressed by Hon. John P. Swasey, Β. Loveloy.
the machine sbop, and the stream sen
from the Sec
Mlxcellaneou·— B. F. Richards, Barle KlmbaM
through tbe roof from tbe inside. 1 representative in oongreu
Κ rancis Shaw, Will Startevanl, Eddie Shaw.
ond Maine District, and Hon. Wm. Τ
did tbe business quickly, though tbos
these
of
Neither
Haines of Waterville.
who were near by bardly thought i
aSourl
▲11 eotriee for the county fair clost
would do It. The shingle· were burn* j men needs an introduction to
nee< I this year at β o'clock Monday, Sept. 12—
off and tbe boards half burned on t Paris audience. Nor does any one
before the fair open·. Thie ii
Tb β to be told that what they have to presen the day
•pace three or four feet square.
be well worth while, io matter ant I earlier than in former yean. Sxhibiton

"*11 out" signal
tbe alarm.

Power· at

Philbrook and

Clifford FunUy Reeoloe.

Assemble.

Sadie Connor of Lynn, Ma··., la spending hor vacation with her mother, Mr·.

by a

James Smith.
Mr. and Mr·. Fred H. Cummingsare
•topping at Qoat Island for the present.
Mr. and Mrs. Vivian W. Hills entertained a party of friends Wednesday
evening at dinner, the occasion being
the twenty-eighth anniveuary of their
marriage. There were preaent:
Mr. and M re. Kied H. Commtngs.
Mr. and Mr*. Henry J. Range.

gain alone. We
importance of ancb,
eoough human interest

desire for

know

the

and take

to inaiat and inaist.

RICHARDS,

S.

w*

Mr. and Mrt. James N. Favor.
Mr. and Mrs. Eugene F. Smith.

Mra. W. W. Whitmarsh entertained
the Barton Club at her residence od
Bridge Street on Friday afternoon.
The attendance was full and the afternoon was most pleasantly passed.
Emil P. Herms, the new superintendent of sohools for Norway and Waterford, is the son of Mrs. Otto Scbnner
of this (own. lie was born in Germany
in 1872. Educated there until 1882. He
attended Hebron Academy and graduated in 18Θ2. He graduated from Bowdoin College in 1904. He has had extensive experience in teaching school.
During the past six years he has tanght
as principal of Washington Academy at
Kast Machias and at Lisbon Falls.
Company D. 2d Regt., Ν G S. M
left for Pine Camp, New York, under
command of Capt. M. P. Stiles Sunday
morning for ten days' duty.
Many Norway people attended the
Oxford Pomona field day at the fair
grounds Tuesday and reported a most

of New

FULL DRESS GOODS
of the beautiful NEW
There ie
are glad to show you.
materials
The
now.
an advantage in selecting a Dress Pattern
line of shades and the assortment will cerare

You will delight in the
DRESS GOODS which we

inspection

fresh, good

SOUTH PARIS.

tainly

For Sale.

property in the prosperof
ous village of South Paris, consisting
house, subie and an extra building lot.
A very desirable

be

a

surprise

to you.

Ail Wool Henrietta

French Serge
Importedfinished,
this Is to be

Beautifully

The old reliable fabric is back again

one

for the one piece
of the leading popular priced fabrics of and is very popular
The said property le situated on the corner of
new dress. Soft and pretty in all the leading
of
line
shades,
Good
the
season.
if
not
beet,
the
High and Gotijc St*., and le one of
42 in. wide $1.00; 3S in. wide 75c.
the beat location In the village. The house ba*
elderberry, navy, wine, brown and black, stades,
been bnllt but four years ami la modern—having
nrw
42 in. wide, 11.00 yd.
furnace heat ami hot an<t cold water—the
beat
city water—and bath room, and one of theto be
This place should be seen
basement».
Will not spot with water, fast color
appreciated. If interested plea*e call on or

Wool Taffeta

address,

Clark,

W. D.

Portland,

St.,

86 St. Lawrence

Satin Faced Prunella

Me.

LOST

permanent satin finish, good colore,
brown, green and black, 42 in.
$1.00; heavy quality in black $1.25 yd.

and

A very popular material this season.
Good line Fall coloring, navy, smoke,

navy,

green and black, 42 in. wide, $1.00 yd.

Serge

Storm

On the streets of South Paris, one lady's
Bosom Pin. The finder will be rewarded
The Bruinitea were entertained at
One of the best all-round materials,
the same at No. 0 Church
Goat Island Friday evening by Mr. and by leaving
Paria.
always dependable for its weariug qualSouth
Street,
Mrs. Fred H. Cummings. Those presities, in all popular shades. This all
ent were:
wool material 42 in. wide, 75c yd. Great
State of Maine.
Col. and Mrs. Albert J. Stearns.
Mr. and Mrs. Freeland Howe, Jr.
value.
OF OXFORD, ss:
COUNTY
Dr. and Mrs. Blal F. Bradbury.
Supreme Judicial Court. )
Dr. and Mrs. Harry P. Jones.
May Term, 1910. j
Mr. and Mrs. James N. Favor.
GEORGIA E. DEAN ET AL, ADMRX.,
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Swlney, honor guests.
va.
Seth Hutchine McAllister died at his
CHARLES L. TAYLOR.
One of the latest novelties in high
on
Water
Street
home
Saturday, Aug. And now on suggestion to the Court that
dress fabrics. These goods repel
class
atid
William
of
of
was
the
son
He
the
time
20, '10.
Charles L. Taylor, the Defendant, at
He was the service of the Writ, was not an Inhabitant dust and do not spot with rain, rich
McAllister.
Olive (Durgin)
Ator
no
had
tenant, agent
and black,
born in Ston< ham, Jan. 21, '53. During of this State, and
within thi same ; that hla goods or estate lustre that is permanant, navy
the past nine years be has lived in Nor- torney
have been attached In thin action, and that he
wide
in.
$1.25.
42
suit and attachment,
way and was employed much of the has bad no notice of said notice
of the pendency
It is Obdbbkd, That
lime as night watchman at the shoe
of this ault be given to said Defendant, by pubfactory. He ie survived by Mrs. Mc- Uehlng an attested copy of this order, together
Allister nee Abbie Perkins of Biddeford, with an abstract of the Plaintiff's Writ, three
In the Oxford Democrat, a
twn sons, Seth and Fordice, and one weeks successively at
Parle, In sai l county, the
newspaper printed
daughter, Mrs. Lucy A. Morgan. He last publication to be not lesa than thirty days
before the next term of said Court, to l>e holden
was a Democrat, a K. of P., an I. 0. 0.
Paris, In and for said Count v, on the second
F., Sons of Veterans, and a member of at
Tuesday of October, A. D. 1910, that said Detbe M. E. church. Funeral Tuesday fendant may then and there appear and answer
to said suit, If he shall see cause
attended by Rev. B. C. Weut worth.
Attest .'-CHARLES F. WHITMAN, Clerk.
MacDonald of
Mr. and Mrs. A. Η
Cambridge, Mass., are visiting Mrs. W.
(AB8TRACT OF rLAI.NTIFF'8 WBIT.)
C. Cole.
Assumpsit on promissory not» dated at BuckG. Oscar Bennett entertained on his
field, Maire, May 15, A. D. 1899, ami given to
birthday, Aug. 19, the following: Mr. Robinson Dean for the sum of fifty-live dollars
Mrs.
and
Mr.
on demand with Interest.
and Mrs. Leon Longley,
Date «f writ April 21. 1910, returnable and
Otto Scbnuer, Mr. and Mrs. Horace
entered at the M*v term, 1910, of th's court.
Sawyer, Mr. and Mrs. George W. Hobbs,
Addamnum $200.
A true copy of order of Court, with abstract of
Mra. Mary Bennett, Grace Bennett, Roland Longley and Miss A. G. Wilson. the Writ.
Attent:—CHARLES F. WHITMAN, Clerk.
Refreshments were served.
F. R. Dïîr, Atty for Plffs.
Mrs. Elon Brown and son are visiting
her parents, Mr. and Mrs. Horace C.

interesting day's outing.

>

Novelties

colore with hair

goods, plain

In dress

line stripe, invisible diagonal stripe,
heavy twilled and fancy mixtures, 75c,

$1.00, $1.25.

Checks

Shepherd

Neat and

Tussah Carina

pretty and
wido 50c and 25c; 28

in.

very stylish, 30
in. wide 18c.

With these that we have mentioned
the chiffon Panama, Broadcloths, Batiste, Landsdowno, Cashmere, Poplinette
and Danish Cloth in all desirable colora

are

from 25c to $1 25

yard.

MAINE.

NORWAY,

<r

PARIS TRUST COMPANY.

Oznard.
Mr. and Mrs. H. D. Smith are enjoying a vacation with their son in Massa-

BANK
organized
^HIS
little
been doing business
a

half.

^tJ^PIKECO

By

4 per

Glance

net

you from

HAVE MONEY TO INVEST.
WANT TO BORROW MONEY.
WANT TO OPEN A CHECK ACCOUNT,

YOU
YOU
YOU

COME

US.

SEE

AND

PARIS TRUST COMPANY,

Eaton, Crane & Pike
sure

sell you first-class bonds that will
to 5 per cent.

cent
IF
IF

judge the character of your
correspondent. If the stationery
kind "Made in Berkshire"

Portland.
may be
Ellsworth Young bas raised and sold you

banking.

can

IF

Envelope

at the

Mrs. Roswell Frost has returned from
a two weeks' visit with her daughter,
Mrs. E. G. Flood, at Farmington.
Rev. Marcus H. Carroll, rector of St. you can
Andrews Church at Hanover, Mass., is
the guest of Mrs. Emma Bickford.
used is the
John W. Carter was with his Norway
friende last week.
by
Stella Pike of the Norway National
Bank has returned from a two weeks'
vacation at Bath, Popham Beach and

business that should naturally
safe and legitimate business,

consistent with conservative

We

a

the bank. It is the purpose of
business of the bank in such a

that the community have in
the directors to conduct the
the
way as to secure all of
come this way, and to do a

are

superintendent.

factory.

more

Since the first day there has been a steady
and the volume of
growth in the number of depositors
business, which far exceeds the expectations of the organconfidence
izers of the bank. This growth is due to the
a

Church Sunday.
Work was commenced on tbe I. O. 0.
F. block on Main Street Tuesday morning. John W. Burrowee Co. of Portland

the contractors. A. J. Hunnewell is
The southeast corner
of the foundation work is being strengthened.
Porter B. Swift entertained during the
week his sister, Mrs. A. I. Crockett, and
Doris Coffin, of
her granddaughter,
Rochester, Ν. H.
Frank Howe and wife of Boston are
with friends in town for a few days.
Knox Bickford, for eome time clerk at
C. F. Ridlon's, ie at work in the shoe

years ago, and has
than a year and

two

was

chusetts.
Rev. M. H. Carroll of Hanover, Mass.,
and Rev. Mr. Moulton of Lawrence,
MasB., assisted H. C. Mitchell of Christ

MAINE.

PARIS.

SOUTH

?

that the writer is

ap·
ut uauboii/j/oa iuio dvimvu.
discriminating and careful
All Eaton, Crane &
George Leavitt bas returned from the pearances.
summer school At Wood's Hall, Maes.,
are of high quality and
and is now at work in the Advertiser Pike papers
as to size, style
office.
correct
absolutely
There will be a lox supper followed
finish.
and
by a social in O. A. R. Hail, Norway,
You can procure these well-known
Tuesday evening, Aug. 30, under the
auspices of the Guild of Church Workas
papers as easily and as cheaply
ers, Episcopal.
the ordinary, never-heard-of kinds.
a

of

ιαιμο υιυρ

The corner stone of the new Masonic
in Portland was laid Monday
afternooD.

Temple

Born.

We carry

a

complete

line of them.

F. A. Shurtleff & Co.,

It's to your interest to be well dressed ; ours
to help you. The Autumn Suits are be-

SOUTH PARIS, MAINE.

Paris, Aug. 8, to the wife of Otta
Kllbcrlalnen, a (laughter.
In Norway, Aug. Si, to th" wife of Harry L.
Wing, a (laughter.
In West

Wanted.

r.

Married.
*
tho Methodist parIn 8outh Parle, Auk· 27,
Hobart
sonage, by Rev. T. N. Kewley, Mr.
Kilna
Augubtu· Kenney of South Pari· anil Mies
A. ilazelton of Sumner.
In South Parle, Aug. Hi, by Rev. Carl E. Peter
K.
pen, Mr. Harry Thurlow and Miss Harriet

Live

poultry,

also cowe, fresh or to
early wiuter.

...

Apple Picking
Ladder

(We Make Them Folding Too.)

You don't know how much
more convenient and service-

able

they

ladders
came

are

the

that

from

down

Drop

upon.

illustrated
ladders

are

us

a

folder.

the

card

made at

West Paris, Maine, by

The

first account of James S.
presented for allowance.

Wright,

ideas for the

particular

You'll find them

Λ true

ι
ι

James N. F« 3VO Γ,

PROP· OP THE TUOKm

HARNESS ETON··

l> lorway, Main·.

85c

90c

J/

gallon,

Pint,
ι

44
44

85c per

95c

..$1.20

gallon,

Economy Jar—
Pint,
ι quart

44

Lightning Jar—

quart,

1-2

per dozen.

$1.00
1.25

Wide mouth

85c

95c

*....

gallon,
The "Economy"

$1.20

1-2

is the latest in self

dozen.
44
"

per dozen.
44

44

sealing jars.

Jelly Moulds, 5c each, 60c per dozen.
Jelly Tumblers, tin caps, 30c per dozen.

ALBERT D. PARK, Register.

>

Maine.

pint,
pint,
quart,

1-2

copy—Attest :

οf

CLOTHIER.

1-2

of Dlxfleld, deceased;
Mamie E. Casey
first acconnt presented for allowance by Frank
W. Morse, administrator.
ADDISON E. HERR1CK, Judge of said Court.

35-37

FOSTER,

Lightning Jar—

Lillian β. Back late of Buckfield, deceased;
first account of James 8. Wright, executor,
presented for allowance.

am

91 Main 8t,

new

Our Fruit Jar List.

executor,

still selling my owi ι make of hand stitched
the
team harness for $46, $4 8 and $60. They are
cheapest harness made 1 ο wear and I guarantee
every part.

I

full of

Norway,

Frank A. Shartleff late of Paris, deceased;
account presented for allowance by Walter L.
Gray, executor.
George E. Back late of Parts, deceased;

Harness in the
County <ΐ. Tucl ter Harness Store.

Best Line

new

PRICE

ONE

late

L. F. Willis & Co.

are

H. B.

Horace IV. Bolster late of Paris, deceased;
third and final account of James S. Wright,
administrator, presented for allowance.
ark Albert O. Wheeler lateR. of Paris, deceased;
Wheeler, adminisfirst account of Annie
for tratrix, presented for allowance.

These

nice variety. The

Autumn Suits $10 to $22.

Paris, in said County, thai they may appear at a
Probate Court to be held at said I'aris, on
the third Tuesday of Sept., A. D. 1910, at nine
of the clock In the forenoon, and be heard thereon If they see cause:
Florence W. Stanley late of Porter, deceased; petition that Frank P. Elliott or eome
other suitable person be appointed as administrator of the et-tate of said deceased, presented by Frank P. Elliott, uncle.

pole
elephants

than those

a

in

them.

Fruit

improved

you

are

the
diferent from other clothes, because of
distinction in style and fit they carry with

Optician,

an

give

man's peace and comfort.

In Norway, Aug. 20, Seth Hutchlns McAllle
You can do It with our Torlc lense/t; which
to
ter, aged 57 years, 6 months, 29 days.
embody the skill and experience necessary
lu Fryeburg, \ug. i, Mrs. Sarah Jane (Twom
get
properly grind th»m. As fitted by us you
months.
the full measure of optical efficiency. Consult
bly) Hotcblnn, aged #7 year·, 7 16,
Charles Rice, me. Come here. Do It now.
In North Waterforl, Aug.
aged 72 years, 11 months, 21 days. A. Cameron
OPTOMETRIST,
In Portland, Aug. 25, Miss Ollle
of Kiveburg, aged 27 years.
PABMENTER,
In wood*tocE, Aug. 25, Lawson W. Cole, aged
aboet CO years.
Norway, Maine.
In Albany, Aug., Moses Mason, aged 77 years.
In Bethel, Aug. 21, Almon T. Rowe of Boston,
PROBATE NOTICES.
aged 74 years.
In Buckfleld, Aug. 25, William S. Tucker, aged
To all persons Interested In either of the estates
89 year·, 11 months, 25 day·.
hereinafter named :
At a Probate Court, at Paris, In vacation, In
and for the County of Oxford, on the eight enth
day of A ug., In the year of our Lord one thousand
nine hundred ana ten, the following matter
having been presented for the fiction thereupon
hereinafter Indicated, it Is hereby Ordered :
That notice thereof be glvon to all persons Into be
copy of this order
terested, by causing a·—
It, »kA A»

get you

to

but

33-45

GEORGE M. ELDER,
South Paris, Me.

Seeing All Ways Always.

to

enough

yet

Not all

suits

Died.

Now is the time

to arrive.

freshen this fall or

Crockett, both of Norway.
In West Bethel, Aug. 25, by Rev. C. L. Banghart, Mr. Blon F. Brown and Miss Mina E.
Tyler, both of West Bethel.

Growers :

ginning

N.

Dayton Bolster Co.
35

South Paris,

MARKET SQUARE,
-

-

CASTORIA FirlofutstndChûdnn.
III KM ÏH Hill Ajwifi Bought

««

Maine.

/iff j/fjj

Free!

Free!

-

THE LAND OF
Free! PUZZLEDOM.

-

A KING KINEO RANGE.

No. 1030·—Charad·.
My first la a place

dry goods are sold;
Tie something that's known
Where

To the young and the old.
My second In a window
Most nicely does fit.
For 'tis certain no window
is complete without It.
My two Joined together
On a bed does go
And should alway* be
Just as white as the snow.

vessel. 3. Prefix that which one pays
when riding on a railroad train to a
place from which drinking water la
obtained and get an adieu.

ittu.

I jajniôi)i)
F.

Prisidint.

SHAW.

L.

No. 1033.—Charad··.
I.

My first must single be. though not alone
It never hits the mark In any range.
Its being Is to woman such a thing
That only church and state can make It
change.
My second Is close linked with my good
third.
Λ union which they never are above.
My fourth may never prostrate be nor
business, war or love.
Be found
My whole confounds and fogs the truth. I

AUGUSTA.
BANGOR.
PORTLAND.
DAILY NEWS, in 223
During the year ending May 1, 1910, the BANGOR
of this institution accepting poissue*, gave ONE or MORE instances of students
Free
No payment in advance.
sitions. Our Position Department can help you.

Catalog.

No. 1032.—Jumbled Proverb·.
1. Inonteverp si etterb btna uerc.
2. Lufllwl eweta easmk fluwoe atwn.
3. Tweea ton tnaw otn.

will

to lie In

wot

present now. this answer you have not

If

Π.
My first Is a tooth that is strong, but not
white;
To my two Is a reason for study at night;
My three may be seen any day on the
street.
And two three would say and

repeat.

That not
And

Largest Faculty, Largest Attendance,
FALL

OPENS

TERM

Finest Location and
12tm, 1910.

SEPT.

Equipment.

vou In a position.
Allow us to arraoffv a course for you ami after KrailuatIon place
1«5. The 1910 Catalogue are
Out of 3S0 calls for help the pact year we could only supply
now refcily. Semi for one. Address

BLISS BUSINESS COLLEGE,

LEWISTON. ME.

STANDARD
SEWING
MACHINES.

to win In

the

whole It Is only a name.
—Youth's Companion.

that which no sensible boy or girl ever
allows himself or herself to possess.
The crosswords are: 1. Something we
must all make if we succeed. 2. Things
used with electric lights. 3. A beau4. A vegetable which
tiful flower.
grows in the ground. 5. People who
0. That which comes
do not work.
only at evening. 7. A place where
many things are sold.
No. 1035.—Riddl·.

street

No. 1036.—Enigma.
I am composed of twelve letters.
My 4, 7. ti is a grown boy.
My 3. 2. 5. 12 is what the earth turns

My 11. 10. 8. 1 Is a short letter.
My 9 Is a pronoun.

The whole Is what children dread in

of All Kinds for
Building Purposes.

school.

No. 103Λ—Fruit Puzzle.
Ilere are twelve letters representing
eix kinds of fruit. You can spell the
names of the vurlous fruits from these

——r

ι

OUR SPECIALTIES-Paroid Roofing, Shingles,
Barrel Heads,

Apple

Flooring, Sheathing, etc.

BILLINGS, South Paris, Me.

L. S.

FT «"FiASE

In

Keep

When in want of

anything

in our lines

WE CAN SAVE YOU MONEY.

MIND!

give us

a

call.

WE SELL

Doors, Windows, Frames, Builders' Finish, Glass, Putty, Nails,
Builders' Hardware.

House Faints,
Barn Paints,
Boof Paints,
Our

Wagon

Paints,

Sheathing Paper,

Floor Faints,
Floor Dressing,
Floor Finish,

Linseed Oil,

paints include Impervious, Heath Λ

Boofing—The beet

Wheelbarrows—We

have a few flrst class wheelbarrows.

nd Electrical

Telephone

nest

Supplies—We sell

for automobiles and

Call and sec them.

and Pictures,

Mats, Mirrors

Mouldings »!

&

High
in

Grade Portrait Work

Crayon,

Water

color,

Sepia and Oil a specialty.
Satisfaction Guaranteed,

L. M. TUFS,

SO'JTH PARIS

Nichols St..

A LOW PRICE
—

Wool

ON

—

Carpets

ItoChas. F. Ridlon,

close out odd patterns and clean

up stock.

Corner Main and Oanforth Sts.,

NORWAY,

MAINE.

as many times
What
necessary for the purpose.
are the six varieties?

as

an

improvement.

Key to Puzzledom.
No. 1024.—Hidden Colors: Green, red,

I >ouble Beheadings and
1.
Marmlon.
3. St-rid-es.
2. Tr-all-er.
Mo-men-ts.
β. Gr-owl5. St-ill-er.
4. lm-men-se.
1025.

—

Curtailings.

7. Se-nat-or.
No. 102G.—Riddle: A thermometer.
1027.—Charade: Spear, mint—
No.

er.

Paris.

Blacksmith Wanted
OR

spearmint

No. 102S.—Blackboard Puzzle: 37

2548

MAYONNAISE DBESSING.

No. 1029.—Numerical Enigmas:
I. Stum bier, unfriendly, palmist, unfortunate. Immobile, raone.
Tell me not In taoumful number·
Life Is but an empty dream.

to Rent.

Fairyland

woods to
fairies.

Dorothy dressed hurriedly, put

on

her little gum boots and slipped quietly out of the front door.
On and on she trudged. Her boots
were so very heavy that it made her
So she leaned wearily against
tired.
a pine tree which was grumbling something ever}' time the wind blew.
A rabbit had been playing in the
snow, for his footprints betrayed bis

CREAM SALAD DRESSING.

Take the yolks of three hard-boiled
one
eggs and rub them smooth with
tablespoonful of olive oil. Add tarragon vinegar to taste ami then beat in
elowly one cupful of cream which has
been whipped s'iff and dry.
BOILED

DRESSING.

Beat up one raw egg and add two
tablespoonfuls of butter, one tablespoonful of sugar, one teaspoonful of mustard,
half a teaspoonful of salt, a pinch of
this very
cayenne pepper. Beat all
thoroughly. Boil five tablespoonfuls of
vinegar and stir in the mixture. Set
this in a pan of boiling water until thick.
When cold, thin with cream.
An unusual and tasty salad is made by
removing the skin from small apple
shaped tomatoes, cutting them in half
and putting between the two parts a
thin slice of American cheese; put the
two
together and cover the tomato

parts

with mayonnaise dressing and

large pineapple, add one
pound and a half of Malaga grapes
halved and seeded, some English walnut
or pecan nut meat», one pound of candied cherries pulled apart and little
pieces of three oranges pulled apart and
freed from skin. Grape-fruit may also
one

GREEN PEPPER

SALAD.

Cut the top from the peppers and
cleau out all the center. Fill with shredded cold chicken and a little minced
celery. Cover with mayonnaise.

TOMATO SALAD.
remove

the pulp,

mix it with minced green pepper and
cucumbers, and moisten with French
dressing. Return to the tomato shells
and put a spoonful of mayonuaise on
top of each. Serve on lettuce leaves.
TOMATO AND

EGO SALAD.

boiled
thoroughly
eggs, adding a iittlle mayonnaise, then
rub in one
heaping teaspoonful of
auchovy paste and one saltspoonfui of
fill the interior of the toand
celery salt
matoes. Set on letttuca leaves with
mayonnaise on top. Serve very cold.
two

hard

CUCUMBER AND CRESS SALAD.

Pare the cucumbers and slice thin.
Make a little bed of the cress, arrange
the slice· of cucumbers in an overlapping ring on the cress and in tbe centre
of the riug put. a radish cut in tulip
shape. Serve with French dressing.
BANANA AND PEANUT SALAD.

Peel and cut the banana in half lengthwise. Lay on a lettuce leaf, cover with
mayonnaise and sprinkle with finely

the second bot- cold.
Chop it and add two-thirds of »
tle seemed to give me a new stomach cupful of celery cut up small and a third
tnd perfectly good health."
For kiale of a cupful of mild American cheese, or
by all dealers.
:ream cheese will do.
Cot four medium
lized tomatoes into small pieces and add.
Bridget—Time brings many changes, Season with two or three mlnoed red
me

Trunks,

Nora—Indeed it does.

Bags,

Suit Gases.

Can show you Suit Cases from
to

$7.00.

W. 0.

peppers. Mix all together with plenty
)f mayonnaise and serve on a bed of letS006.

Bridget—Whin I was little I used to
cry for fear the policeman would get me,
There seems to be no end of the comand now I cry for fear I won't get the
binations of good things that you can
policeman!
I
to

in a salad. Ton ail know how
Cuts and bruises may be healed in ι nake a chicken salad, and a substitute
90c about one-third the time required by the < >f veal can hardly be detected; and also
usual treatment by applying Chamber- ι ipring lamb is very delicious with a leaf
It is an antiseptlo and < ir two of mint mixed with it. Lobster, ;
Iain's Liniment.
cause· such injuries to heal without < irab and shrimp salad ore made just the ;
maturation. This liniment alao relieve· ι •me—out np in small pieces and plaoed
loreneaa of the muscle· and rhenmatio < m a orisp lettnoe leaf and oovered with

Frothingham,

South Parie,

surprising relief and

Nora.

—————————

Maine. pain·. For «de by all dealer·.

And
in the world with no relative.
the other thing was that there was a
very naughty fairy who was alway>
trying to harm Joybell. and Suusilk

afraid to leave her alone.
Oue day when Joybell was about
three years old and the prettiest litttithing imaginable, with soft gold hair
delicate pink checks aud a pink dress
a fairy process, Sunsilk left
woveu
was

by

moment.·
her alone for just u
while she flew to get some honey foi
In that instant the naughty
mipper.
fairy came sweeping In at the window

ise

i ι oayonnaise.—Ex.

»

few

and cried:
"Now at last I have found mj
chance, und you are alone! And when
Sunsilk comes back she won't find

Joybell

ON A THRONE ADOVE ΠΕΒ BAT A

had

found,

together

and

ι

thc.\

,/Ί/mmu;;hii;i

colors, and Dorothy noticed
prettier than hers.

some were

So she asked what it meant, aud she
told that the fairy upon each ball
on looking within could see reflected
the good and naughty things each child
If naughty a
did from day to day.
black line was drawn, but the fairy
was always glad to paint the bright
was

colors, for they

were

good deeds.

Two little salty tears ran down Dorothy's cheeks. She hoped no one noticed them, but she could not help
prying, tor her own bull hiul lota and
lots of black lines in it.
The leaf fairy took Dorothy back to
the queen, who asked her to come
again in a few weeks to see the ball.
(Then she placed her finger in the leaf
nid was once more In the world of
mow.

at his willingness to sell grocerin stu b small quantities be said:
"Have to In this neighborhood. Most
of these people live from meal to meal,
which means that tbey buy things by
measure iustead of weight. Reckoned
by the cupful, the spoonful or the pailful, tbey know Just bow much of any-

prise
ies

thing they ueed. Id order to satisfy
both customers and the Inspector of
weights and measures we measure
flrst to suit the trade, then weigh afterward."—New York Sun.

Up!"
parts of Scotland large

"Lift Me

In

some

rocks or bowlders are sometimes found
with ancient writings cut deep into

them.
One such rock on a farm in Gallome up
way bad carved on it, "Lift
and I'll tell you more."
The fanner resolved to do so and
got together some of hie men, and between them tbey did at last succeed
in lifting the great stone. But instead

do we achieve
liuve snobbishIf we achieve
The
it early.
Beatrice, a little

beard

1

to a visitor

of about her own age.
"No," said Beatrice Impressively,
"we don't play with Sarah any more.
We found out that her father has only
first name Job. Our papa, you know,
holds a mister position."—Woman's
Home Companion.

a

Buy it

Now is the time to

now.

bottle of Chamberlain's Colic, Cholera
It Is almost
ami Diarrhoea Remedy.
a

certain to be needed before tbe
it over. This remedy has no
Por sale by all dealers.

summer

superior.

Do a man a favor once aad be may be
grateful; do him several favors and he
will think yon owe them to him.

13.

Write for catalog.
Address the Principal,

Bridgton Academy
give you every
opportunity and at..

Will
..

Low Rates.

Especially

HL'NSILK.

looker! at it it grew larger
and larger, so that at the end of »
week it was already three feet tall
At the end of a month it was a full
grown tree, and at the end of three

day

a.J

tbiy

months it had blossoms.
And the old people said as they look
ed at its beautiful blossoms. "Oh. if
we only had a child with a cheek like
the petals of the apple blossom and
hair like the pure gold uf its heart!"
Now, it happened that Sunsiik had
been hunting the whole world over to
find Joybell. and, being a fairy, she
kuew the moment she saw the apple
tree what had become of her little
charge. And she heard what the old
people said and thought. "Here arc
good, kind people with whom my lit-

tle Joybell will be happy."
So she Hew quickly to the apple
tree and touched the trunk with her
wand.
Look at the apple
"Look, wife!
tree!" cried the old man. And as she
looked the old woman saw the trunk
split open, and out stepped a little
girl with cheeks like the apple blossom petals and hair like the gold of
the stamens.
As soon as she saw the old people
she rau with both arms outstretched,
and they clasped her in their arms aud
knew that a daughter had come to
them at last.
The apple tree rustled lu the wind,
and the buds seemed to ring like Joy
And that night when Joybell
bells.
was going to sleep in the dear little

pert

MAINE.
~

TRANSPORTATION.
Thursday, Sept. 1,1910, the
School Committee of the town if Ρ
elder bids for the transportation
the ensuing term or terms In tin· I·
trlcte, viz Stearn· Hill to Hollow
temore to J'arls Hill School, H ·ι
South Paris Village Schools ; Mount.·':
School; Tubbs to King School. I!
South Parle Village Schools; It·.!-t.
Paris Village Schools. Informatl
these routes may lie ha·! of tl,

: tit·

o.tlng

iu for
„· iu.

wi

Κ

Wbu-

to

!

Klcg

t<>

Ι'·,η<1 to
t.. South
^ir.i to
r.-iett
t any
tin* »η·1
foritl*

·.·

of Schools. The right Is reserved

t

All bids mu't be 1: wi
or all bids.
sent t> the Superintendent of ν t..
above date.
!.s
SUPERINTENDENT ο Κ Ml,
For the town .)f Parlé.
32-5
»

,t;,u
;o
To the Honorable Hoard of County
ere for the County of oxford
of
ti,·
town
citizen*
of
the
We,
undersigned,
Sumner, In eald Cour tv, reap tl
that the convenience of public t-.·
new highway In eald town, fros
residence of Antlpas lilsbee, In a w< m-ra ea-t
erly or southeasteily direction t r \aaey
Road, so called.
Hoart,
Wherefore, we petition your II,
.'■·■ your
after ilue notice, to view said lo< a;
s hearing and If deenct
-!!..?, to
petitioners
'.·
out a public highway over sail
f July,
Hated at Sumner, Maine, ibb it·! i.<
A. D. 1910
D. .J. RUSSELL and tlicri.

lay

1

■

[8EAL.1

the Maine farmer is
to the front.

other way.

make this

STATE OF MAINE
COUNTY OF OXFORD, ββ.
--ion,
Hoard of County Commissioners, M .·,
', 1.·Ι<·.
1910; held by adjournment Au.·
up
rv evl.
UPON the foregoing uetlUon, cat
t:tl»ti*r·
any dence having been received that tl
■

forging right

You can't do it

time.
oline

a

specialty

in their husi

Machinery

Engine or

line from

Manure

Gas-

a

Spreader

to

small Garden Cultivator, and the
best there is made.
You will soon

a

appreciate William
Flour. One baking day

want a

no ex-

Sulky

cook can afford to waste

ordinary flours.

William Tell
Flour

Plow

plowing.
plowing much

for your fall
your

■

responslfde, and

loqulrj
Please remember that ofthelrapplleatlonlsexpedlent.il'
are

We carry a big stock all the
You can get anything in the

ness.

Farm

the woman

You
better

can

do

and

a

that the
tie Post

County

that

Commissioner*

Dtn,

eet

at

Kast

publlcatioi

>

M <88

STATE OF
COUNTY OF OXFORD, us.:
one very important To the Honorable .Justice of the Mi|>:
clal Court, next to l>e hell at South I'
In and for .ill County, un the- 2ml
for the
get
October, A. I). 1910:
!
here.
Daisy A. Harnett of Mexico, In na1
wife of Guy P. Harnett, re-tie· tf

forget

And don't

item,

you can
machines you buy

floursit is also

South Paris, Maine.

KILLthe couch

and

CUBE

with

For Sale by N. Dayton Bolster Co.

Dr.

New

PARKER'S
HAIR BAL8AM

THE

LUNC8

King's

Discovery

for C8USI18

JSh.

AND ALL THROAT AND LUNG TROUBLES.

GUARANTEED SATISFACTORY
OR MONEY REFUNDED.

Wanted.

H
win.

repairs

A.W. Walker & Son,

KILL THE GERMS.

it

hutnner, !i -11
County, on Wednesday, October 1'·. M
hi.
tfc«e
at nine of the clock, A. M
proceed to view the route mentloi : In ·»',!
ilrar
>:· »
which
after
petition; Immedlutely
lng of the parties arid their uu
ι'■ in'.tv
had at some convenient place Ιι (
and such other measures takii, In
Ami
as the Commissioners shall Judge pr ι··
i: <·,
f
It Is further ORDKKED, that tMi..
iilace and purpose of the Commis
·>γ·
lug aforesaid lie given to all per-··
; es
poruttone Interested, by causing at'..-t<
of said petition and of this order ti
: -urn·
served upon the Clerk of the Tou
ner, and also posted up In tlinx
w. k?
t
places In said town, and published
*'·■
successively In the Oxford Denioi ·ν. "f "»■
«
In
said
at
;.<.t..
Paris,
paper printed
lord, trie drst of said
-ι<··1,
the other notices, to lie made, nerved ..:>
1
at least thirty davs before aalil
f»·
.-nul
r,
enil
that
all
the
to
persons
lng,
*
tlons may then and there ai>|K-:ir
tbe
if
why
bare,
cause,
any they
said petitioners should not lie grant»··!
rk
Αττκβτ
C'HARLES F. WHIT Μ \ Ν
A true copy of said Petition ar· ! "r :. r of
Court thereon.
ΛΤΤΚβΤCHARLES F. WHITM \N. < rk.
Office

great deal easier with one than you
can to chase the old walking plow.

goes farther
than most

Cleacte# and brautific* the hair,
ftomote* a laxuriaut frowth.
Never Fails to Itcitore Ο ray
Italr to lta youthful Color.
Curti «calp tllieaK· k hair (ailing.
iOc.am! $1.00at DrutfliU

Welch,

On

With the Modern

who will

her skill on

bought

TOWN OF PARIS.

MAINE.

Have you a reputation as a
cake maker—is your pastry

Tell

10c, and 12c per yd.

at 7c,

NORWAY,

Hobbs1 Variety Store,
NORWAY.

will convince you that

TOWELS,
ROLLER TOWELS,
DISH TOWELS,
GLASS TOWELS,

124 Main Street.

FOR THE RE8T OF
THE SEASON.

■Your Bread?·*
are

LINEN CRASH

Merritt

Human

your pride?
Then you

Merritt Welch

These are the beet that can bf
for tbeee prices.

Are sou Proud of A. W. Walker & Son
planted it In the garden. "But it will
be long." they snid, "before we have
an apple tree."
However, they were amazed a fev.
mornings later to find a little shoe!
shoving above the ground, and each

CAUTION.

My wi'e, F.lla Estelle Sargent, ha<1ng left mt
without sufficient cau*e, I caution alt pereoni cot
to trust or harbor heron my a< .·(· int.
1 .hall
pay none of her bllle after tlil- Mate,
Laving
made ample provision for her supp rt.
Hiram, Me., Aug. 8, WW
33J
JAMKS J. SARGEHT.

for towels,

Hammocks at Cost

Body

Automobilt Rnjinctr

HAND

Maine.

Bridgton,

North

3437

ch»«it,.r;

Portland Auto Company,
Portland, Mulot

*11

any information a<ldreea

J. F. MOODY,

* «

Wrt η eel men to train In three week·. fur
r*.
sltlons paying ♦-Ό to |3'i weekly.
K.»»y wort
Short hour), Great demand now. Driving
a&i
Five
work.
of
years
garage
suceesi.

TUESDAY, SEPT. 13, 1910.
For catalogues

west.

3^

MEN WANTED.

Fall term opene

or

selling, going

terms.

M-37

34 48

The

Reason for

Easy

DOW.

A well known Dee Moines woman
after suffering miserably for two days
from bowel complaint, was cured by
one dose of Chamberlain's Colic, Cholera
For sale by all
nnd Diarrhoea Remedy.

Write for liberal temple to
THE "L.F." MEDICINE CO., Portland, Me.

"GOOD BY. IiJTTLK JOYBETjL·,'' WHI9PEKED

I

SALE.

Must be sold at once.

W. E. SARGENT, »

buy

time for there is nothing better. Above
When the
liver,stomach and bowels f-iil in Ihtirfune"
tions, the whole system demands L.F."
At wood's Medicine.
!UrtIand,Ue.
"1 am taking the xixth buttle of your 'L. F.'
Aticood't Medicine ami am cut inly cured of
thone fearful tick heuduchei." —M.J. UIIOOKS.
Look for the bier roil letters "L. F." on the
label. At all Dealers, S3 cents for 11 largo bottle.

.r.tr.

·,; '«·'<■·.
that her mal'en name way Daisy Α.
that she was lawfully married to it"1 ι··»'!
March
I*. Harnett at Haverlll, MaaeachuHctt
t·' »'
•iS, A. I) 1904,by the Itev. Mr. CliM
Bum
they lived together a* husband ami w"< t -*!l
tr
of
the
time
front
ford, In said county,
marriage until the 20th 'lay of June,
rxrlf
that your libelant ha* ulways con·! t.
»n'
:*
towards her said husband as a f.tli'f
Jta
tl> lay
affectionate wife; (that on the
it
utu
riy
Itarn·
I'.
uary, A. I), 1907. the said Guy
»',ot
deeerteil your libelant without eau-·· ■<
to parts unknown to her, since widen
has never seen or heard from bin, or
from him any support; that sal t i.tn
prior
has continued for three consecutive
·' 14
that ΙιΝ π■·:■·
to the
of thla
<

■■'•^

··

llliel;

Ming

unknown to your libelant and cannot

talned by reasonable diligence;) th.it f
collusion between your libelant an·:
Guy P. Harnett to obtain a divorce ; w

■-

'·

tu··

no

-iH

? >re
>··η

she prays tnat a divorce tnay be de,"
her and the said Guy P. Harnett for ti
above set forth.
A
Dated at Kumford this 4th day of m -■
D. 1910.
UaBNKTT.
A.
DAISY

(th

Subscribed and «worn to before π
day of Augunt, A. D. 1910:
LUCIAN IV. BLANCHE
Justice of tin

(SEAL.)
STATE OF MAINE.
OXFORD, 08.
Supreme Judicial Court. In

ν
save their RAGS, RUB1
August Is, A l>.
Mail
METALS for me.
Upon thk Foregoinu Libel, ordkkko,
That's
the
to
Cure
DandI
Only Way
tucked her she heard a little flutter
That the Libelant give notice lothesal·' «;·».
orders promptly attended to. I also buy
r
ruff, and Parisian Sage is the
Harnett, llblee, to appear l>efore the lii-il"
at the window, and there stood Sun1'irt',
at
N.
NORMAN
be
hotden
to
KLAIN,
Judicial
Killer.
Court,
Poultry.
Supreme
Only
·■'·
silk looking lovelier than ever in the
Oxford.
I Parisian Sage snake into the scalp, and within and for the County of Α.
Box 817, Norway, Maine.
l ·'
I)
32-lyr.
second Tuesday of October,
moonlight.
111· ai'1
when it reaches the roots of the hair it publishing an attested copy of sai
,n
little
Joybell," whispered
"Goodby,
not only kill» every dandruff germ, but this order thereon, three weeks sucee»-h' in
60 YEARS'
have human
the Oxford Democrat, a newspaper prlui···!
"Now you
Sunsllk.
it supplies the hair with just the right
Parle, In our County of Oxford, the lu-t ι»"''"·
EXPERIENCE
friends and a human home, and you
kind of nourishment to put vigor and cation to be 30 days at leant prior to -a! I -· π·1
re an
will find children to play with In the
Tuesday of Oct., 1910, that he may tl
strength into it and make it grow.
then In our said ounty appear an I show '.»■·*
will all
and
Parisian
is
fields,
you
■ ■' 1111
the
most
said
delightful
green
greut
Sage
If any he h ive why the prayer of
hair dressing in the world and is not should not be granted.
climb into the apple tree, and there
ItlKD,
E.
GEO.
■ticky or greasy. Use it one week and
you can-tell them about Sunsllk."
Justice of the Supreme Jtt llel.< (
1 a·
you will never give it np.
A true copy of libel and order of court then
And Joybell almost thought she was
Attest: CHARLES F. WHITMAN', Clerk.
Parisian Sage is guaranteed by F. A.
asleep, but ehe whispered, "Goodby,
W.
Capt.
L.
Blanchard,
Shurtleff & Co. to stop falling hair; to
I< *>
Attorney for Libit.
dear Sunsiik; I will never forget you."
cure dandruff; keep hair from fading;
And all the things that Sunsllk had
to stop itching of the scalp, or money
Petition for Discharge.
Raid came true.—Washington Star
back. Price 50 cents a large bottle.
)
The girl with the Auburn hair is on In the matter of
Wallace
P.
McDonald,
Cross Purposes.
}) In Bankruptcy.
every bottle
Bankrupt.
One player goes around among the
Γο the Hon. Clarence Hale, Ju l»- of in*
District Court of the United States for tti«
circle and whispers iu each one's ear
District of Maine:
We Do all Kinds of....
the answer he is to make to the next
(TTallacr P. McDonald of Kumford, In the
TV County of Oxford, anil State of Malm·, m
player who comes after him asking
laid District, respectfully represents, that ob
JOB
PRINTING.
Charles
For
Instance.
goes
questions.
ho'Alth day of February, last pant, he w;»·1 Ί"7
seiBro^,.
around to Nos. 1. 2, 3 and 4.
idiudged bankrupt under the Act· of Congre»»
-urD.
C
8U WMhloaton.
Alwood A Forbes South Paris "elating to bankruptcy; that he has duly;·.π.ν,
To No. 1 he whispers. "Hot. sweet
■endered all his proi>crty and right·· of pr
ind haa fully compiled with all the requirement»
and strong."
if said Acta and of the order* of Court touen.n*
To No. 2. "With pepper and vineils bankruptcy.
Wherefore he prays, that he miy be deen<"j
gar."
»»
>y the Court to have a full discharge from ■·
To No. 3, "With my best love."
un·!·
New Baxter Building, lebts provable against his estate a*
Block,
ei
Pythian
arc
To No. 4. "No, Indeed."
lankruptcv Acts, except su-rh debts
INSURi
by law from sucn discharge.
Aud to the whole circle an nnswei SOUTH PARIS, me.
PORTLAND, me. epted
Dated this 16th day of August. Α. I). I'd·1
WALLACE P. MCDONALD, llaokruiit.
of some kind.
ORDER OF NOTICE ΤΠΕ11ΚΟΝJane comes after Charles to ask any
PIANOS &. ORGANS.
>»tkict op Maine, a·.
question her own will may dictate.
On tillsiOthday of Aug.. A. D. l»M,on re*'·
She asks No. 1. "What kind of a
,
ng the foregoing i>cilttou, It Is
U.5.
υ. s.
Ordered by the Court, that a heart»* '·«
U.S.
week have you passed?"
Λ·1
ικ>η the aame on the 9th dey of Sept,
No. 1. "Hot, sweet und strong."
said
91», before said Court at Portland, In
rlct, at 10 o'clock In the forenoon; and 'M»
To No. 2. "Shall you ever marry?"

bed

where

the

kind

old

woman

had

Everybody

to

<

AND

BERS

Patents
T"octla***9

Bankrupt's

.§111

»SSL%rtca«.

New York

C. E.

TOLA* *N 4 £Q.,
XNCEj

No. 2. "With pepper and vinegar."
To No. 3, "IIow will you keep house

on

these?"

No. 3. "With my best love."
To No. 4, "Wht re are you gclng to
spend the summer?"
No. 4, "No. Indeed!"
The Duty of Children.
child should always say what's true
And speak when he is spoken to
And behave mannerly at table—
At least a· far as he is able.
—From "A Child's Garden of Verses."

A

He'll Hear It Later On.

Harold—I know that I'm not worthy
of you, ray darling. Fair One-Refore."
and my married
They di<* so, and a group of disap- member that, Harold,
Jewish
went slowly back to their life Is sure to be happy.

everyday^

8ocial Distinctions.

Are we born snobs,
snobbishness, or do we
ness thrust upon us?
It we sometimes do

begins Tuesday, September

Term

all, keep strong and well.

of finding that it covered gold or some
other treasure they found carved on
the rock, "Lay me down as I was be-

pointed^

family.—Strand Magazine.

just the same now as
sixty yearsogo. Usethe
remedy that brought
good results at licit

QUEEN.

to one of the balls.
Dorothy examined It and found, to
her surprise, α little fairy with the letter D fastened on her dress, seated
upon her colored ball. But there were
black marks running through the many

be found together with
their batch of eggs. At the slightest
sign of danger tbe young ones huddle
close to their mother, hiding beneuth
her body so far as it will cover so

nlne-.venr-old, expounding

moderate.
Any Hebron
itudeut from your section will be glad
to tell you where to go to school this
fall.

Expenses

is

rolled leaf that was talking. The rabbit had probably brushed the snow
from that one leaf, and it was standing straight and froe.
It was a very obedient little girl who
placed her finger in the leaf and closed
her eyes when she was told to. Nor did

fairies would tremblingly kneel before
their queen, whose every wish was
law.
Dorothy looked in amazement, for

new,
iluro accomodate 125 boys. All dormitories under the supervision of instruct·
for a few.
ors. Rooms in private houses

frequently

other day

FOR

House owned
by
Pierce
E. Wheeler
Certificate
right
school.
Colbj fitting
Three Porter St., South
to other New England college·.
Paris,
course·—College, English, Scientific.
Newly painted, shingled, good
Twelve instructors. Sturtevant Home
At wood Hall,
accommodate· 70 girls.
repair throughout, two tenement».
Barrows Lodge and Cook Gymna-

spring. tbe parent insecte often dying
before the young appear. The earwig,
however, provides a remarkable exception to tbe general rule, for It sits upon
arc
its fifty or more eggs until they
hatched, Just as a bird would do, and,
It
moreover, if the eggs get scattered
carefully collects them together again.
In the early months of the year, when
digging the soli, female earwigs may

a

Academy.

Hebron

dependent development

large

1010

1804

here."
And with that she touched Joybell
with the end of her wand and in an
instant changed her into an apple dealers.
seed. Then she stirred up α strong
Magistrate—Are you a friend of the
wind, \»hl<h picked up the apple seed,
prisoner?
and
window
dropblew it out of the
Buxom Witness—No; I'm his motherped it in α road miles away. Wasn'i in-law.
It dreadful to do α thing like that?
An ordinary case of diarrhoea can, as a
While the apple seed was lying In
rule, be cured by a «ingle dose of Cliamthe road ii good old woman came
herlin's Colic, Cholera and Diarrhoea
along—a kind old woman, with wavy Remedy. This remedy has no superior
And
white hair and a pleasant smile.
Por sale by all
for bowel complaints.
when she saw the apple seed lying in dealers.

ο

the ever changing lights continually
BAVARIAN SALAD.
cast a rainbow splendor over the place.
As the queen spoke all was darkTwo beads of lettuce washed and
pulled to pieces, two small onions chop- ness. Dorothy crouched against a
ped very fine, one boiled beet cut in marble pillar as though for protecsmall pieces but not chopped, three tion.
tablespoonfuls of salad oil, two table"The leaf fairy has asked mo many
spoonfuls vinegar, yolk of one raw egg, times for permission to show you tbls
little
a
of
a
half teaspoonful
salt,
very
At last I have consented.
made mustard. Whip the egg, add the palace.
and
last the Show her all, leaf fairy."
oil
onions, salt, mustard,
So away they went so swiftly that
vinegar. Put lettuce in a dish, cover
with pieces of beet and pour over the Dorothy could not see half of the
dressing.
beautiful things around her. Soon the
riXKAPPLE SALAD.
fairy opened a door on which funny
little
bells chimed out the name of the
when
that
salad
an
make
To
apple
fruit ie oat of season, substitute pineap- one entering.
In this room was a great spruce
ple with the chopped celery. A few
salted nuts sprinkled over the top will tree, 60 high that the top could not be
Make your seen. To the branches were attached
add an excellent flavor.
mayonnaise with cream instead of oil.
by invisible wires large bulls of differBEET SALAD.
ent colors and so many that it remindBoil three or four medium sized beets ed Dorothy of her own Christmas
until tender; when cool cut into dice tree, only this was so much prettier.
with one-third the quantity of cucumThe fairy leaf was saylug, "Now I
bers. Pour over mayonnaise or French will show you yours." and she pointed

farm, one mile out from die village,
on telephone line. Scenery that feeds the mind,
HERRING SALAD.
Willis—So Skinner's mining soheme
foil that fee·Ν the body. House, ell, ehe<1 and
Soak four salt herring in milk or water
barn connected. Spring that never falls. Price broke
I thought yon got in on the
you?
91000 and no back talk.
for five hours. Clean free from bones
floor?
Inquire of J. B. Mason, or the owner two ground
Gillie— I did. That's the reason I was and skin and chop the fish with eight
mike below
J. N. IRISH.
oold boiled potatoes and two onion* ;
lOtf buried so
Buck del !. Me., March 3.1910.
deep when it fell in.
add one teaspoonful of pepper and oneGarnish with
SBE1IED TO GIVE Hill A NEW STOMACH. half a cupful of vinegar.
I HAVE ON HAND
slices of bard-cooked eggs and cold
"I suffered intensely after eating and
boiled
beets.
A FULL STOCK OF
no medloine or treatment I tried seemed
ITALIAN SALAD.
to do any good," writes H. M. Youngpeters, Editor of the Sun, Lake View,
Cook very tender in well-salted water
Ohio. "The first few doses of Chamber- two cupfuls of macaroni, rinse in cold
lain's Stomach and Liver Tablets gave water to
prevent stickiness and let it get

Harness,
Blankets,
Fly Nets,

know any better.
There were two things which wor
ried the fairy. Oue was that the bab\
und.
grew older and older every day,
of course, fairies can't play with clii:
dren after they get to be α certain age.
and she hated to leave Joybell alone

m.\! \ u

she open them again, not even to peep,
till she heard a voice far above her
say, "Now see what is before you."
Was it really or was she dreanilng?
For 'twas fairyland, and ou a throne
be used. Mix all these with a little above lier sat η queen, clothed in the
mayonnaise and place on lettuce. Make most lovely gown, which reflected her
the dressing with lemon juice instead of every mood. Sometimes it threw forth
vinegar, and just before serving it should a rosy light, showing the queen's pleasbe mixed with half the amount of ure.
Then again a cold blue light
whipped cream.
would take its place, and all the little

Cream Balm la sold by all druggists for over it more French dressing, to which
50 cents, or mailed by Ely Bros., 56 War- have been added a little green mint,
mustard and a dash of celery salt.
ren Street, New York.

acre

can
very good, und she took splendid
of the baby and named her Joy bell,
which, of course. Isn't au appruprlat·
name for α baby, but theu all tht
fairies have names like that, and thlr
be
fairy, whose name was Sunsilk,
hair, didn'<
cause of her beautiful

serve on

CHEESE SALAD.
Beat a fresh cream cheese with cream
until soft, then add minced beet*, green
peas and chopped olives until the cheese
will hold no more. Form into round
flat cakes and place on ice. When thoroughly chilled place on lettuce leaves
and serve with mayonnaise on top.

was once a

she hud nobody to take care of bet
except Just one fairy. The fairy waf*

lettuce.

Pulp

Λ 40

little baby who
father or sisters
or
mother
hadn't any
cous
or brothers or aunts or uncles or
Ins or any other kind of relative, and
There

she

chopped peanuts.
Had she gone to sleep and dreamed
I will either hire a first-class blackSALMON SALAD.
smith or rent my shop in South Paris
thl^.
Take two cupfuls of oooked rice and
Dorothy was sure that she had not.
to such a one for the horse-shoeing.
II. Thrust, disguise, yonder, heretic, half a can of salmon and mix witb a
she hurried home as fast as
Anyway,
a
moorage, fountal'u. automobile, sup- fork, first seasoning with one-half a teaShop centrally located and doing
she could so as to help mamma with
spoonful of salt and a little pepper. the
ported. bnth
good business.
dishes, for she must make her ball
a
made of one
0. you are the great doorpost of this Then pour over it dressing
beautiful
boune.
tablespoouful of olive oil, two table- as lovely as the rest on that
H. P. MILLETT,
And I. the red nasturtium, climbing up.
spoonfuls of vinegar, one teatpoonful of tree.—Philadelphia Record.
French mustard, mixed thoroughly. Set
South Paris, May 23, 1910.
by drop the offensive discharge on ice until ready to serve, when place
A Cup of Sugar.
Drop
Wood Wanted. caused by Nasal Catarrh falls from tne it on lettuce leaves. Thie also makes a A large china cup with a handle was
back of the none into the throat, setting delicious Ailing for sandwiches.
shoved across the c ounter and a child's
Delivered at any station on the up an inflammation that is likely to
SALAD OF VEAL AND PEAS.
voice said. "Xlu wants a cupful of
Grand Trunk between Berlin and mean Chronic Bronchitis. The most
Ooe-half a pound of cold veal cut in sugar."
for
Is
Catarrh
satisfactory
remedy
Ely's
Portland. Also White Ash bolts.
Τ be grocer tilled the cup, weighed
Cream Balm, and the relief that follows tiny dice and a pint of small green poae.
Mix with Frenoh dressing and chill.
J. M. DAY,
even the first application cannot be told
the sugar, poured It back into the cup
in words. Don't suffor a day longer When ready to serve put by spoonfuls and said. "Two cents."
43tf
Bryant's Pond, Me.
from the discomfort of Nasal Catarrh. into cups of criep lettuoe leaves. Pour
To a customer wbo expressed sur-

FOR SALE.

The Enchanted
Apple Tree

the road she picked it up and said:
"I'll plant this in my garden and maybe I shall live to see it grow into α
Oh. how I wish we hud a
tree.
daughter to climb up in its branches!"
When she reached home she showed
her husband what a very large seed

TOMATO AN» CHEESE SALAD.

—
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At

Dorothy wondered
many caprices.
To be successful you must have all
how te worked all four feet at once
same
the
at
temperayour ingredients
and whether they would not get mixed,
ture, ana use the proportion of one pint
of olive oil to the yolks of two raw eggs. nil wanting to go first, each forgetting
Season the egg with a saltspoonful of when it was his turn.
salt and α tiny pinch of red pepper and
"Well. Dorothy, you have come at
beat with a wt;oden or silver fork until last!"
of
one
it thickens; add
teaspoonful
Dorothy Jumped and looked around
vinegar, beat thoroughly, then slowly In amazement, for it was a funny
all
hard
the
add a little of
oil, boating
the time; add a few drops of vinegar,
two
over
not
until
tablespoonfuls have
been used altogether, alternating with
the oil uutil the dressing is like a smooth,
thick cream. There is little danger of
cordling if the eggs are etrictly fresh and
if the oil is added slowly.

Mash

No.

Shop

^

letters, using each letter

"Columbia Ignition Batteries" the
Double

S. P. MAXIM & SON,

Picture Frames

f-

pink, yellow.

telephones.

SotLtli.

considered

as

Peel ripe tomatoes,

Brushes.
Filler,
Milligan, and Sherwin-Williams.

of all rootinge. THE TIME TESTED KIND. Don't
try imitations.
The kind that lasts.
Screen Doors and Window Screens—We make to order.
Kegu>«r sizes of doors in stock. Have your veranda screened in.
We sell wire screen cloth spring hinges, «le.

Paroid

mnoh vinegar as
tion are
oil and to every four tablespoonfuls of
oil and vinegar a saltspoonful of salt and
one-half saltspoonful of pepper is used.
Some prefer lees vinegar and use onefourth of vinegar or lemon juice. For a
tomato salad a dash of dry mustard is

one-third

STUFFED

Turpentine,

Liquid

depends on the proper mixing
dressing, whether Frenoh or mayonnaise.
French dressing is the simplest of all
the salad dressing. The usual propor-

dressing.

Varnishes,

A Girl's Peep

Salads for All Tastes.
Dorothy awoke with a start EveryToa know Shakespeare says "Salad la
not amiu to cool man's stomach in hot thlag and everywhere was enow, snow,
weather;" bat oot only at that season enow. The fairies of snowlaod had
but all aesaoD· of the year li it a most beeii more than busy in the night
acceptable diah. It can be aaed aa one Dorothy thought they most have been
of the cooraea at an elaborate dinner or
rushed, for every little nook and corthe principal diah of a plain luncheon.
Even the place
A aalad can be made of so many kinda ner was decorated.
of food—meats, fish, vegetables, fruits, where her little piggies slept had not
etc.—that It is hard to choose whioh of l»een neglected.
the many combinations to use for any
Yes; Dolly had made up her mind in
occasion; but here are a few recipes the two minutes she had stood before
which may be of help to the housewife. the window.
She was going to the
She muet remember, however, that much
eee if she could find the snow

Shred

on.

es

Uaoucited. AddreM : Editor Homemaxm·
Co una, Oxford Democrat, South Fails. Me.

FRUIT MAYONNAISE.

ground

For many a pleasant trip;
Tou know your friend far down the
By means of me before you meet.

South Paris.

Lumber

was

story

the

No. 1034.—Primal Acrostic.
This acrostic contains seven words
of sis letters each. If the words are
rightly guessed and written one below
another their initial letters will spell

W. J. WHEELER & CO.,

L. S. BILLINGS

game,
as for my

two

Beside the water I am found
And on the stately ship;
Through me you pass to foreign

Send for Catalogue.

§y

to my

OorrMpoodeooe on topic· of latere·* to the ladle·

of the

No. 1031.—Prefix··.
L Prefix a breeze to a girl and get
a machine used for lifting weights. 2.
Prefix a certain kind of evergreen tree
to relatives 'and get a small wooden

THE PERSON bringing the largest number
of this entire advertisement to Hobbs' Varietv
Store, Norway, Wednesday, November 23,1910,
at 3 P. M., will receive a No. 8-20, King Kineo
Range, valued at $60.00, FREE. Ask your
friends to begin to save this advertisement
for you.

HOMEMAKEBS COLUMN.

InMct Site on It· Egg·.
matter» in tbe case of insects
of
usually mean cnly tbe depositing
for tbe ineggs iu suitable situations
of the off-

Family

—

Lodger.

SAVE ALL YOUR CREAM
By tuing a United States Separator.
They are

money earner»,

being

cream eater».

Pan-American World's Record proves it, Seattle

Grand Prize assuree it.

The 1910

Interlocking Style

U. S. SEPARATORS

the cleanest skimmer», easiest running, most
easily washed and durable separator ever made.

are

Year in and year out they run without a hitch, ever making
money, never making trouble. We sell them, you need one.

T. M. DAVIS. ΑΘΕΝΤ. SOUTH PARIS.

ivtu.ov, inaj wppvet

n» lue twi·· aiiuv

—

nd ahow cause, If any thev have, why tne
rayerof said petitioner should not l>e granted·
the
And It la further Ordered by the C< uit. that
lerk shall send by mall to all known creditor·
addrefo'
oplea of aaid petition and this order,
> them at their place· of residence as statedWltnese the Hon. Clarence Hale. Ju ort'£p
f the «aid Court, and the »eal thereof, at I
mil. in aald District, on the 20th day of Aug..
D. 1010.
JAMES E. HEWKY. Clerk.
[L.e.]
A true copy of petition and order thereon.
Attest:—JAMES E. HEWKY.Clerk.
..

NOTICE.

»he
The subscriber hereby give· notice that I*"
the
an been iluly appointe*! executrix of
rill and testament of
BETSEY A. KNIGHT late of Rumford.

the County of Oxford, deceased, and
having
omis as the law direct·. All pereon·
emands against the eatate of «aid dcceasw
for
came
the
sett*^
ra desired to preaent
to
tent, and all indebted thereto are requested
like day ment Immediately·
HOPKINSRUTH
Jnly 19th, 1910.

I

